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LTHESE FEATURES.
also eliminates distortion caused by output
transistors switching on and off thousands
of times a second in response to music
signals. This is one of the reasons that the
total harmonic distortion of the SX-7 is
no more than 0.009% (continuous average
power output of 60 watts per channel minimum at 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20,000Hz).
And Pioneer's high -gain phono preamp
section allows the use of either MM or low output MC cartridges selectable by a front
panel switch. There's even a Subsonic filter
you can use to do away with very low frequency interference caused by record warps.
Now if you think all these features
sound great in print, listen to them in person
at your nearby Pioneer dealer. He'll demonstrate the SX-7 and an entire new line of
Pioneer receivers. And you'll quickly see
that we've done everything humanly possible to give you more music for your money.
That's what made Pioneer No.1 in receivers. And that's what's going to
keep us there.

have won Pioneer acclaim throughout the
high fidelity industry.
Pioneer's engineers have designed an
exclusive ID MOS FET transistor for the
front end of the SX7's tuner. It allows you
to tune in stations with weaker signals without worrying about stronger stations causing distortion due to front end overload.
That's what keeps the SX7 virtually free of
RF intermodulation.
But no matter how free a receiver is
from all forms of distortion, it must be able
to keep the station you select perfectly tuned
for hours. Pioneer's quartz-PLL digital
synthesized tuning does this by making
drift virtually impossible.
Pioneer's exclusive
Non-switchingt"amp
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directly accessible via "Station Cal" buttons. And you can even recall them at the
preprogrammed volume level because the
microcomputer electronically controls volume sating.
What's more, with just the touch of a
button you car- search out the next station
up (or down) the AM or FM tuning band.
Stations are brought in perfectly tuned every
time. And you can select any station by
tuning it manually or scanning the entire
band automatically sampling five seconds
of each station.
But these human engineering features
aren't all that make the SX-7 such an extraordinary receiver. It also offers features that

You'd expect a new receiver from the
leading manufacturer of stereo receivers to
be packed with exciting features. As you
can see, it is. But P:cneer didn't get to be
No. l in receivers by doing the expected and

stopping.
So.vae developed the SX-7 using a
unique engineering concept we call High
Fidelity ;or Humans. It makes the SX-7 as
superb to:ive with as it is to listen to.
At the heart of the receiver is a microcomputer that's been programmed to operate contra is electronically. It affords the
owner cf the SX7 operating convenience
unlike au_v previously available in conventional receiver designs.
For example, the microcomputer's
prodigious memcrg allows you to
preset up to eight FM and
eight AM stations and
recall them instantly. Once
set, all stations are
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Computerized Push
Button Controls:

,

Pioneer
,.
has pro. tlgrammed a
c06001
.
microcomputer to
1111
operate controls electronically for improved
accuracy, reliability and
convenience.

Quartz PLL Digital
Synthesized Tuning:
FM "Drift" is eliminated by this
incredibly accurate tuner.

Station Scan:
Touch this
control and
MANUAL
STATION SE 6RCM
you'll hear
five seconds of every station strong
enough to meet the mute threshold.
TUNING

Volume Memory:
The SX-7 will also remember the
volume you select for each preset
station.

Eight AM presets,
eight FM presets:
The SX-7
will memorize
_... n 3 "Jn ,_.. ..
eight of your
favorite FM
I
and eight of
your favorite
AM stations and retrieve them
,
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instantly.

Non-Switching Amp:
Pioneer's patented amp design
gets rid of transistor switching
distortion once and for all.

High -Gain Phono Preamp:
Allows the use of either MM or
low -output MC cartridges.

Station Search:
I

Touch this control and move to
the next station up, or down, the
band.

Subsonic Filter:
This control lets you do away
with ultra low frequency distortion
caused by record warps and such.

ID MOS FET Front End:
This exclusive
transistor circuitry tunes in
weak stations
as clearly and
quickly as
strong stations.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILES

Brush away stylus contamination with the SC-2,Stylus
Care System. Two drops of
SC -2 fluid on the special

nylon fiber brush effectively
loosens and wipes away
harmful coatings.

Protect your stereo system

and maintain Its sound
with the SC -2 Stylus Care
System.
For a free copy of our "Guide to
Record Care write to Discwasher.
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ABOUT THE COVER: Rock star Todd Rundgren is
one of the few artists developing new material specificatly for the New Look video formats Jon and Sally
linens interview begins on page 28 Photo by Chris
Calks.
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The best for

both worlds

The culmination of 30 years of Audio Engineering leadership-the new Stereohedrons

XSV/5000
One of the most dramatic developments of cartridge performance was the introduction of the
Pickering XSV/3000. It offered the con-
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A fresh new breakthrough in cartridge development designed specifically as an answer
for the low impedance moving coil cartridge-

xLz/7500s
The advantages of the XLZ/7500S are that it offers
characteristics exceeding even the best of moving
coil cartridges. Features such as an openness of
sound'and extremely fast risetime, less than 10µ
seconds, to provide a new crispness in sound
reproduction. At the same time, the XLZ/7500S
provides these features without any of the
disadvantages of ringing, undesirable spurious
harmonics which are often characterizations of
moving coil pickups.

The above advantages provide a new sound
experience while utilizing the proven advantages of
the Stereohedron
stylus, a

tl

samarium
sumer a first' generation of cartridges, combining
both high tracking ability and superb frequency
response. It utilized a new concept in stylus design
-Stereohedron, coupled with an exotic samarium
cobalt moving magnet.
Now Pickering offers
a top -of -the -line
Stereohedron cartridge, the XSV/5000,
combining features of
both the XSV/3000
and the XSV/4000.
It allows a frequency
response out to
50,000 Hz.

PICKI05

X11
-._

:1 l

The Exclusive Stereohedron Tip

The new XSV samarium cobalt magnet accounts
for an extremely high output with the smallest
effective tip mass. The Stereohedron tip design is
the result of long research in extended frequency
response for tracing of high frequency modulations. The patented Dustamatic® brush and stylus
work hand in hand with the rest of the cartridge
assembly to reproduce with superb fidelity ail

frequencies contained in today's recordings.
Pickering is proud to offer the XSV /5000 as the best
effort yet in over 30 years of cartridge development.

So, for those who prefer the sound characteristics
attributed to moving coil cartridges, but insist on the
reliability, stability and convenience of moving
magnet design, Pickering presents its XLZ/7500S.
THE SOURCE OF PERFECTION

PICKERING
-tor those who can Neer' the difference"

For further information on the XSV/5000 and the
XLZ/7500S write to Pickering Inc., Sunnyside
Blvd.; Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

from Nod
Pickering
Enter

cobalt

assembly,
a patented Pickering
Dustamatic brush, with replaceable stylus, along
with low dynamic tip mass with very high compliance for superb tracking.
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If everything were perfect ... a control unit
would consist of a volume control and a
program selector switch.
Unfortunately this is not the case as any
prospective high fidelity buyer-be he neophyte or
hardened campaigner-quickly discovers.
He is faced with a
choice
He can attempt to
sift the vast quantities of conflicting information
gathered from high fidelity magazines, retailers and
"my friend who is an electronics engineer and knows
a bit about high fidelity" ..
quite
or he can buy a Quad 44.
In the latter case he can be confident that whatever the
program sources, he will be able to match them
correctly, and apply tonal correction when necessary
to obtain optimum results.
Moreover he can be confident that he need not
change his preamplifier to meet future developments.
To learn all about the Quad 44 he only has to write for
a brochure and a list of authorized dealers:
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'The Onkyo TA -2050 is the most exciting stereo cassette tape deck in its price range. Nothing else provides
the brilliant purity of its sound, or gives you so much
control over the quality of your recording and playback.
The Onkyo TA -2050 provides all the features
you'd want in a precision tape deck ... and more.
Onkyo's exclusive Accu-Bias system lets you "fine
tune" your recording bias to customize sound. Peak
reading meters (with decay) let you set more precise
Enter

recording levels. Fade out/fade in controls, record/
mute controls, and soft -touch switches with IC-logic
... let you edit more professionally. Memory -stop/
memory -play ... remote control and-timer/mode
capability ... 2 -motor direct drive precision ... and
full metal tape compatibility ... are just a few of the
other important features the TA -2050 offers.
The Onkyo TA -2050 is a tape deck you can grow
with. Hear it now at your Onkyo dealer.
Reader Service Card

Onkyo U.S.A. Corporation, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey,, New Jersey 07446, (201) 825-7950
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

infinity. To be sure, infinity is a nice
place to relegate unwanted acoustic
phenomena but now your mike won't
work. It needs room to move, after all.
Still, wouldn't it be nice if ..
Now, this is not my idea, and Alan
Yordy of KWAX in Eugene merely
dropped an aside on the subject during
our long rap about his use of PZMs at
the Oregon Bach Festival, but
it
seems that one of our big audio outfits
has been experimenting with exactly this
idea. Not so impractical! Just dig a little
hole, a pit, and mount your mike capsule
right in it, flush with the plane surface.
Voila! The infinity -mounted super PZM.
(My title, thanks.) Now,
don't know
enough acoustical math to say, but expect that the Achilles heel of such a fine
idea might be that little pit, which could
set up (relatively) vast reflections of its
own, right where you do not want them.
Beware of infinity. It's always tricky dealing with a limitless constant.
Yordy (Operations Director of KWAX)
first commented to me, on his own use
of two pairs of PZMs mounted in clear
Plexiglas rectangles, that for stereo
real-time overall stereo, of course
these mikes should be placed considerably farther apart than normal mikes
would be.
For his Bach Festival setup, in a
moderately large university concert hall
ort a big, open stage for a medium-sized
orchestra and a chorus (maybe some 50
to 75 people in all), he found the optimum stereo separation was with some
which is a
25 feet between the mikes
lot. This jibes precisely with what I'd
heard about PZMs, in particular that they
have extreme off-axis uniformity, absolutely uncolored sound within a large
"half-omni" hemisphere of pickup. At
wide angles off -axis, almost all standard
mikes are subject to coloration, variably
and annoyingly. In a stereo setup, a pair
of standard mikes tends to confuse and
muddy up the vital center area, since it is
"off mike" for both microphones. (Good
reason why so many purists use three
stereo mikes spaced out overall, even
with some loss of stereo separation.) In
theory the PZM is absolutely flat all the
way out to the sides of its half sphere,
and without a doubt it is indeed just that
for a very large part of its wide pickup.
Hence
mira bile dictu
you can use
a wide stereo separation with only two
PZMs and still achieve a clear, un .

.

.

I

I

Must

we call them "PZM microIt seems so; like a.c.

phones"?

current. Crown International,
which makes PZMs, neatly avoids the
redundancy by the following usage,
"PZMicrophone"
but how do you
pronounce that? By the same logic, we
would have "ACurrent" and "DCur-

-

rent."
Anyhow, this is Part Two of a PZM
discussion, prompted by my experience
hearing and seeing these new mikes in
use at the 1981 Oregon Bach Festival in
went to hear Bach
Eugene, where
"live" and stumbled upon PZMs as per
my account last month.
came away
convinced that this new type of signal
picker -upper can indeed lead to basic
changes in the entire art of miking, especially with classical music but also in all
sorts of sound reinforcement and other
speech uses and even in many areas of
pop music.
There are some curious aspects of
that strange "pressure zone" where the
tiny PZM capsule responds to sound,
the space within a few thousandths of an
inch of a flat plane or barrier, the socalled primary reflecting surface, a
space where acoustic sound waves are
uncolored by the primary reflections
which usually interact to produce interferences, comb -filter patterns of
peaks and cancellations which we usualI

I

6

ly call coloration, especially in the off -

axis response. Not gross distortion, of
course. But enough to make vast
amounts of trouble, as every engineer
knows. Remove that coloration, especially at the sides, the off -axis pickup
pattern, and you do indeed have a new
mike phenomenon with accompanying
pickup characteristics that are sometimes startling. That's PZM.
There's a kind of infinity involved
here. The closer you get to the primary
reflecting surface, the higher the frequency of the interferences between direct and reflected waves. At the PZM's
tiny distance, these occur well above the
range of human hearing. That's the idea,
if I'm right. Push 'em upstairs where
they're harmless. Some engineers will
expect, whether, bebe wondering,
cause electronic circuitry "hears" much
higher than we do, there are residual
problems with the supersonic. See techexpect the PZM people
nical lit, but
have long since figured that one out for a
I

I

workable arrangement.
More intriguing, what if you just keep
moving your PZM pickup capsule closer
and closer to its flat plane? The interferences get higher and higher in frequency, right? Good! So you move still closer
whoops, you've bumped right
until
into it. Dear me, can't do that. Even if
your interferences have now zoomed to

-

Photograph: CBS Studio
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Only one tape deck combines the incredible realism of dbx
with the precise sound of direct drive.Techrics RS-M270X.
Dynan-ic range has long been the quest of audio purists
because it represents a major difference between live and
reproduced sound. And perhaps nothing says dynamic
range fetter than.dbx.
Rotational stability is something else audio purists
have longed for in a tape transport system, and virtually
nothing says that better than Technics direct drive.
After Ell, the majority of the top radio stations that use
turntazles rely on Technics direct drive.
Listen to the RS-M270X. You'll hear the expansive
distinction between loud and soft tónes. In fact, a

recording made on the ?S-M270X will sound 50 percent
more dynarric than the saiie recording made on a
conventional deck.
Of course, dbx also doubles as a noise reduction
system. Yet, t_ nlike convwn _ional systems, dbx reduces noise
at all frequa-cies, not just the high ones. And with
the RS-IV27CX, you car even decode dbx Encoded Discs.
The RS-M270X also 'eatures solenoid controls,
SX sendust +leads and flucrescent VU meters.
Listen
Technics RS-M270X. You'll agree you've never
"a
tgrdeheard so much dynamic range, so precisely.db
mark of
IeghtrrMncorporatM

n

Technics
The science of sourd

Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card
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It's a genius

at selecting
prime cuts.

Capturing music on cassette has
always been convenient.
Unfortunately, trying to pick your
favorite cuts out of a whole side
of tape hasn't.
Which is why we developed the
new Kenwood KX-70 cassette deck.
With its exclusive, computerized
Direct Program Search System, the
KX-70 has the intelligence to do
some brilliant things with your cassettes. Like skipping forward or
back to find whatever cut you tell it
to. Or automatically going back to
play the same cut again.
It's even smart enough to play the
same side as many times as you want.
Ask your Kenwood dealer for a
demonstration of the new KX-70
computerized cassette
deck.
After all, how would you
rather spend your timelooking for your favorite cuts, or
listening to them?

KENWOOD®

Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card

Kenwood,

P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90745

confused stereo center. As we used to
say (before the Surgeon General), put
that in your pipe and smoke it.
In addition, because the PZM cuts
way down on the confusion of distant
sound pickup, again thanks to that uncomplicated clarity of off -axis coverage,
it has extraordinary "reach "
indeed
this is probably the first thing most users
will discover. Clear, sharp details, like
whispers, show up at amazing distances
(sometimes all too clearly!). Musical
sounds are sharp and well defined even
though they originate much farther away
than normal. This allows a more distant
pickup in all situations, from the overall
to solo miking, and goes just fine with
that wider stereo separation.
should note that these PZM effects
take us a long way towards approaching
that binaural clarity of distance reception
which our human ears provide via two
discrete "audio" channels, an effect
that has never been directly achieved by
loudspeakers. Just how PZMs compare
with actual human hearing is a subject
that'll keep us busy for years.
The biggest factor in PZM use is that
flat "baffle" and its size. The larger the
area of the flat plane, the lower the bass
pickup. Alan Yordy's ideal Plexiglas rectangle would be four feet square
(and of quarter -inch stock for rigidity)
though his actually are somewhat
smaller, but the important point is that
one can vary the area according to required use. Smaller areas are fine for
voices, either chorus or solo, and even
smaller for the speaking voice. People
don't talk at 16 Hertz. And there are
countless other ways to achieve the required baffle "acreage," including the
lid of a piano, a flat conference desk or
speaker's stand, a wall, floor or maybe
even a ceiling mount, just so your halfomni flat response points in the general
direction you need. No off -axis coloration, remember.
Well, hardly any. Yordy did remark
that in his practical experience the PZM
does color the sound a bit at the extreme
but,
edge of the pickup hemisphere
mind you, that is out sidewise at almost
90 degrees! Compare this with the usual
polar patterns for standard mikes.
A few problems do arise with such
unwieldy instruments as the Plexiglas mounted PZMs, even if they are invisible. A big, thick piece of that stuff is not
light in weight, and
shudder to think

-

r

uE

PZMs can indeed lead
to basic changes in the
entire art of microphoning,
especially in recording
of classical music.

I

-

I
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Year-Round Gift
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You Can Give

®1

Is in Your Hands
Right Now!
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AUDIO. .one of the best gift values you can find for :he fellow
audiophiles on your list! Because with this holiday offer, you
can give a one-year gift subscription for HALF the regular subscripúon price-only $6.97 for 12 months of AUDIO e»citement!
(Tt-at means you save $6.97 off the regular subscription
price-and over $11 off the newsstand cost.)
What's more, we'll be happy to send a gift announcement card
to each person you.name and see that the subscriptions begin
with the January issue.:We'll also wait 'til after the New Year to
bi ycu.)
Just use the card bound into this issue to give us your
I

instructions.

Or call 1-800-331-1750
(in Oklahoma, 1-800-722-3600)

and ask for Operator 909
(to order gift subscriptions only)

Hurry-the holidays are getting close!

THE 01-300 SERIES

r
DL -300 This may well be

one of the most significant
cartridges in Denon's history, because itbrings the
price of Denon Moving Coils
under $100. Yet, it offers
all of Denon's significant
moving coil technological
developments; such as a
two piece cantilever and
dual -damping rings for optimum resonance control;
and no pole pieces for lower
mass and more efficient
manufacturing.'
(Shown with stylus guard removed )

In theory, the PZM's
pickup is flat all the
way out to the sides of
its half-sphere, achieving
a clear stereo center.

what might happen if one came loose
from above and fell on an orchestra, like
a French guillotine, perhaps slicing a cello in half along with its player. Yordy's
hanging PZMs were, in fact, mounted
over the orchestra at the Bach Festival,
held in place by a thin guy wire between
the two and, presumably, fall -proof.
assume this placement was to pick
up the chorus, in the rear, while the cardioid AKG 414 coincident stereo pair
out front picked up the orchestra, and
rejected audience noise. Chorus mikes
are usually necessary, of course, because the distance ratio between singers
in back and orchestra in front is false
the live audifrom close mike range
ence hears the music from much further
away. But why the PZMs for the chorus,
not the out -front overall?
Well, can tell you. Choral sound is
one of the "peakiest" of composite musical waveforms with vast quantities of
relatively violent acoustic transient inter modulations, coming from all those different and only partially blending voices.
Especially in loud music, this adds up to
with the ena mass of what the mike
sees as high-level distortire circuitry
I

-

DL-301 To control resonances, the cantilever
fulcrum of all Denon MC

cartridges is independent of
the damping rings. The
DL-301 uses two damping
rings, each optimized for its
portion of the frequency '
range.

In addition a special magnetic structure eliminates
pole pieces, reducing both
weight and cost for the best
sonic value in MC cartridges.

(Shown with stylus guard.)

I

-

-

tion; worse, the VU meters are
treacherous in such situations, reading
too low, as personally discovered to my
cost years ago. Serious overloads thus
can occur anywhere from mike through
to tape or transmitter. Chorus recording
is tricky.
The PZM, as noted last month, isn't
bothered by high levels; it can take 50
dB, and so can its accompanying circuitry. More importantly, there is once again
that fabulous non-interference clarity,
uncolored in 'every direction over a full
half -sphere. Oft -axis, most mikes add
coloration, hence both real distortion
and a higher level of "peakery" to choral sound, which means exaggerated
brilliance, harshness and overload. It often happens. So Yordy was wise to use
his PZMs specifically for voice, both for
the strong chorus and the solo vocalists.
The standard mikes will do fine for the
orchestra.
For the Bach soloists, from one to
three or four in a row at the very edge of
the stage on one side, Yordy used his
second pair of PZMs as described last
month. These were mounted on mike
stands, desk-like; the Plexiglas, angled
upward, was at the singers' ankle level,
the stands down on the hall floor a numI

1

DL-303 The first of the
DL -300 Series, the DL -303
has repeatedly been judged
"best of its class." It features

Denon's cross -shaped coil
and dual cantilever design
and a special tensioning
device that maintains ultrahigh performance for
extended periods.

DENON
Imagine
we'll
well
do next.

Denon America. Inc.
27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006
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ber of feet below the stage.

Due to

acoustic mixing problems, the "3 -to -1"
ratio between overall and solo mikes on
the same channel, these PZMs were not
in stereo but were tied together in mono
and fed into both channels, putting the
solos in the broadcast center as heard
them. No change in quality of sound
when off -axis, no change from one mike
to the other three or four feet away as
the sound was balanced according to
the number or position of the soloists.
I

-

Distance was, I'd say, six to eight feet
that's a lot. More flexibility, since it
minimized the inevitable movements of
the performers.
Result: Steady, ultra -clear solo sound,
unvarying in position or in level when
heard in broadcast, in spite of all the
shifting around from one piece to another on the actual stage.
A final word on KWAX's biggest PZM
effort, Mendelssohn's vast oratorio "Elijah" (a Bach -related work) which closed
the Bach Festival. For this big show
there was a larger orchestra, an augmented chorus behind it, and a battery
lined up
was it six?
of solo voices
in front of the two PZM floor mikes. The
Beall Hall stage was jammed to the gills.
But the mike setup remained basically
the same. There were two performances
on successive nights: I went to the first
performance and then listened the next
night to the broadcast, all 21/2 hours of it.
The results on the air were generally
the same as with the Bach, if on a larger
scale. Clean, big choral sound from the
hanging PZM pair, rock-steady clear
really remarkable sound
solo voices
even though the other two PZMs now
had to cover six singers in a line. But
suddenly noticed a curious effect. On
the left stereo side of the orchestra,
some of the second violins sounded extremely close and individually sharp, as
though from a solo mike only a few feet
away. Odd! Because there was no solo
mike anywhere near them. As knew
from the previous evening.
think happened. Just
Here's what
my guess. Because of the extra crowding, some of the second violins were
pushed back, just barely underneath the
hemisphere pickup of those overhanging
PZMs aimed towards the rear of the
stage. Remember the PZM "reach"?
And remember Yordy's comment on extreme -edge PZM coloration? That would
do it! Am right, Alan Yordy?
Gl

-

-

-

-
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If you think "high bias" is
discrimination against tall people,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
High bias tape is specially
formulated to deliver remarkably improved sound reproduction, particularly in the higher
frequencies.
And no high bias tape does that
better than totally new Memorex
HIGH BIAS II.
High bias

Normal bias

ICl
improves
high frequency reproduction.
HIGH BIAS II

We've developed a unique new
formulation of superfine ferrite
crystal oxide particles. And while
that's a mouthful to say, it delivers
an earful of results.
Singers ring out more clearly.
Snare drums snap and cymbals
shimmer with startling crispness.
Even quiet passages sound
clearer. Because new Memorex

HIGH BIAS II has4to5dB lower
noise. Which means dramatically
reduced tape hiss.
And thanks to PermapassTM
our extraordinary new binding
process, the music you put on the
tape stays on the tape. Play
after play, even after
1,000 plays.
In fact, new
Memorex will always deliver true
sound reproduction. Or we'll replace
it.

new Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II,
normal bias MRX or METAL IV.
As a discriminating tape user,
you'll have a high opinion of the
results.
A highly biased opinion,
that is.
I
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Free.
Of course, we

1981, Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara. California 95052. U.S.A.

U
"

didn't stop once we
made new Memorex
sound better. We also
made it work better. By
improving virtually
every aspect of the cassette mechanism.
We even invented a unique
fumble -free storage album.
So trust your next recording to

9P `
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MEMOREX
NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT

DEAR EDITOR

One from Column dbx,
One from Column CX
Dear Editor:
In his discussion of the CBS CX decoding system and the present dbx systern in the August 1981 issue, Edward
Tatnall Canby addresses the question of

between dbx-encoded
discs and non dbx-encoded equipment.
However, he does not address the question of compatibility of dbx-encoded
discs and the CBS CX system. In other
words, will the CBS system decode dbx
as well as CX discs?
What shall it profit the audiophile to
have a wide array of encoded discs
available from a range of manufacturers
if he must buy a separate decoder for
each company's records?
Steven J. Haller
Oak Park, Mich.
The CX decode
The Editor Replies
system will not handle dbx discs, and
this is the thought behind CBS trying to
sign up other major record labels to use

compatibility

-

the system. They presently include
Warner and RCA. To a great extent,
E.P.
agree with your logic.

-

I

Words Across the Seas
Dear Editor:
I'm Polish, 25 -year -old girl and, since
last year, an engineer. I write to you with
great request for a pen pal.
I'm a big enthusiast of music, as well
as hi-fi and photography equipment. Be cause of the shortage of these things
and information about them.
apologize for all mistakes made in
this letter, but my English still leaves
much to be desired.
Danuta Rajpold
97 300 Piotrkow Jnybunalslu
u1. Sienluewicza 28 m. 38
Poland
I

I

Addenda: THD Analyzer
have found that improved calibration
tolerances result if the following changes
in resistor values are made in the THD
I

analyzer: R121: 910k to 1M; R124:
12k to 1 k; R179: 2.7k to 3.0k. (See
"Parts List" on page 61 of the September issue.)
The third sentence of the caption for
Table 3 (page 58) should read, "R (E, F,
G, H) should be 5%, '.4 -watt carbon -film
types where each group of four like val ues should be matched to within %."
Robert R. Cordell
1

1

Erratum:
Laser Speaker Testing
On page 43 of the September issue,
the definitions for Equation 1 in "Meacuring Speaker Motion with a Laser"
were incorrect. The equation as given
was correct, but the explanation should
read as follows:
E is the Young's modulus of the cone
material, p is its density, Q is the
semi-apex angle of the cone and Rb is its
outer radius.
We apologize to the author, G. J.
Adams, and the readers for this error.

laser-hollowed Ruby 'cantilever
2. Laser-drilled rectangular stylus mounting hole
3. Nude rectangular-shank Straight Line Contact stylus
4. Toroidal coils hand wound of pure Silver wire
5. One-piece "Omega shaped" coil core/pole pieces
6. Three year warranty
1. Tapered

7. $1,200

l

And if that doesn't
convince you...listen!

NEWTKIÓOLC
s31tqj1re1L®

4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, OH 44224
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INTRODUCING JVCMETALTAPE
WITH BROADBAND HEADRQnNT0 OPEN UP YOUR RECORDINGS,
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Metal part.cles with virtually deal sae. ,nape
and fenornagnettc propertie,

Live music can shift instanta-

neously from a barely audible
pianissimo to a thunderous,
full -orchestra fortissimo. Such
extreme dynamic contrasts are
difficult to record satisfactorily
with any medium; especially so
with cassette tape.
JVC's new metal tapes, ME
and ME -Professional, were engineered to meet this problem
head-on. With newly developed,
pure -iron particles whose size
and magnetic properties permit
storage of complex, high-energy
signals throughout the musical

frequency range. This broadband headroom lets you use
unusually high recording levels,
thereby achieving high S/N
ratios without saturation on loud
transients. Music is captured
fully, with an openness and
delicacy of musical detail that
make you forget you're listening
to cassette.
For especially critical recordings, our ME -Professional

cassette shell offers coated,

JVC-developed binder system contribues to
outstandug peromance

-,

.

The results are clearly
audible. Hear them for yourself
at a JVC audio dealer, where
you can get JVC ME and ME-P
metal tapes in both 46 and 60
minute lengths.

Comparison in frequency response between sides

m -10 ME -P

ñ
0

-20

A

and

B

I
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r--...-..-.r-Side B
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C-40114

Hyfie,nsw% loop
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High coerCrvrty ano high magnetic flux density
for high magnetic energy
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100

1k

10k
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Comparison in frequr ncy response between sides A and B.

ribbed slipsheets, stepped
hubs, independent guide pins
and other refinements that
provide highly stable tape movement and consistent side -to side frequency response.

c

US JVC CORP.
41 Slater Drne, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Metal Treble
use metal tapes with my cassette
deck. The manual says that the equalization should be set to 70 µS for metal
tape playback. But the sound is much
better if I use the 120-4 setting.
Q.

I

Why?-Thomas Muhlethaler, Kloten,
Switzerland
A. The 70-4 playback equalization
denotes bass boost commencing at
2274 Hz; 120 µS, at 1326 Hz. In relative terms, say relative to 1000 Hz, this
signifies more treble cut at 70 µS than at
120 µS. Accordingly, there will be more
pronounced treble response when using
120-4 playback equalization. For metal
tape, 70 µS is appropriate.
If a cassette deck is properly adjusted
in terms of bias, record equalization, and
playback equalization, it should produce
substantially flat response to at least
14,000 or 15,000 Hz, particularly with
metal-particle tape. The fact that your
deck sounds better with 120 µS than
with 70 µS equalization when using metal tape indicates a fault in your deck. It

To
,

might be something as simple as a failure to clean the heads. It may be excessive bias, improper record equalization,
improper playback equalization, or some
other factor that causes the treble loss. It
is probably advisable to have your deck
checked by an authorized service station.

Which ips?
O. Does having an open -reel tape
deck with three speeds give more versatility? If so, in what way?-Mark Belloto,
Struthers, Ohio
A. Three speeds (presumably 71/2,
334 and 1 % ips) permit you to make a
trade-off between performance (wide
and flat frequency response, low distortion, low noise, and low wow and flutter)
and playing time. At the two higher
speeds you can get generally excellent
performance. With a high -quality deck,
chances are that you may not be audibly
able to detect a significant difference between the two top speeds, although instruments can measure such a differ-

- -

ence easily. At 1 % ips, you will probably
more noise and
detect a difference
less highs
but not so great as to prevent enjoyable use of this speed. For
material such as background music,
speech, etc., the 17/8-ips speed can give
you tremendously long recording time (3
hours and 12 minutes in each direction
with a seven-inch reel containing 1800
feet of long-playing tape) along with satisfactory performance.

Former Fan
Q. I found that the left side of my
open -reel deck gets hot after about 30
minutes of operation, so I opened it up
and installed a small fan. When the fan is
on, I detect a slight hum in my speakers.
The fan is plugged directly into the wall
socket.-Mark Jackson, Hinesville, Ga.
A. The signal produced by a tape
playback head is very weak and very deficient in bass. Therefore, this signal
must not only be amplified a great deal
but also subjected to much bass boost.
At the same time, any hum due to a

AKc
fully appreciate the design advantages
of our headphones simply put on

listen. The AKG K340 truly unique. Each earpiece
a pair'and
an electrostatic high frequency transducer, shown here, moving -coil,
is

a
contains
dynamic low frequency transducer; and AKG patented passive diaphragms.
This combination of components allows the full spectrum,of sound to be
reproduced with unequaled detail, clarity and realism. '
-, Every AKG headphone has been
designed for comfort as well as
performance...and there are more
I,'i`
than 5 models to choose from.
Your AKG dealer is ready to give
you a demonstration of all the
design advantages inherent in
what many professionals consider
to be the best sounding
headphones in the world ... and
the most comfortable.
M

,
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AKG'

QCOUSGICS

AKG ACOUSTICS INC.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
77 Selleck Street, Stamford, CT 06902
12031348-2121
AKG Akust6che und Kino/Geráte GmbH. Austria
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When the oxide particles on recording tape aren't of a
uniform size and shape, you can end up listening to distortion
as well as music. The sounds of different instruments get
blurred together, and your music loses its clarity.
At Maxell, every inch of our tape is checked and rechecked
to make sure the oxide particles are
perfectly uniform. Which means when
aXEl1-,
listen
music
Maxell
you
to
on
tape,
every instrument will sound perfectly

J

clear.

So if you can't tell your brass from
your oboe, try using our tape.

IT'S WORTH IT.
Lo.wpc

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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CRAIG
magnetic field-such as is apparently
being picked up from the fan's motoris also greatly amplified. Relocating or
turning the fan or interposing a magnetic
shield between the fan and the circuitry
might help. Probably the best course is
to remove the fan. A number of tape
decks do get quite hot but are designed
to withstand this heat without damage. It
would be advisable to get the opinion of
an authorized technician on this.
,
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EQ and Bias Basics

P IT

CLEAN

Craig Road RatedTM car stereo cas. ,
sette decks are known around the world
for their solid construction. Their state
of the art design makes them virtually
heads, capstan and pinch roller need
The
free.
maintenance
dust,
pollutants, and tape oxides.
to be kept free of
The Allsop 3 audio cassette deck cleaner is just about the
fastest and easiest way to keep your Craig or other cassette
deck operating at its peak. Simply moisten the Allsop 3
with Allsop's specially formulated solution and insert into
the deck like a standard cassette.
In seconds, the Allsop's virgin wool pads gently clean,
leaving your deck ready to produce sounds that will make
your ears tingle. The Allsop 3 cleans quickly and safely
which is why it is recommended by leading makers of high
quality audio products.

O

)TM

WE KEEP IT CLEAN
ALLSOP, INC., POST OFFICE BOX 23, BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON 98227
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card
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cobalt -modified ferric particle, require
more bias. Type Ill or ferrichrome tapes
need still more bias, and Type IV or metal -particle tapes require yet more.
Even with the bias properly set to
achieve the lowest distortion with a given
tape, the recording process is not perfectly linear since there are magnetic
and other losses which occur. What's
done in this case is equalization, essentially a substantial treble boost. Record
equalization may also consist of a small
bass boost to compensate for the leveling off at 50 Hz, but the amounts of
treble and bass boost will vary according
to the maker's idea of what is required
with a particular tape and his conception
of flat response. The treble boost also
varies with the amount of bias current,
which, in turn, depends on the manufacturer's intent on distortion, noise, and
frequency response. Altogether, record
equalization on a single tape deck will
probably vary with the tape type settings,
and it may well vary from one make of
deck to another.
Playback equalization, however, has
been standardized by the industry. It
consists mainly of a very large bass
boost to compensate for magnetic characteristics of the tape head, that is, declining signal output with declining frequency. Playback equalization may also
a

d

ALL

Q. I'm confused about tape types,
bias, and equalization. Please give me
thé basic definitions or a basic explanation. --David Barr, Wyandotte, Mich.
A. Because recording on magnetic
tape is not a linear process, a high -frequency bias signal is added to the audio
signal to get the recording process into a
more linear area and reduce distortion.
All of the Type tapes, which are made
with ferric oxide, require roughly the
same amount of bias current for recording in the linear area, while the Type II
tapes, which use a chromium -dioxide or

18

include a relatively small amount of
treble boost to compensate for treble
losses of the playback head. The industry standards call for 120-µS equalization for Type tapes, which means that
bass boost begins at 1326 Hz. For the
remaining standardized tapes, Types II,
Ill, and IV, 70-4 equalization is called
for by the standard, meaning that bass
boost begins at 2274 Hz. Thus, 70 µS
provides more bass boost than 120 µS.
In all cases, bass boost begins to level
off at 50 Hz.

re(
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Lethal Levels
O. How can you tell when amplified
music is loud enough to be harmful?
What specific type of ear protection is
recommended?-Con Schieder, Delta,
B.C., Canada
A. Sound levels above 90 dB must be
regarded with caution, particularly if sustained for an appreciable time. Levels
above approximately 00 dB tend to be
dangerous, even for short periods. Rock
and disco levels may reach 120 dB or
more, and they can produce a good deal
o1 hearing impairment, sometimes permanent. A person whose hearing is already impaired may not realize how loud
the sound is, and therefore expose himself to further injury. A sound level meter
can tell you what you need to know;
such units come at varying prices, some
of them quite affordable. Industrial -type
ear plugs or ear muffs can help prevent
injury.
Editor's Note: The January 1981 issue of Sound and Vibration contains a
buyer's guide to hearing conservation
equipment and lists a dozen makers of
either ear muffs or plugs for hearing protection. Of these,
can recommend
three from personal experience: Muffs
from David Clark Co., 360 Franklin St.,
Worcester, Mass. 01604, and plugs
from E -A -R Corporation, 791 Zionsville
Rd., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268 and from
Flents Products, 14 Orchard St., Norwalk. Conn. 06850. Such items are invaluable to Editors-in -Chief when Editorial Assistants are asking for raises, not to
mention when receiving flack from irate
advertisers.
E.P.
q
1
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IF YOU DON'T RECOGNIZE

THE MUSIC ON YOUR
TAPES, CHECK THE NAME
ON YOUR CARTRIDGE.
The best cassette can't make up for a bad phono cartridge.
So when you're taping from your records, start with a
cartridge that's recognized for its high performance.
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If you have a

problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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ENPIFE PHONO CARTRIDGES
THERE'S A NEW SOUND WAITING IN YOUR SYSTEM.

19
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AUDIOCLIf\IC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Patch as Patch Can
O. Is there any point in wiring an entire system with low -capacitance patch
cords or am I wasting my money on a
Sp -4 Darrel
marginal improvement?

-

Babin, APO N.Y.
A. Unless audio cable runs are long,
50 feet or so, capacitance has little effect on performance. Of course, the exception to this is phonograph interconnections. Phonograph cartridges often must "see" some given amount of
capacitance. Therefore, the kind of
cable you use in this case is, in part,
dictated by its capacitance and by the
amount of capacitance your phonograph
cartridge requires.
It is often true that low -capacitance
cables do not have good shielding and
thus are more subject to the pickup of
r.f. interference than some of the high capacitance cables.
Obviously, as patch cords are relatively short, there is no need to use low capacitance cables for this purpose.

an attenuator inserted in the line next to
the receiver. You should use the balun at
the receiver and at the antenna, with
RG/59 coaxial cable between the
baluns.
"The value of the attenuator must be
determined experimentally. The idea is
to reduce the strength of the unwanted
signals to a value which will no longer
overload the receiver without reducing
the desired signal to a point where it becomes noisy because of lack of strength.
"Plug-in attenuators for use with 75 ohm cables are available from electronics dealers who supply cable television
equipment. suggest the use of a 20 -dB
attenuator to begin with. If you locate a
dealer with a stock of attenuators, arrange exchange privileges until you loI

cate a value which works."
Krock, Orinda, Cal.

-

A reader on the West Coast wrote
both to me and to the chief engineer of
an FM station to which he listens. He
complained that despite the installation
of a directional antenna, complete with
coaxial cable, his stereo FM reception
was noisy.
Thís seemed hard for me to believe,
inasmuch as he was located relatively
close to this desired station. I suggested
that my correspondent check his antenna installation once again, looking for
defective balun transformers, poorly
soldered connections, etc.
I thought that this was the end of the
matter. My correspondent, however,
kindly forwarded the reply from the
broadcast engineer. Inasmuch as his diagnosis of the situation proved to be correct, I am including it here with the hope
that it will be of help to others who may
at some time be afflicted with this interesting and annoying situation. -J.G.
"Trying to diagnose reception problems at a distance is like trying to diagnose illness over the telephone. believe
your problem is caused by receiver frontend overload from the very high -power
FM transmitters located on Wolf back
Ridge, behind Sausalito.
"The cure for this problem is to continue to use your outdoor antenna with
I
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Punch and Tweeter Show
O.

My left channel has more "im-

pact" or "punch" than my right chanConversely, my right channel
sounds "thin" when compared to the
left channel. What can I do to get better
stereo imaging, with equal punch from
Lawrence A. Joe,
both channels?
Toronto, Ont., Canada
A. The difference in punch between
the left and the right channel may be resulting from room acoustics problems.
Without moving the speakers, interchange the cables between the two
speakers so that the cable which was
intended to serve the left channel now
serves the right, and vice versa. If the
difference in sound quality still remains
with the left channel still having more
you have ruled out all possibilpunch
ities except differences in the speakers
or anomalies in room acoustics.
To determine which of these conditions is the culprit, interchange the left
and right speakers, being careful to
place them in the exact positions their
"partner" previously occupied. If the
lack of punch still occurs in the left channel, the problem is caused by room
acoustics. If the right channel now has
the problem, you will know that the probtweeter
lem lies with the speakers
balance being the most likely problem.
Hopefully your speakers will have means
for making such an adjustment.
If the quality shifted to the right channel when you made the original cable interchange, both speaker problems and
nel.

Correspondence Course In
FM Stereo Reception

room acoustics are ruled out. You must
look elsewhere in your system for the answer.
If you interchange the two channels
from the turntable and the problem shifts
to the opposite channel, you will know
that there are differences in the phono
cartridge from one channel to the other.
If the problem does not shift with the
interchange of phonograph channels,
you are left with possible differences in
the tone controls, phono stage or amplification. You will then need to measure
the electrical performance of each channel for further evaluation.

-

- -

-

Ground to Earth
O. I have several questions concerning audio system grounding.
1. When using a number of separate
components, is it better to (a) run a separate chassis ground wire from each component to a central grounding point, and
from that point to ground or (b) run a
single chassis ground wire from chassis
to chassis, and from there to ground?
2. Should the main earth grounding
wire be tied to the ground on a three prong grounded outlet or would it be better to run the main earth ground wire to
its own separate earth -grounding point,
David
such as a cold water pipe?
Yandle, Berkeley, Cal.
A. There are no hard and fast rules
have seen cases
about grounding.
where no grounding whatsoever is the
way to keep hum at a minimum and
therefore suggest starting out that way. If
you find, for example, that the tape machine produces excessive hum, run a
wire between the tape recorder chassis
and the preamplifier or receiver chassis.
One thing is virtually certain, however.
The phonograph should be grounded to
the preamplifier or receiver, preferably at
a point near the phono inputs.
If the main unit in your sound system
has a three -wire power line system, no
earth grounding is likely to be required.
Chances are good that you will not need
to run wires between the rest of the components and the amplifier, or whatever
serves as your main control center.
When it is necessary to run grounds
between pieces of equipment, each one
is to be run to the control center. My own
rule is that if they are not required to reduce hum, do not use them.
It is only where you do not use a
three -prong outlet that you may need to

-

I

DISCOVER THE REAL MUSIC IN
.. ..
YOUR COLLECTION.
I

t

---,

consider some kind of earth ground. Using both an earth ground as well as that
which automatically occurs when using a
properly installed, three -prong outlet will
likely add hum and, in some cases, produce rather severe voltage differences
between the earth ground and that taken
as ground by the three -prong outlet's
own ground.

Switching to Drive
would like to know if there will be
any problem involving impedance, performance degradation, chances of
equipment damage, etc. when driving
the power amplifier sections of three inexpensive receivers, equipped with
preamplifier outputs and power amplifier
inputs, from the preamplifier outputs of
one of the receivers, feeding through an
equalizer. In essence, I would be using
the second and third receivers as power
amplifiers only.
I know this could be accomplished via
the tape monitor loops but I wish to control all six channels of amplification (only
two channels of program source) with
one volume control to avoid building or
purchasing any special equipment.
H. Schulman, Detroit, Mich.
A. There is no problem feeding three
power amplifier sections in three
receivers from the outputs of one receiver's preamplifier. You will have to work
out Y connectors or some similar means
in order to accomplish your purpose of
having all amplifiers controlled by the
same volume control on the "master"
receiver.
suppose that, if you have long cable
runs between the preamplifier and the inputs to the receiver, there could possibly
be some loss of highs which you could
make up by the use of the equalizer.
hope that the equalizer has a low -impedance output so that this will shunt out
virtually all capacitive reactance of the
interconnecting cables.
Your idea will work whether or not the
equalizer is interposed between the
preamplifier's outputs and the various
power amplifier inputs. In any case, no
damage will be produced by so arranging your gear.
A
O.

I

-
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THE CROWN STRAIGHT LINE
TWO PRE -AMPLIFIER IS PACKED
FULL OF UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY.

J

-

How much real music, how many delightful music
details, are hidden in your records or tapes? Uncover it all with the superb signal processing, and
convenient display-and -control, of the STRAIGHT
LINE TWO.
Ask your Crown dealer for an audition. Learn how
computer -aided design brings you a refreshing level
of sonic accuracy, with optimized bias in the phono
pre -amp that puts the SIN floor at the thermal noise
level of your best cartridge.
Discover new sparkle and clarity in your music
library, as the high gain FET input op -amp puts its
better transient response to work. There's even more
enjoyment from softer music with Crown's unique
level -control circuit.
Use the new "Rumble" display to detect and remove
sub -audio before it distorts the output. Try out the
versatile tape -copy control. Note the five switched
outlets, the distortion indicator, the seven inputs and
a processor loop - all designed to bring the real
music out of hiding.
Send five dollars for the latest Crown Information
Package, full of data on the STRAIGHT LINE TWO
and other Crown home audio components. Money back guaranteed to satisfy your hunger for straight
facts on Crown. Brochures, tech reports, reprints,
prices, dealer listings - your ticket to audio reality.

CROWN INTERNATIONAL, Dept.SL/A11
1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517

problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If you have

a
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crown®

Here's my 55 (outside U.S. and Canada. S8). Send my
Crown Information Package, with money -back guarantee.
Name

...WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL!

Address

The Crown Information Package is also available
free from your dealer. If you need a list of Crown
dealers. use the Reader Service Card number.
or call 219'294-5571.

City

a

Phone
Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card

State
/

Zip

F

J

Adams Magnetic Products

3M Co.
Magnetic Audio/Video Div.
2501 Hudson Rd.
St. Paul, Minn. 55119

81 Ruckman Rd.

Fuji
350 Fifth Ave.

Closter, N.J. 07624

New York, N.Y. 10118

Aiwa
35 Oxford Dr.

Irish Magnetic Industries
270-78 Newtown Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Moonachie, N.J. 07074

`

Radio Shack
1300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Tex. 76102
Re Vox
1425 Elm Hill Pike

Maxell
60 Oxford Dr.

Nashville, Tenn. 37210

Moonachie, N.J. 07074

Audio Magnetics

JVC

P.O. Box B -G
Irvine, Cal. 92716

41 Slater Dr.

BASF
Crosby Dr.
Bedford, Mass. 01730

Kenwood
1315 East Watsoncenter Rd.
Carson, Cal. 90745

Denon

Loranger Entertainment
Box 948
Warren, Pa. 16365

27 Law Dr.
Fairfield, N.J. 07006

Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407

Memorex
1600 Memorex Dr.
Santa Clara, Cal. 95052

RKO Tape
3 Fairfield Crescent
West Caldwell, N.J. 07006

Sony
Mr. Cassette Industries
234 Fifth Ave., #304
New York, N.Y. 10001

Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp.
101 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, Ca 90401
1

9 West 57th St.

New York, N.Y. 10019

Swire InterMagnetics
234 West 146th St.
Gardena, Cal. 90248

.

Direct -to -Tape Recording
14 Station Ave.

Haddon Heights, N.J. 08035

22

Luxman
3102 Kashiwa St.
Torrance, Cal. 90505

Osawa
521 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y. 1001 7

Photograph: CBS Studio

TDK
755 Eastgate Blvd.
Garden City, N.Y. 11530
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There's More to Noise
Reducion Than Silence.
so
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FIGURE 1: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE ABSENCE OF MUSIC.
Noise from biased cassette tape without noise reduction, the effects of Dolby C -type
noise reduction, and the effects of a wide -band compander are shown in the absence of
any signal." Dolby C's noise reduction effect results in an overall perceived noise level
below the ambient noise of many listening rooms, even at high playback levels. In the
absence of signals, the conventional wide-band compander provides still more electrical
noise reduction (but usually no more audible noise reduction).

SLIDING BAND

COMP ROSO

-s.

NOREC

GAIN
PLAYBACK
EX PAN SIGN

(NOISE
REDUCTION)

FREQUENCY

y

FIGURE 3: THE SLIDING BAND PRINCIPLE.
Dolby noise reduction operates over a band of
frequencies which slides up out of the way of the
music, resulting in noise reduction just where there is no
musical signal to hide the noise. Thus the perceived
noise level is consistently low at all times.
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FIGURE 2: NOISE AND NOISE REDUCTION IN THE PRESENCE OF MUSIC.
In the presence of a signal (148 Hz, D below middle C on the piano, recorded at Dolby
level), in all cases noise in the region of the signal will be masked by it. However, at
higher frequencies, especially between 2 Utz and 10 kHz where tape hiss is clearly audible,
Dolby noise reduction provides almost as much noise reduction as if the signal weren't
there, while the compander allows the noise to increase to a considerably higher level
than with Dolby C.

roviding noise reduction on silence
is not all that difficult. For years, conventional wide -band companders
have been available which dramatically
reduce noise-between selections on a
tape or record.
Yet it is just as important to have noise

reduction when there is music playing.
While music will mask noise part of the
time, there are times when it won't. A bass
drum note, for example, cannot hide tape
hiss, no matter how loud the drum is: the
ear can detect both simultaneously.
Conventional noise reduction systems
effect noise reduction at the time of playback by turning down the volume when
there is little or no music present. This turns
down the noise as well. But they also turn
the volume back up again on louder music,
and so turn the noise back up at the same
time. Thus the bass drum note is accompanied by a burst of tape hiss
hiss which
is audible if there is no music at higher
frequencies to hide it.

-

This problem is called noise modulation.
It means that with a conventional NR
system, the noise level is constantly
shifting up and do'.vn with changes in
the level of the music. But Dolby noise
reduction, on the other hand, is free of noise
modulation on virtually any type of music
(Figures 1 and 2).
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Unlike conventional companders, Dolby
noise reduction operates over a constantly
changing, or sliding band of frequencies
(Figure 3). The band extends low enough
to provide very effective noise reduction
on silence. But in the presence of music, the
band slides up just out of the way of the
music, so that noise at frequencies above
the music is almost as effectively reduced
as j: the music weren't there.
Both Dolby B -type and Dolby C -type noise
reduction are sliding-band systems. With
the standard B -type system, noise reduction begins at 500 Hz and increases to
10 dB at 4 kHz and above, while with the
new C -type system, noise reduction begins
at 100 Hz and increases to 20 dB at 1 kHz
and above. With either system, the presence
of music does not prevent noise reduction
from occurring where it is still needed.
'70Ns equalization, measured with a constant -bandwidth
wave analyzer, and weighted (CCIR/ARM) to reflect the
ears sensitivity to noise and noise reduction effects.

0 Dolby

Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.,
731 Sansome St., San Francisco, CA 94111,
Telephone (415) 392-0300. Telex 34409 -

"Dolby" and the double -D symbol

are the registered trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories for its A -type, B -type, and C -type noise
reduction systems. 581/3307/3403.
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Open -Reel

Cassettes

,o

0

MANUFACTURER

ADAMS
MAGNETIC

AIWA

P
2.19
2.49

2.39
2.89
4.49

3.19
3.49
5.89

Normal

2

19

2.39

3.19

MX

Metal
Ferric
Metal

8.70

11.90

TRACS

MAGNETICS

High
Performance
High
Performance
Cycles

3.50

6.50}

Normal
Normal

1.49

tC-46.
1.59
3.49

2.19
4.49

3.99

4.65

79

1.09

3.99
4.49
4.29

5.49
5.99
5.79

2.69

High
II

Normal

Normal
Chrome

Pro
Pro II
Pro III
I

FeCr

Normal

2.59

Normal
Normal

DX1
DX3
DX5
DX7
DXM

Direct

?o

I

Ferro LH
Pert.

DIRECT -TO-TAPE
RECORDING

C

V

G

Normal
Normal
High

AUDIO

DENON

G

Studio -EC
Studlo-FE203
StudioSuperchrome
Spoken Word

3MC.60LHY
3MC-46MXV

BASF

G

G

Chrome
Metal

2.75
3.99
5.00
5.00
8.60

Chrome
Normal
Normal

3.751
2.95$
2.10

FeCr

II

ASF

Agfa

2.79

,

12.99

3.99

18.99

4.99

3.85
5.60
7.00
7.00

Dual coated.
As above, cobalt -modified particle.
As above;

1200

4.50ff
3.50ff
2.50

1Có8; íC-96.
íCó6; f tC-96.
3.70

Professional I
Agfa
PEM 368
Agfa
PEM 468
Agf a

8.75
8.25

4.50

PE 36

Ampex 407
Ampex 642
Ampex 456
(Grandmaster)
FUJI

Metal

Normal
Normal
High
Metal

Irish
Irish

Normal
Normal

FL

FX-I
FX-II

IRISH MAGNETIC

INDUSTRIES

8.80
5.30

7.90}

3.00
4.25
4.40
8.30
1.50

3.40
4.89
5.10
9.10

4.70
6.70
6.95
12.00

1.75

2.15

2.10

2.70

JVC

ME

KENW000

Metal
Metal

11.50
9.50

8.95
12.25
3.90

N

LORANGER

Loran

loran

LUXMAN
3M

(Continued)

24

4.55t

5.50
4.50
3.50

15.00
7.50
6.50
4.50

5.75
5.55
5.65
12.70

7.95
7.65
7.75
15.75

FeCr

X14 -IV

Metal

Scotch
Metafine
Scotch
Master I
Scotch
Master II

Metal

7.19$

Normal

3.79f

Chrome

4.39$

4.79

5.99

Scotch

Normal

4.39$

4.79

5.99

Normal

2.79$

3.29

4.59

6.39

6.29

8.39

Normal

1.69$

1.99

2.99

4.39

5.49

7.59

MX
XL I -S
XL 14S

Metal

Skew adjustment

7.99

10.29

$046.

4.09

5.39

13.39

8.95$

6.75

14.95

7.99
Metal
Normal
High

17.40

tC-46.

Loran
Loran

Master Ill
Scotch
Dynarange
Scotch
Highlander
Scotch
Master XS
Scotch 206207
MAXELL

Chrome
Normal

11.25
15.25
4.10

13.50
11.00

1200

MD
CD
ND

feet

6.50

Emerald
ME.P

+1250

9.95
5.10
5.10

11.95
6.95
6.95

12.59

16.59

600 -ft. reel, 54.09; 900 -ft. reel, 54.89.

35.69

9.99
$C-46.
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Last year we gave
our competition a lesson

in geometry.

This year it's physics.
For years, wCVC patiently
explained why unwed tonearms
contribute noth_ng to record
playback except higher mass and
instability.
Finally, this simple lesson in
toncarni geome_ry began to sink
in. And as you've seen, more and
more turntable manufacturers
are now going straight.

'

¡,r..' .

.

So when we introduced ULM
with total effective mass under 8
grams, it was quickly reccvnizcd
as a major breakthrough it record playback technology ',Ccxrventional tonearm and cartridge
combinations typically have 18
grams total effective mass.;
All the independent rest labs
quickly appreciated the benefits.
of ULM. Julian Hirsch reported
in Stereo Review: "...tracked the
most severely warped records in
our collection, usually so well
that we heard nothing wrong."
And when von consider that
most records manufactured
today are warped, ULM is not
just desirable-it's esseizti.-d.
No surprise that our competitors are beginning to low:, the
mass of their tonearms.
But that doesn't make their
turntables perform like a Dual
a nv more than straightening
their tonearms did.
Which brings us to the most
important lesson of all: You can't
equal a Dual by simply imitating
one part of it. Or even two.
Because what makes a Dual a
Dual is much more than its
straight-line tubular design or
Ultra Low Mass.
It's also the four-point z.yroscopic gimbal. The new á.L1300

_

Cual 508

While that's a step in the right
direction, they still have a lot to
learn before they can match the
performance of 'a Dual.
Which brings us to Ultra Low
Mass and the p!vsics of tracking
records.
Simply stated, the lower the
mass of the tonearm, the better
it will track. Especially on
warped records.

IL

Mil

alloy (the most rigid and resonance -free material ever used for

tonearm.) The ninable anti resonance filter that matches the
tonearm to the mass and compliance of all available cartridges.
And the unique tracking force and
anti -skating systems that don't
disturb the tonearm's perfect
dynamic balance or increase its
a

elective mass.

Dual

Exclusive U.S. distributitm agency for Dual.
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Beyond all this, there's the
matchless craftsmanship long
synonymous with Dual and
West Germany.
Fortunately, you don't have
to wait until other manufacturers
have learned all their lessons.
Because we did our homework a
lay time ago.
Nor have we overlooked the
subject of value. For example,
the single-play, semi -automatic
Dual 508 with Vario-belt drive
is less than $160.
For the complete curricuhun
covering all ten new ULM turntables, write to United Audio,
120 -So. Columbus Ave., Dept. A,
Mt. Vernon,
NY 10553.
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Open -Reel

Cassettes
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MANUFACTURER

MAXELL
(Continued)

UD-XL
UD-XL
UD

I

II

IN
XLII 35-90
XLII 35.180

UD-XL50608
UD-XL3S-908
UD-XL50.1208

UD-XL35.1508
UD50.60

U035-90
UD5O-120
UD35-180
MEMOREX

MR. CASSETTE

G
C.;

i2"
Normal
High
Normal
Normal
Chrome
Chrome
Norma
Norma
Norma

3.09$
2.05$

12.10
29.15$

33.30
8.60

9.90
24.45$
27.55

Chrome

2.99

3.99

Normal
Correct
Replacement DE
Normal
Correct
Replacement HE
Normal
Correct

4.50

6.00

8.25

3.00

4.50

6.75

2.50

3.50

5.50

3.00

4.50

6.00

Grandmaster

IX

2.99

3.19

EXII

Supertape
Supertape
Supertape
Gold
Realistic
Low Noise
Supertape
Realistic
Concertape
631

RKO TAPE

Ultrachrome
Broadcast
Xtra-Dynamic
I

6.79

9.75
6.30

600
799

2.69
1.59

13.50
8.00
7.80

899

Dual coal, fern-cobalt.

3.99
3.99

5.49
5.49

7.95
3.99
2.99

9.95
4.99
3.99

4.99

1.99

2.79

3.49

Dual coat, ferri-chrome.

.88

.66

1.25

1.66

Chrome
Normal
Normal

2.49

4.49
3.99
2.99

5.99
4.99
2.19

5.99

10.99
7.79

5.99
5.49
3.99
14.00

FeCr7-5508L
FeCr11.110081
ULH72.3708L
ULH7.55081

39.00
9.00
11.50

31.00

ULH11.11008L

Metallic

Normal
Normal
Normal
High
Normal
Metal

SWIRE INTER.
MAGNETICS

XL
Laser

Normal
Normal

TDK

MA
SA
AD

Metal
High
Normal
Normal

LNX
HFX
SHF
EHF

FeCr

D

3.20
4.55
5.20
5.75
6.10
13.00

4.15
6.20

8.00$

2.25
3.20
3.85
4.15
4.75
10.00

.99

1.29

1.79

2.29

1.29

1.79

2.29

2.79

10.60
5.50

14.40
7.75
6.00
4.25

5.00

2.05$
3.00$
3.40$
3.70$
4.35$

4.t0
2.60

2.85$

3.10

$C-46.

tC.46; C-180. 57.00.
35.00

LX5O.1208M
LX50-608
LX-180BM

12.50
38.75
13.75

LX -35908
LX -35-180M

SA35.90
SA35-180M
MA -R
SA -X

0D

6550608
GX50.1208M
G035-908
GX35-1808M

Back treated.
As above.
As above.
As above.

35.00

12.50
20.00

LX -35.90

26

-

36.00

REVOX

SONY

Professional back coated, 7 -inch plastic reel.
As above.
$2500 feet; professional back coated, 10%
Inch metal reel.
As above.
Seven-inch plastic reel.
As above.
$2500 feet; 10%cinch metal reel.
As above.

-

5.59
3.79
Normal

For BE -capable decks.
As above.

100.00

Metal
Chrome
Normal
Normal

?o`°

6.00

Normal
Chrome

Metal
Chrome
Chrome

MX
CR
FC

RADIO SHACK

Normal

Metal
Chrome
Normal

SX

'b

52.00

9.99
5.99
4.99

GST

p

19.00

Norma
Norma
Norma
Norma
Norma
Metal
High
Normal

II

-

6.65
4.45

7.49
4.39
3.39

Metal IV
High Bias
MRX I

Toyota
Grandmaster

OSAWA

5.99
5.99
4.95
3.45

..

10.75

Replacement IN

NAKAMICHI

4.39
4.39
3.35
2.25

4

4

G

GDy

Chrome
Chrome
Metal
High
Normal

14.30
6.00
4.70

52.50

For BE -capable decks.
As above.

43.75

Back coated.
As above.
As above.
As above.

19.20
8.40
6.60
13.75

37.50
16.25
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SA-X C90 Nigh Bias 7OysE0

;"TDK

SA-X. HIGH BIAS IS RICHER FOR IT.
The greatest honor a cassette can receive is to be held in higher esteer7 than the one now setting
the high bias standard. SA -X has already gone beyond SA in frequency response, sensitivity,
and resolution. It was intended to. With its ultra refined dual layer of Super Avilyn and the
Laboratory Standard Mechanism, nothing less was possible. TDK
believes sound reproduction should have no set barrier. No limit.
sus.d aria.. vss T.
For us,high
was
bias
limit
to
surpassed.
-X
has
won
a
be
SA
three
g
P
SAX r.'1' __
international audio awards to date. It will no doubt win others.
-__
110
But we take awards philosophically. They represent our continuing effort to create the machine
Tp1<,i
-x
for your machine. In that, we
risA
14
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could not be happier with

© Copyright

1981 TDK

The Machine For Your Machine

Electronics Corp

Enter No. 41 on Reader Service Card
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THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

s
JON and SALLY TIVEN
Todd

Rundgren

was

one

of the first pop musicians to
return from one side of the
soundproof glass to the other
to sit in the producer's chair, seeking to
realize his sonic visions to the fullest. As
a pop superstar in the Sixties and Seventies, he had written and
performed hits

advances of the video era just now appearing, Rundgren has developed serious reservations about how the current
methods of marketing the arts and entertainment may affect the way we receive
information and
entertainment. He sees
broad changes and
serious problems in
the direction the video
era is headed

-

.

for the artist, the
consumer, and the
business community.
In this interview,
conducted with
Audio Contributing
Editors Jon and
Sally Tiven at the
Utopia Video facility, he describes
his view of the
"video revolution" and its
future in characteristically

.1

outspoken
terms.

like "Hello, It's

Me," "I Saw the Light,"
and "We Gotta Get You a Woman," and
acted as producer for numerous albums
by other performers. After building his
own sound recording studio near his
home in the Woodstock area of New
York, he assembled a video complex
that has come to be known as Utopia
Video, a comprehensive multimedia production facility with a mind -boggling array of futuristic equipment.
Rundgren has made a life's work of
mastering the technology of the arts and
using it to fulfill his artistic fantasies
first in music, and now in multimedia
productions which he intends to be as
stunning as his sonic creations.
With the numerous new technological

-

udio: Any mention of the
video revolution hinges on
one of a handful of specific
new technologies, and the
videodisc is held out by many to be the
most promising and potentially profitable
among them. What do you think about
the future of the videodisc? Can it overcome the problems of the various non compatible formats and the attractiveness of recordable media like tape?
Rundgren: No, think that the videodisc
may have some appeal for those with a
dilettante mentality. But for most people,
those who are increasingly practical
about the way they spend their money,
don't think videodisc will prove attractive. The failure of the videodisc will be
caused by the same afflictions that have
affected the American auto industry,
shortsightedness, greed, and a smug
I

I
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The failure of the
videodisc will be caused
by the same afflictions
that have affected the

I
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American auto industry,
shortsightedness, greed,
and a smug view that you
don't have to cooperate
to make a product successful.
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view that you don't have to cooperate
with anyone else in order to make a
product or an idea successful.
Other forms of media distribution,
meanwhile, are overtaking the videodisc.
Computerized information storage and
retrieval is far more sophisticated than
either cassette or disc, and it's possible
to store any kind of information
musical, numerical, graphic
that way. You
can digitize the music and store it in a
form that is readable by laser. Beyond
that is temporary storage on magnetic
tape or bubble memory. Eventually, you
will be able to store a record on a tiny
chip and have access to any part of it
immediately
the so-called solid-state
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memory.
The videodisc people may manage to
sell enough machines
if they're lucky
to amortize their long costly investment in hardware development, but
that's only if they're lucky. Videodisc will
probably end up being sold primarily to
educational institutions rather than to the
consumer.
Audio: Still talking about videodisc,
though, which of the three competing videodisc systems will ..
Rundgren: ... die first or die last?
Audio: That, and which is technically
superior in your view?
Rundgren: Of the three primitive technologies out there, the laser (Philips optical) system is the most sophisticated.
But the primitiveness of the concept is
still there
the concept being that people will buy "hard" recordings that can't
be disposed of or used over again.
One big problem with videodisc is
that there is no intrinsic software; there is
nothing available exclusively on videodisc. It may be that the big bosses in the
videodisc field have realized that in the
long term there will be more efficient
ways of getting software out to the public, because these people are paying
only minimal license fees for programs
that have appeared in other media
on
TV, in theaters, etc. They're paying only
a $1500 licensing fee, which in the video business just barely covers postage
and handling for the tapes! Since the
powers that be are not willing to establish a market for intrinsically videodisc oriented software, think they're going to
be stamped out by software distribution
systems that give people a greater selection and a more convenient way of acquiring the things they're interested in.

-

-
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Two-way cable systems, computer-controlled cable systems, and satellite television: These are all media where the recording and playback mechanism can
be "written over."

Audio: How sophisticated are such systems today?
Rundgren: I'm told that there is already
a system in the Los Angeles area that
can order up anything you want in the
way of information. Computer technology is obviously still advancing by leaps
and bounds. And the cable systems are
becoming cheaper and easier to implement all the time. Once a cable system is
in place in the user's home, there are
enormous advantages for both the artist
and the software distributor. If you want
to sell a videodisc, you have to convince
people to go out to a store and purchase
your particular disc, if indeed they have

videodisc machine in the first place. If
you're dealing in cable, people are
prone to using the things that are on the
cable because they are there- immediately available. The advertising for such
programs is also easily implemented, in
that the cable networks are advertising
their programs in the same way that the
broadcast television networks always
have
via in-house programming commercials.
Audio: What about the difficulties in distributing the royalties?
Rundgren: It can be done. There are
two-way cable systems, sort of an extension of the Qube system under development. [Aube is a cable network in operation in Columbus, Ohio which permits
viewer feedback and commentary via a
console in each viewer's home; many
observers view it as the prototype of an
a

-

Photo: Chris Callis

Plain cable is not
the answer; two-way
interaction is needed.
The remainder of the music industry
should survive, and even burgeon into a
larger industry. A record that sells five
million copies today is a huge hit; with
cable, it might be possible to sell five
million copies of that record in a week.
Think about the fact that you don't have
to go through either the physical manufacturing process or the physical distribution process
which together are as
much as half of the final cost of a current
record. You could charge less, and still
be making more money, and with a potentially larger market. If the whole country was wired for musical programs the
way it's wired into television, you could
easily sell 20 million accesses, as you
might call them, in a week.
Audio: How soon could this be imple-

-

mented?

interactive cable format that will be used
in the future to sample public opinion,
perform educational tasks, and permit
at-home catalog shopping, among other
Ed.] It should be possible in
things.
the future to tell what any particular
watcher is watching at any particular
time, such that if the set is turned on, the
which incorporate the royalcharges
ties
can be added to a monthly bill.
Audio: How will the sorts of changes
you're talking about affect the music recording industry?
Rundgren: Well, there will always be a
recording process; it may well grow and
become more expansive. The only element of the recording industry that must
change is the distribution chain. What
will disappear will be record stores
outlets dedicated to a particular piece of
plastic we call the phonograph record.

--

-
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Rundgren: How soon is soon? I don't
think it'll be an everyday occurrence in
any less than 10 years.
Audio: Doesn't it follow that with these
new methods of distribution that record
companies will be reduced to production
houses, handing over much of their creative and financial control to the cable
and satellite networks?
Rundgren: That's what most record
companies are now. They finance productions, but not much else. Most
record companies are acutely aware of
the expanding video market, but they
aren't as aware of how it's going to affect them as they should be. They don't
see that the future of home entertainment will require complete multimedia
entertainment production complexes.
Audio: Returning to the videodisc for a
moment, don't you think that if it fails on
as large a scale as you predict, that the
money for other entertainment dispersal
systems will be harder to come by?
Rundgren: The beginnings of such
dispersal systems are already here, and
base my prediction on the fact that they
have already, at these early stages,
made the videodisc obsolete. You can
get the movies that you would be buying
on videodisc on Showtime or some other
feature -film cable system, and in the
long run your subscription rate for something like HBO (Home Box Office) or
Showtime is much lower than the cost of
buying videodiscs and the machine to
play them on. That's right now, in 1981.
Audio: Commercial television, of
course, pays for itself through advertising. How do you see advertising fitting
I

into the new media distribution methods?
Rundgren: Cable derives its income directly from the viewer; the person who
watches pays for what he watches directly. Broadcast television has that person paying rather indirectly by buying
the products advertised
which, of
course, incorporate the cost of broadcast advertising in their final prices.
Broadcast television has already begun
to be affected by cable and other systems in the reduction of viewership.
They know that every time another person subscribes to cable, that person
a serious television watcher
is going
to be spending fewer hours watching
broadcast television. Hence all of the
broadcast television networks are getting
involved in cable ventures, and all of
them would like to control cable.
One interesting side effect of this will
be the effect of cable -broadcast competition on programming. If the broadcast
networks cannot stamp out cable by
buying it, they may attempt to eliminate
FCC regulations on programming content
including obscenity regulations
in an effort to supply the lowest common denominator programs, unfettered
by anyone outside. Ultimately, it may become a Supreme Court issue.
I'd like to emphasize, however, that
just plain cable media distribution is not
the answer; it's the two-way communication and the interaction that are essential. -he end result of this capacity for
interaction will be some combination of
HBO, AT&T, and IBM
a system by
which people can communicate in audio
and video forms with one another, with
the government, and with all forms of entertainment. There will be access to electronic libraries, electronic mail, etc.
Audio: A question about your role as a
multimedia producer. In a sound recording facility you have the ability to "fix it in
the mix"
if someone sings a note
slightly out of tune, you can use the harmonizer to make it right. If someone's
instrumental tone is off, you can equalize
it. Do you have these resources when
working in the audio-visual medium?
Rundgren: You can do it to some extent, but the special effects make themselves much more apparent in visual
terms. If you have a dramatic presentation where an actor does a bad job of
portrayal, you can't just cover it with psychedelic blobs falling across the screen.

-

- -

--
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that case, editing is the only option
you have, so it's much more critical in
video work to get the right performance,
to have a good script to start with, and to
get a clear idea of the direction you want
In

to go.

Audio: How do you think the availability
of multimedia performances in recorded
form will affect the "live" performance
business?
Rundgren: Most musicians are not
going to be extremely successful in video and they'll still have to maintain themin live
selves as artists always have
performances and in sound recording.
There will be some who become successful with video, but we'll have to wait
and see how soon that market develops.
A videodisc done as well as it can be
would cost a million dollars, and there's
only one place you can go today to get
that kind of money, to the TV broadcast
networks. So unless they decide there is
some marketability in this kind of musical
multimedia production, it probably won't
develop as a format for awhile.

-

Audio: Do you know of any collaboration between record producers and film
producers now going on?
Rundgren: There is very little. Most of
the people involved in what little is being
done in that field are seeking to exploit
something, a promotional exercise of
some kind. Of course, there isn't much
of a market for multimedia musical material yet, either. We at Utopia Video are at
this point doing all kinds of video productions just to keep the facility open, so
that we'll be around when demand for
those kinds of programs does develop.
Audio: You've been active in the audio
field in breaking down the barrier between producer and musician. Do you
think that there will be a similar movement in the visual medium?
Rundgren: Prior to the Sixties, when
The Beatles became big hits, artists
were foreigners in the recording studio,
totally at the whim of the producer in
terms of sound and so on. The priorities
of the producer were always directed
toward budget and commercial appeal.
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wasn't until Sgt. Pepper that artists discovered they had rights in the studio,
and that it was their obligation to understand what was going on and to utilize
studio capabilities to the fullest. Ever
since then artists have more or less
determined what situation they wanted in
the studio. The whole modus operandi of
recording studios has changed. They
are more comfort oriented to put the artist in a productive frame of mind; the facility is oriented toward his consciousness. Video studios have been more or
less like old-style recording studios, especially since they are more expensive
than sound recording studios. The technicians are in command and trying to
keep their thumb on everybody. We've
tried at Utopia to design a facility and
maintain it in the more enlightened style
of contemporary sound recording studios, and to give artists a clearer idea of
their capabilities and options. If somebody wants to come in and do something in particular, we're there to try and
help it happen.
ál
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to open reel.

TDK announces two breakthroughs in open reel. TDK GX Studio Mastering tape:
an ultra refined particle lets it handle the critical demands of live music mastering.
And TDK LX Professional Studio tape, with a super refined particle that gives it
a performance ideal for professional and audiophile use.
A unique polishing and binding process makes dropouts practically a thing of
the past. A special graphite and carbon backcoating on all GX and some LX reduces
friction for smooth winding while preventing static and diminishing wow and
flutter. At last your music is heard the way you intended to hear it.
Listen to TDK GX and LX. They could open up
a whole new standard of recording excellence.
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...and then came
Super Feedforward.
Not many years ago a "high
fidelity" amplifier delivered 5 watts
with 5% harmonic distortion.Todav,
distortion levels of 0.05% -or even
0.005%-in amplifiers with hundreds
of watts and a much wider frequency
range are almost routine.
Reducing harmonic distortion
has usually been achieved by using
negative feedback. But too much
negative feedback can introduce a
new kind of distortion,TIM (Transient
Intermodulation Distortion) that audibly degrades the musical sound.
To reduce TIM and other forms of
residual distortion, Sansui developed
its DD/DC (Diamond Differential/
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While Super Feedforward circuitry
puts Sansui's AU -D 11 and AU -D 9
amplifiers in a class by themselves,
all our amplifiers are renowned for
their musicality, versatility, and respect
for human engineering. Add a matching TU tuner to any of Sansui's AU
amplifiers and you'll appreciate the
difference 35 years of Sansui dedication to sound purity can produce.
For the name of the nearest
audio specialist who carries the
AU -D 11 and AU -D 9 or other fine
components in Sansui's extensive
line of high fidelity products, write:
Sansui Electronics Corp.,1250 Valley
Brook Avenue, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071.

Direct Current) drive circuit.Then, to
eliminate the remaining vestiges of
high-level, high -frequency distortion
in the amplifier's output stage, Sansui
engineers perfected a unique circuit
which, though proposed years ago,
has now been realized in a practical
amplifier design. Super Feedforward,
the new Sansui technique, takes the
leftover distortion products present in
even an optimally-designed amplifier,
feeds them to a separate, error correcting circuit that reverses their polarity, then combines them so they cancel
themselves out against the regular
audio signal. What's left is only the
music, with not a trace of distortion.
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ATIONAL'S
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DISE REDUCTION
RALPH
HODGES
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ational Semiconductor,
one of the nation's oldest
and certainly one of the
leading makers of integrated circuits, is by no
means new to noise reduction. Selling
Dolby B -type integrated circuits to cassette -deck manufacturers is one of the
higher volume activities of its consumer
linear division, and you can be sure that
other products of its manufacture turn up
as gain blocks in many alternative noisereduction systems. What the company
has not conspicuously participated in is
the design of noise- reduction processors. Indeed, making component parts
for everybody else's NR system
and
everybody else's electronic anything, for
that matter
would seem to be business enough, why should it get further
involved? Or, rather, why has it, because
National Semiconductor's DNR (Dynamic Noise Reduction) amounts to just that
sort of involvement?
The reason, according to the company, is that noise reduction in its commonly encountered compander form is all
well, all good, but all too rare. Efforts by
Dolby Labs notwithstanding, FM broadcasts are still largely compander-unencoded. The cassette you play in your
portable "tape player cum headphones"
may be encoded, but it's unlikely that
the player will be able to decode it, and
the hiss from a diaphragm within an inch
of your ear is hard to ignore. You can
buy encoded discs from dbx, but per-

-
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he DNR device
is essentially a
dynamically controlled
LPF that is inexpensive,
simple and compact in
implementation, and
.i' reasonably free of
audible side effects.
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haps not with the performers and performances you'd most prefer. Although
tomorrow's videodiscs may be encoded
with some form of noise -reduction processing, today's are not. The same goes
for the majority of prerecorded videocassettes. The future (AM stereo, stereo TV)
remains clouded, but the past is clear,
and much of it is made up of recorded
material that never had a chance to benefit from practical noise reduction.

DNR scheme seems
an appropriate solution
to an inherently insoluble
problem.
he

Of course, the situation is not new,
but, ironically, new media and program
sources are making it more prevalent. In
response, National Semiconductor has
seized on a solution that is also not strictly new, but which is probably timely.
Now, the company believes, is the right
moment for noise reduction that can
cope with sources which already contain
noise. This means a "single -ended"
processor
one that steers its way between program and noise, lopping off
the latter insofar as it is able to separate
such noise out. The DNR device is essentially that of a dynamically controlled
low-pass filter, but one that skirts negatives in previous designs of this sort,
which as a rule were not (1) inexpensive;
(2) simple and compact in implementation, and therefore adaptable to a broad
spectrum of products, and (3) free as
they could be of audible side effects.
DNR is all of these according to National
Semiconductor, who expect its appeal to
grow rapidly as the word gets around.

-

Basics of Operation
In its latest form, DNR consists of a
single IC (National Semiconductor
LM 1894) for two channels, plus a number of external components (see sidebar). As shown in Fig. 1, a single control
circuit regulates the filter action of both
audio channels, which can vary in
bandwidth from 800 Hz to as much as

36
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Advanced Audio Systems International's
DNR 450 ($225), an outboard
processor with a threshold adjustment
and an LED display for instantaneous
bandwidth indication, bears the
proprietary logo for the National
30 kHz (-3 dB points). Maximum nose
reduction (CCIR/ARM weighted) is in the
neighborhood of 10 to 14 dB. The filters
are single -pole configurations, providing
a uniform 6 -dB per octave roll -off above
whatever corner frequency the voltage
from the control circuit dictates (see Fig.
2 for operating parameters).
The control circuit itself derives a control signal from the rectified sum of :he
two channels. The circuit's response is
not uniform with frequency, but increases at a 12 -dB per octave rate from about
1
to 6 kHz, flattening out above. A
threshold, sometimes fixed but user-variable in the case of one available outboard processor, establishes the noise
"floor" of the system, determining what
levels of high -frequency energy will be
construed as noise (for which the filters
will remain closed) and what levels as
program (for which the filters will progressively open up). The filters can open
(attack time) in as little as 0.5 mil-

MaN

Semiconductor system.
Manufacturer: Advanced Audio
Systems, San Jose, Cal.

lisecond, which is consistent with the
sharpest transients to be expected in
program material. Release time is a
more leisurely 50 milliseconds, to avoid
the foreshortening of any lingering reverberation.
Considered within the constraints of
cost, simplicity and playback -only processing, the DNR scheme seems an appropriate solution of an inherently insoluble problem. The time constants (attack
and release) are well chosen in terms of
present-day psychoacoustic understanding, and the operational frequency
bands are the right ones for maximum
suppression of audible steady-state
noise (hiss, in other words). Governing
the action of the control circuit by higher
frequencies alone is a particularly logical
idea. It both focuses appropriate attention on the critical area, and avoids control -signal ripples that low -frequency information can impose on a peak -detecting circuit such as DNR employs.

National's LM 1894 IC with its external components on a p.c. board.
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The world's quietest t pe
is like no tape at all.
Today onlyzne high bias
tape is ableto combine outstcnding selitivity in the
critical high-f-eeuency
range with
lowest background noise of any oxide
tape in the world.
That tape is BASF's
Professional II.
Professional II is like no
other tape because it's
made like mother tape.
Vflile ordinary high bias
tapes are mode from modi-
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fied particles of le-ric oxide.
Professional Iris made of

pure chromium d:oxide.
These perfectly shaped and
uniformly sized perticles
provide a magne-ic medium that not only delivers
an absolute minimum of
background noise, but outstanding high frequencies
as well.
Like all BASF tapes, Professional 11 comes encased
in the new ultra -precision
cassette shell for perfect
alignment, smooth, even

movement and consistent
high ide:ity reproduct-on.
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In common with any practical noise reduction system, DNR depends on auditory masking of noise by program material occurring at or near the same frequency. If this masking does not take
place when the filters open to pass high frequency program, noise will be heard.
Worse, noise will be heard going up and
down in level with the filter action. Such
noise modulation
and arranging for
masking to conceal it
is the crux of
noise -reduction system design. In less
guarded moments, all responsible engineers admit that masking is bound to fail
under some circumstances, and can be
made to fail predictably if program mate-

--

rogram sources that
could not previously accommodate noise reduction are
obvious candidates for
the DNR system.

The claims made for DNR in this regard are certainly not so extravagant as
to strain credulity. According to Martin
Giles, National's Manager of Consumer
Linear Applications, the system will be at
its best with material that has signal-tonoise ratios (again CCIR/ARM weighted)
exceeding 35 dB for musical ensembles. Certain critical solo instrumerts
may have to start with a S/N of 45 to 50
dB to avoid all masking failures and audible side effects. (These differences
have to do with the longer reverberation
times of spaces regularly used to record
ensembles and the nature of ensemble
playing itself.) DNR is not effective with
impulse noises such as record clicks and
pops; it may alter them in character, but
it will certainly not remove them.
Summing the system up, Giles remarks that it will help most of the time,
hurt in some rare instances, and not do
much of anything audible in those cases
where the program material is good
enough to stand on its own. But when it
is deemed desirable to switch it out, the
system is fully out; with compander systems that encode the material, the system can never be fully eliminated once
the recording is in existence. For program that is borderline, the threshold
control (when provided) will enable the
user to set his own compromise between
maximum fidelity, minimum noise, and
the instrusion of audible side effects.

will be much quieter if DNR processing is
used as a further step in the reproduction chain.
To forestall misunderstanding, it
should be emphasized that DNR does
not decode Dolby noise reduction or the
processing of any other compander system. It cannot return dynamically compressed program material to its original
form. It acts only on steady-state noise
but does so wherever it is found and

whatever its origin. This means universality and compatibility with any source
factors National Semiconductor
counts on to carry DNR into the mainstream of audio noise reduction.
41
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1-A breakdown of the essential
operators in the DNR system, all of
which are contained within a single IC.
Fig.

The Destiny of DNR

Technidyne's
Hip Pocket Stereo
incorporates
DNR circuitry.
rial is chosen with that end in mind. A

proper noise-reduction system considers
typical listening fare first and foremost,
and trusts the flaws won't loom too large
when unusual spectral distributions of
program overthrow the designers' expectations.
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DNR has existed for several years
now in a two -IC form, and as such has
found its way into several portable ar,d
home music centers. With the advent of
the LM1894, DNR has been adopted by
General Motors for use in 1982 car stereo systems, by Technidyne for its Hip
Pocket Stereo, by Benjamin in its RAC10 MK -II DNR cassette changer, and by
Advanced Audio Systems in its standalone Model DNR-450. Program sources
that could not previously afford or physically accommodate noise reduction are
obvious candidates, along with new media that have not yet established noise reduction standards. The company is
also hopeful about broader applications
and about a supplementary role to existing noise reduction. For example, a tape
encoded by a compander system like
Dolby B, even though properly decoded
during playback, will still not be perfectly
quiet if listened to at louder levels. But it
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more to higher frequencies in the
program, open the DNR passband until it
extends well beyond the audio range.
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of The
Perfect Magnetic Head
In Search

Nakamichi Spoken Here.

magnetic head design, there is one objective-minimization
loss-every type of loss. "Gap loss" and "spacing loss" in
a playback head severely curtail high frequency response so a
very narrow gap and perfect tape contact are imperative. "Core
loss"-composed of "eddy currents," "hysteresis," and low
permeability-degrades signal and increases noise. In a
recording head, core loss reduces efficiency, while core coercivity causes "self demagnetization" of.the tape. While the ideal
playback gap must be infinitesimalto resolve the extremely
short wavelengths of a high frequency recording, the recording
gap must be wide so that its field penetrates the tape to maximize operating level and decrease distortion. And, the record
gap must have a sharp "critical recording zone" to minimize
high frequency self erasure and the frequency -dependent
phase shift that smears the stereo image. This inherent conflict
between the ideal recording gap ano the ideal playback gap
requires separate heads for best performance.
In

of

Nakamichi Discrete 3 -head recorder, playback gap length
micron-shorter than a wavelength of light-and capable
of resolving frequencies to 25 kHz! The record gap is 3.5
microns and is critically formed to penetrate the entire tape
coating with an ultra -sharp recording zone. No single -gap erase.
head is fully effective because the recording being erased
modulates the field within the head and is partially re-recorded
as the tape leaves the gap. Thus, we use two gaps-the first
eliminates most of the recording; the second removes the vestige re-recorded by the first.
In a

is 0.6

While ferrite and sendust have virtues-we use a combination
of the two in our erase head-their low permeability and high
coercivity make them far from ideal for recording and playback.
Thus, our record and play heads are fabricated from thin Crystalloy laminations-a material of extraordinarily high permeability and virtually zero coercivity-to minimize losses in these
critical structures. Playback core geometry is designed to suppress "contour effect" and provide smooth bass response,
and each head is individually contoured and polished to assure
intimate tape contact and minimal spacing loss. Since a
Nakamichi transport does not require a pressure pad to maintain tape contact, it is lifted out of the way to reduce wear and
yield a head life in excess of 10,000 hours!

The quality of our magnetic heads is the secret of "Nakamichi
Sound" Experience it today at your Nakamichi dealer.

rkNakamichi

learn more about Nakamichi's unique technology. write directly to.
Nakamichi U S A Corporation. 1101 Colorado Avenue. Santa Monica. CA 90401.
To
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diagram of the LM1894.
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he LM1894 is a 14 -pin DIP

intended to operate with
supply voltages from 4.5 to
about 18. Current drawn is
12 milliamperes for a typical Supply
voltage of 8. Input impedance is approximately 20 kilohms; input overload occurs at 1 volt rms.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the
IC itself; Fig. 4 is a suggested exter
nal circuit for the IC. The primary external operators for the audio channels are C3 and C12, which determine the bandwidths passed by the
filters. Since bandwidth is inversely
proportional to capacitance, the frequency range of the noise-reduction
effect can be adjusted by changing
theand capacitiveC6 values.theCapacitorsband C5
determine
ofpro
gram frequencies to which the control
in this case
circuit responds
roughly 6 kHz and above. The volt age divider formed by R1 and R2
sets the threshold of the control path,
which is normally adjusted so that
steady state noise from the program
source just begins to open the filters.
Resistors R1 and R2 are altered together so that their sum always
equals 1 kilohm. Wiring a suitable
potentiometer in their place creates a
threshold -varying control.
Coil L8 and the components surrounding it comprise a 19 -kHz notch
filter which prevents the stereo FM pi lot signal from affecting the operation
of the control circuit. If the DNR module will not be used for FM, or if the
tuner has an adequate multiplex filter
of its own, these components can be
replaced by a simple 0.047-µF ca pacitor bridging pins 8 and 9.
National Semiconductor foresees
and has demonstrated the use of
LM1894s in cascaded arrays of two
or three, in which case the slopes of
Fig. 2 become 12 or 18 dB per octave, and the noise -reduction effect
becomes 20 dB or greater.
The LM1894 is available in quantity to manufacturers of licensed prod ucts for about $2 apiece. The price is
expected to decline as production in creases. It is not presently available in
small quantities or to unlicensed manufacturers.
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TELARC continues to expand
its catalog of significant performances by major artists.
Using the famed Telarc 3 microphone technique, each
record combines natural balance, accurate
perspective, and the technological superiority

ofSoundstream digital mastering. Available now at leading
audio and record stores, or
write today for the current Telarc

catalog. AUDIO-TECHNICA
U.S., INC., 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow,
Ohio 44224.

a u o -tec nica.
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: Phono RIAA

Maximum Output: 10

V rms from Tape

or main output (typically 20 V rms

and high level, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.1
dB.
Rated Noise: Phono, -80 dB, A
weighted, ref. 5 mV rms at kHz; high
level, -95 dB, A weighted, ref. 500
mV at kHz.

available).
IM or THD

Distortion: 0.005 percent.

Price: $700.00.
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must confess that ever since auditioned and measured
Bryston's Model 4B power amplifier a couple of years ago,
have regarded the company with a great deal of respect and
admiration. Their 4B amplifier remains a sort of reference product whenever test or listen to power amps. Having now had an
opportunity to examine the Model 1B preamp, it is clear that
Christopher Russell (Bryston's chief engineer) and his crew have
not lost their touch. This preamp is a fitting companion to any of
Bryston's high -quality power amplifiers or to any other high -end
state-of-the-art power amplifier with which it might be used.
Front -panel controls on the 1B are kept down to a minimum.
There are, of course, the usual master volume and balance controls, a power on/off switch, and an accompanying power -on
indicator light. Two small push buttons serve to activate a low frequency filter (active below 31.7 Hz with a slope of 6 dB per
octave) and to select mono or stereo operation. In addition, separate rotary selector switches are provided for source and tape
selection. In other words, you can listen to one program source
while you feed another to the tape outputs on the preamp's rear
panel. The front panel of the Bryston 1B is designed to fit into
standard professional 19 -inch rack mounts and is equipped with
the necessary mounting holes for such installations.
While it would appear from the above panel description that
taping and monitoring facilities are limited, that does not turn out
I

I

I

I

to be the case. Any input except tape 1 or tape 2, when selectposied, appears at both rear oanel tape outputs. The Tape
input to the tape 2 output. The Tape 2
tion connects the tape
position connects the tape 2 input to the tape output, for full
two-way dubbing capabilities. Furthermore, when the source
selector switch is in the Phono position and the tape selector is
inputs are connected to the tape
in the Phono position, phono
outputs. With the source selector set to any other position, setting the Tape Select switch to Phono connects the phono 2
inputs to the tape outputs. So, if the user wanted to record from
a turntable, the phono 2 inputs would be used. The tape monitor
function is activated by moving the source selector switch to any
input being taped.
Connections to the Bryston 1B preamp are made along a
horizontally oriented projecting platform at the rear of the unit.
This arrangement means that no plugs have to project beyond
the maximum depth dimension of the component. In addition to
the twin pairs of phono inputs, high-level inputs, tape in/out
pairs, and two pairs of main output jacks, this connecting "platform" is also equipped with three convenience a.c. receptacles
(one unswitched and two switched), each of which is a three prong, grounded type for minimum hum and maximum electrical
safety. A chassis grounding terminal is located near the twin
pairs of phono input jacks.
1

1

1

1

1
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1-RIAA equalization

in the Bryston 1B preamp
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two graphs) to create
composite response
shown in lower graph.

separate stages (upper
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The Bryston 1B preamp is a
fitting companion to any
state-of-the-art power
amplifier.

Circuit Highlights
One of the outstanding circuit accomplishments in the Bryston 1B preamp is its phono preamplification and equalization
circuitry. As pointed out in their well -written brochure accompanying this unit, the basic problem with most methods of deriving
an RIAA equalization response lies in the extreme difference in
gain requirements from the lowest to the highest audio frequencies to be reproduced. This calls for the use of reactive components whose a.c. impedance follows the required ratio (about 40
dB of change, or a ratio of 100 to 1), either in a feedback loop
or as a direct passive load. If a noninverting feedback network is
used in the feedback network, gain cannot be brought below
unity. Accordingly, at some high (super -audible) frequency
above 20 kHz, the curve would level off instead of continuing to
roll off at a rate of 6 dB per octave as specified in the RIAA
curve. This brings into play another problem: Due to the combination of severe high -frequency reactive loading and large low frequency gain, many phono stages have a tendency to oscillate
or "motor boat" at some low frequency. Some designers have
countered these problems by resorting to completely passive
equalization. This in turn can raise new problems, depending
upon how the passive equalization is accomplished. Either a
sacrifice of signal-to-noise ratio must be made, or the preamplifier must be able to sustain very high gain and excessively high
signal levels at high frequencies, increasing the chances of high frequency overload and distortion.
Bryston chose a third approach in the 1 B. They divided the
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The true test of a preamplifier such as the Bryston 1B is in the
listening, but for the record, made the usual bench measurements of this superb unit, suspecting all the while that the results
would hardly offer any surprises. They didn't. Input sensitivity for
both sets of phono inputs (referred to 0.5 -volt output at the main
output jacks) measured 0.8 millivolt (at 1 kHz). The phono inputs
were able to handle signal levels of 75 millivolts before noticeable distortion occurred (again, at a frequency of 1 kHz). Hum
and noise in phono was impressively low, measuring 83 dB (A
weighted) below an input reference level of 5 mV with respect to
an output reference level of 0.5 V rms.

+"`}.,A

....III:R,l

., sw

Measurements

.b,.

0

01

phono equalization curve into two sections (see Fig. 1). One
section accomplishes the low -frequency tailoring, while the other
takes care of the high -frequency gain characteristics. The high frequency section operates in the inverting mode so that the
equalization curve remains accurate all the way out to the megahertz region. This inverting configuration also eliminates common -mode distortion, a problem common to amplifiers handling
high -frequency signals in a low -gain, noninverting configuration.
Bryston lists as additional advantages of this circuit approach
better signal-to-noise ratios, the elimination of phono cartridge
interaction without buffer stages, low distortion without the need
for extreme amourts of overall feedback, and extremely close
accuracy of phono equalization (which they specify at no worse
than ±0.1 dB).

I

.

Whether measuring IM or
THD, I always came up with
readings which were at the
known residual of the signal
sources.

Input sensitivity for the high level inputs was 66 millivolts referred to a 0.5-V output. Signal-to-noise ratio for the high level
inputs measured 90 dB, improving still further to 94 dB for the
minimum volume setting.
Figure 2 is a plot of RIAA phono response (an inverted RIAA
test signal is applied to the preamp so that the output curve of
response comes out flat if the preamp's E0 is perfect). If you
find it difficult to see the response plot, that is because it almost
always falls right on the reference grid line (0 -dB reference) established for each of the two channels. In Fig. 2A the movable
display cursor has been shifted over to 20 Hz (it is obscured by
the left -most vertical line of the display) to show a deviation of
only 0.1 dB from perfect RIAA in the left channel and 0.0 dB
deviation in the right channel. In Fig. 2B the cursor was moved
to the right, to 20 kHz (again, it is obscured by the right -most
double -vertical line which corresponds to this frequency), and
the readout below the graph shows a deviation of only 0.1 dB
for the left channel and no deviation at all for the right -channel
output.
A repeat plot of phono response for the phono section of the
1B appears in Fig. 3, this time for one channel only and with the
low -frequency filter activated. The cursor has been shifted to 25
Hz, where an attenuation of 2.8 dB is recorded by the test
equipment. Note that the scale used in this figure is compressed, compared with the scale used in Figs. 2 and 4 (10 dB
per vertical division as opposed to 2 dB per division).
Figure 4 is a response plot for the high-level inputs of the
Bryston 1B and, with the cursor set to its highest possible frequency (40 kHz), an attenuation was recorded of 0.3 dB for the
left channel and 0.4 dB for the right channel. In addition to these
automatically obtained response plots, attempted to measure
harmonic and intermodulation distortion for the phono and highlevel inputs of this preamp. No matter where measured, the
answer always came out 0.002 percent for THD (the known
residual THD of the signal generator) and 0.0015 percent for IM
(the known residual IM distortion of the SMPTE IM signal
source). Duly frustrated by this attempt, finally made the only
meaningful measurement that could on the bench. Power consumption was 13 watts!

Fig.

2-Phono

FR

frequency response error
was never
more than
0.1 dB for

either channel;
deviation
shown from
RIAA in (A) at
20 Hz and in
(B) at 20 kHz.
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3-Low-

cut filter attenuates phono response by

FR

2.8 dB at
25 Hz.
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Use and Listening Tests
The Bryston 1B is an audio purist's preamplifier. It adds or
subtracts nothing from the program sources fed to it. In almost
all of the listening tests, preferred to leave the low-cut filter on;
this was highly effective in reducing too-wide excursions of
woofers caused by warpage on some records and by turntable
rumble, however minimal it may have been. Phono reproduction
was as perfect as have ever experienced. In a series of A -B
tests involving playback of favorite master tapes directly through
my current reference power amplifier and through the series
combination of the Bryston 1B and that same amplifier (with gain
levels carefully adjusted identically), could detect no difference
in sound quality whatever. That's about all anyone can ask of a
well -designed preamplifier such as this one. My only regret is
that no longer had the Bryston 4B power amp on hand to team
up with this superb preamplifier. Expensive, yes! But for the truly
discerning audiophile, that's not likely to make much difference.
Leonard Feldman
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Fig. 4-Highlevel input frequency response was
down 0.3 dB in

FR

left channel
and 0.4 dB in
right channel
at 40 kHz.
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 250 watts per channel

SAE A-501
POWER
AMPLIFIER

Weight: 52 lbs. (23.4 kg).
Price: $1050.00.

into 8 -ohm loads, 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
375 watts per channel into 4 -ohm
loads.
Rated THD: 0.025 percent.
Rated SMPTE IMD: 0.025 percent.
Clipping Headroom: 0.5 dB.
Damping Factor: 60.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.25 dB.
S/N: 100 dB, A weighted, re: 1 -watt
output.
Input Sensitivity: 2.24 V re: rated output, 0. 14 V re: 1 -watt output.
Slew Factor: 3.
Current Slew: 20 amps/µS.
Dimensions: 19 in. (48.3 cm) W x 7 in.
(17.8 cm) H x 121/2 in. (31 .7 cm) D.
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vs.

frequency at the rated
output of 250 watts per
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loads.

In introducing their "01" series of amplifiers (of which this
one is the second highest powered), SAE published a widely
distributed "white paper" which restated several basics some of
us have realized only too well for a long time. Amplifiers, says
SAE, do not operate into resistive static loads under normal use,
and therefore the static measurements that most of us make
(including this reviewer) do not tell us how an amplifier will
sound. Further on in the white paper they go on to say that,
"These conventional tests do provide insight as to the quality of
the engineering of the product under test but not an absolute
measurement of the sonic quality." And, further on again, "The
point is that the current concept of distortion is not wrong, it is
just not relevant to the whole system process unless it is set up
to deal with this process. Unfortunately, THD, IM, TIM and the
like are basically a one-dimensional view of a multi -dimensional
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Fig. 1-Power output vs.
THD at 1 kHz, solid line,
and at 20 Hz and 20 kHz,
dashed line, into 8 -ohm
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A500

event."
The SAE paper then goes on to describe how the company
designed a series of amplifiers which dealt with the problems of
reactive loads that constantly vary. They offer arguments why
these amplifiers were a.c.-configured (rather than following the
current vogue of all-d.c. design) and speak of their high current
slew rate (which they feel is more relevant than the popularly
quoted voltage slew rate of so many volts per microsecond), as
well as the steps taken to insure a high natural damping factor
(as opposed to the "artificial" damping factor, which is a function of the amount of negative feedback in the amplifier and
tends to fall off above bass frequencies).
have no particular quarrel with any of the statements in the
SAE paper, but had hoped that as read further would be
confronted with some new and magical method of measurement
which I might apply to the A-501 in order to verify the claims
made for its sonic superiority. Aside from an experiment in
which we are asked to compare the amplifier output when an
asymmetric pulse is fed to it, first when the amp is hooked up to
a static (resistive) load and next when hooked up to a loudspeaker, the only other suggestion is that we listen to the amplifier, in
addition to measuring its static performance characteristics
(which, as you see from the specs listed at the outset of this
report, SAE continues to do as well).
I

I
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In their "01" amps, SAE has
emphasized high current
capability, which they feel is
more important to good
sound than high voltage
capability.
' Somewhat disappointed at the lack of a new amplifier measurement technique in the SAE white paper, therefore proceeded to measure the A-501, examine it, and listen to it, not necessarily in that order. The massive looking all -black front panel is
configured for 19 -inch standard rack mounting and is fitted with
a pair of handles that are, considering its weight, more than
ornamental. Separate power -on and power -off square push buttons are at the lower center of the panel. Above these are a
rather elaborately calibrated series of LEDs (one row per channel) which serve as peak power output indicators. Calibration is
in watts (referred to 8 -ohm loads) and in dB below rated output
of 250 watts per channel.
The rear panel of the A-501 power amplifier is equipped with
color -coded, five -way binding posts for speaker cable connections, and, at either end of the rear panel, there are pairs of input
jacks. The two jacks associated with each channel's input are
not wired in parallel. One of them gives direct access to the
amplifier's first stage and provides ultra -wide band operation.
The other input, identified by the words "high pass," provides 6
dB per octave roll -off below 20 Hz and is intended for use in a
bi- or tri-amplified system or where extended low -frequency response has proven to be hazardous to speaker performance or
I

i

IN

has caused acoustic feedback between speakers and turntable.
The rear panel also contains a line fuseholder.

Circuit and Construction Highlights
The A-501 uses multiple output transistors and a very large
power supply, including a high -current toroidally wound power
transformer and large high -current power storage capacitors. All
power handling circuits are hand -wired using #14 gauge multi stranded cable for minimal internal impedance, instead of being
part of circuit board paths. As can be seen from the photo of its
internal construction, the A-501 has extensive heat -sinking,
which is one of the reasons why it is as heavy as it is. The
amplifier is equipped with a relay protection circuit. If, under any
circumstances (internal or external), d.c. or subsonic frequencies appear at the output, the amplifier will disconnect from the
load and remain disconnected until the problem has been corrected. The sensitivity of the protection circuit is adjusted so that
commonly encountered transient signals, such as the thump of a
tuner's muting circuit or the act of dropping a stylus on a record
surface, will disconnect the loudspeakers momentarily. In such
cases, the amp will not shut down completely but will allow a
low-level signal to be heard. Part of the relay design is a contact-
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EQUIPMENT

Manufacturer's Specifications
SL-QL1 Turntable

P22S Phono Cartridge
Type: Moving magnet.

Type: Quartz phase -locked direct drive,

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 35

fully automatic.
Motor: Brushless d.c.
Speeds: 33 V3 and 45 rpm.
Platter: Aluminum diecast.

TECHNICS SL-QL1
TURNTABLE and
P22S MOVING MAGNET PHONO
CARTRIDGE

PROFILE

Speed Accuracy: ±0.002 percent.
Wow & Flutter: 0.025 percent W rms
(JIS C5521), 0.035 percent peak (IEC
98A weighted).
Rumble: -78 dB DIN B (IEC 98A
weighted), -56 dB DIN A (IEC 98A
unweighted).

kHz, ±3 dB.

Output Voltage: Greater than 2.5 mV
at

1

kHz, 5

cm/S lateral velocity.

Channel Separation: 22 dB at kHz.
Channel Balance: Within 1.8 dB at
1

1

kHz.

Recommended Load Impedance: 47
to 100 kilohms.

Stylus Tip: 0.3

x

0.7 mil, elliptical dia-

mond.

Recommended

Tracking

Force:

1.25, ±0.25 g.

Tonearm
Type: Linear tracking.
Tracking Error Angle: ±0.1 degree.
Resonance Frequency: 12 Hz with
P22S cartridge.
o

General Specifications
Dimensions: 17 in. (43.1 cm) W x 31/2
in (8.8 cm) H x 1331 in. (34.9 cm) D.
Weight: 16.3 lb. (7.4 kg).
Price: $470.00.

:.
O

When Technics introduced their remarkable SL -10 turntable last year, it
was stated that this model would be the
first of a complete line of tangential tracking turntables
so that it was no
real surprise when the SL-QL1 came
along. Like the SL -10, it includes a phono cartridge but instead of it being a
moving -coil type, the SL-QL1 has a
high -quality moving -magnet type, the

-
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P22S. Although, naturally, there is no
built-in head amplifier, this turntable is
four inches longer than the SL -10. There
is no record clamp but, other than these
relatively minor items, the basic design
of these two turntable models appears
identical.
The phono cartridge is mounted on a
41/2 -inch arm which slides along a bar
mounted in the dust cover, while an illu-

minated arrow, visible from the top, indicates the arm's position. The cover, of
course, has to be shut before the unit
can operate, but the control buttons are
located outside the cover for ease of access. The on -off switch and speed selectors are on the left, while four buttons on
the right are for Start, Stop, Repeat, and
Cueing. Lifting the cover reveals a slide
switch marked Auto with additional posi-
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All the measurements, wow

and flutter, rumble, and
tracking, showed that the
SL-QL1 can stand
comparison with the best.

response, Technics
P22S moving -magnet
phono cartridge.
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tion angles. The arm bearing is a four point gimbal suspension design, and a
two -position switch, near the pivot, offers a choice of tracking forces
1 .25
or 1 .5 grams. The cabinet base and the
section containing the tonearm mecha-
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nism are made from diecast aluminum,
and the unit stands on four isolating feet.
When the Start switch is depressed,
the arm automatically moves to the leadin. groove and the cartridge is gently lowered. If the switch is depressed during

-
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FREQUENCY

pulses to a
The tonearm drive motor is a precision d.c. type controlled by optical sensors which detect minute groove deflec-

eaimeme

20

J

supplies

rt:

o
1

o

error-correction
quartz -controlled PLL circuit.

generator

1-Frequency

Fig.

tions for three record sizes. Normally,
this would be left in the Auto position as
an optical sensor under the platter automatically sets the correct arm drop point
over the lead-in grooves; the manual
selector only needs to be used when
playing transparent records.
A strobe -type speed indicator is located at the left of the platter, near the front,
though a variable speed control is not
provided on this unit. The motor is a direct -drive brushless d.c. type with the rotor attached to the platter. It uses the
Technics planar -opposed slotless construction in conjunction with special flat,
overlapping coils. A built-in frequency

r

This turntable is resistant to
acoustic feedback problems
and can take a hard blow to
the base without the
cartridge mistracking.
-

í

-

Fig. 2-Square wave
response, P22S cartridge.

able 11 dB at 20 kHz. The square wave
response, taken with a CBS STR-110
record, shows a single overshoot followed by well -damped ripples.
Arm responance was at 11 Hz with a
rise of 4 dB. Trackability was very good
indeed. All bands of the Shure ERA -III
test disc were negotiated without any difficulties, and the DIN 300 -Hz disc was
tracked to 100 microns, although the
tracking force had to be increased to 1.5
grams. With the Shure ERA -IV "Obstacle Course" record, slight mistracking
occurred on band 5 of the orchestral
bells and flute section. High frequencies
(10.8 kHz pulsed) on the Shure TTR103 test disc were tracked to 24 cm/S
and the mid -frequencies (1 kHz and .5
kHz) to 30 cm/S.

treble and a tight but well-defined bass.
Brass and percussion instruments were
well reproduced, offering a little more
"zing" than my standard reference cartridge. The stereo image was spacious,
with a good sense of depth, and largescale orchestral works came over with
an easy clarity.
The player itself was a pleasure to
use, and, as you might imagine, cueing
is positive and accurate. After all, the
stylus only has a short distance to travel,
and there is no anti -skating bias to contend with. was happy to find that the
arm -control buttons have two steps; in
the first position, the arm moves slowly,
but press a little harder and the arm will
move quite fast. The unit is surprisingly
free from acoustical feedback problems,
and the base could be knocked quite
hard before any mistracking occurred.
One other point: Special replacement
cartridges are now being offered by
Shure, Audio-Technica, and Ortofon.
George W. Tillett
I

1

play, the arm will return to the start position and begin the cycle again. However,
if the Start button is kept depressed, the
arm lifts the cartridge and then begins to
move towards the center of the record
until the button is released. If the Stop
button is then pressed, the arm will move
in the other direction. When it reaches
your desired spot, the cartridge can be
lowered by pressing the Cueing button.
Thus, there is complete control in either
direction, and the arm will not move if
there is no record on the platter. Furthermore, if the dust cover is raised during
play, the tonearm will return to its start
position.
As mentioned earlier, the cartridge fitted is a moving -magnet type, the P22S,
and it has an elliptical stylus with 0.3 by
0.7 mil radii. The cantilever is made of
pure boron tube, and the magnet is one
of Technics' new disc types. The compliance is stated as being 12 x 0.6 cm/
dyne a1100 Hz.

Use and Listening Tests
A wide variety of records was used to
evaluate sound quality, some direct -disc,
some digitally mastered, and several
dbx-encoded types. The overall sound
quality can. be characterized as crisp
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In the finest

European Tradition ...
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Measurements

1

For the initial tests, the tracking force
was put in the 1.25 -gram setting, although must confess could not check
it as the phono cartridge is directly
above the lead-in groove in the off position and the tonearm cannot be lowered
I

I

without the motor running and the platter
turning! So the first test was for wow and
flutter, which clocked in at a low 0.035
percent using the DIN 45-507 standard.
Rumble was better than -63 dB, ARRL,
while speed was less than 0.1 percent
fast, Figure 1, a plot of the frequency
response, shows a slight rise in the 12 to
14 kHz range, while separation was 24
dB in the midband, falling to a respect-
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and, with 37 years acoustic experience!
It takes time to become a legend.
Just as the artistic virtuosity of Henri Matisse developed over a period
of time, the acoustic virtuosity of SIARE has been developing since 1944.
Rs o painter orchestrates the elements at his disposal to create o
masterpiece, SIRRE has orchestrated its elements within the 400 Series
to create acoustic perfection.
Subtle nuances differentiate the
ra
superior from the conventional, in
art and in sonic reproduction:

Sonic Superiority

from...

PRONOUNCED (SEE -ARE)
HAUT PARLEURS DE FRANCE LOUDSPEAKERS FROM FRANCE
For further information:
Write to SIARE Corp., 80 13th Avenue, Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 11779
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PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Rated Output Voltage: .0 V rms.
Maximum Output Voltage: 7.0 V rms.

Low Filter Response: -3 dB at 19 Hz,
-29 dB at 5 Hz; phono only.
Crosstalk: High level to phono, 80

1

Gain: Phono, 40 dB at 1 kHz; high
level, 0 or 20 dB, selectable.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA
±0.25 dB; high level, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
± 0.25 dB, 10 Hz to 100 kHz -3 dB.
S/N Ratio: Phono, 88 dBV; AUX or
line, 90 dBV; minimum volume, 95

MXR
MODEL 139
LINEAR
PREAMPLIFIER

dBV.
THD or IM: 0.005 percent, rated to
maximum output, line or phono.
Phono Input Impedance: 47 kilohms
and 200 pF.

Phono Input Sensitivity: 5 mV rms.
Phono Input Overload: 120 mV,

dBV.

Headphone Power: 150 mW.
Slew Rate: 7 V/µS.
Output Impedance: 600 ohms.
Dimensions: 19 in. (48.3 cm) W x 6
in. (16.5 cm) D x 13/4 in. (4.4 cm) H.
Weight: 5 lbs. (2.3 kg).
Price: $350.00, rack mount optional.

1/2

1

kHz, peak.

High Level Input Sensitivity: 50 mV
rms.

V

040

version only), a pair
of output jacks, the required
input jacks plus tape out and in
jacks for the two tape monitor loops, and
a chassis grounding terminal adjacent to
the phono inputs.

The Model 139
Linear Preamp from
MXR is one of two relatively recent preamp additions to that company's line.
Unlike MXR's System Preamp, which
was designed for mixing and complex
signal routing, the Linear Preamp was
designed for basic, simple control of audio signals within a high -quality stereo
system. The low -profile front panel of
this component is equipped with only a
few needed controls. Three push buttons select tuner, AUX or phono inputs.
Three more buttons handle the two tape monitor loops, including dubbing from
one deck to the other in either direction.
Two additional buttons select combina -
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lions of mono or
stereo reproduction, while
a final button alters high-level
gain from 0 dB (unity gain) to 20 dB,
depending upon program source and
power amplifier requirements. The manufacturer recommends that the gain
switch be left in the 0 -dB position for
best signal-to-noise results unless special program sources or listening conditions necessitate additional gain.
Balance and volume controls utilize
rotary knobs. To the right of these are a
power on/off switch, a power indicator
light, and a stereo headphone jack. Solid walnut end pieces enhance the appearance of the all -black component,
and all nomenclature on the front and
rear panels is in highly legible white
screening.
The rear panel is equipped with a
convenience a.c. outlet (North American

Circuit Construction and Highlights
Virtually all of the audio signal circuitry
of the Model 139 Linear Preamp is constructed on a double -sided military
grade, glass epoxy p.c. board. The
block diagram of Fig. 1 shows how each
stage of the preamp is interconnected.
The phono section provides 40 dB of
gain (at 1 kHz) with extremely low noise
level. Resistive loading of the phono cartridge is factory set to 47 kilohms, while
capacitive loading is set at 200 pF. Phono loading capacitors may be changed
by the user if specific cartridge requirements dictate such a change, and access to these capacitors is relatively
easy.
The subsonic filter is incorporated in
the phono preamp stage to remove
unwanted low -frequency information
near its source. The filter is a three -pole
Butterworth alignment type, with flat re -

sponse in the pass band and a very
sharp roll -off below 20 Hz (18 dB per
octave). The. power supply, a potential
source of hum in any low-level preamplifier, is extremely well filtered and decoupled from the phono preamp section in
this design layout.
Muting circuitry in the Linear Preamp
eliminates turn -on and turn-off transients. FETs, controlled by a time -delay
circuit, shunt the signal outputs to
ground until all on/off transients have
occurred. The headphone output is buffered from the main preamp outputs by
its own amplifier, thereby eliminating
loading of the main outputs by low -impedance headphones. The Model 139
Linear Preamp has an output impedance
of approximately 600 ohms, which allows it to drive any power amplifier having an input impedance of 600 ohms or
more.

Measurements
Most of the published specs supplied
by MXR are referenced to 1.0-V rms output. My measurements are made in accordance with latest IHF/EIA amplifier
measurement standards, which call for a
preamplifier output reference of 0.5 V,
and input reference levels of 5 mV for
the phono inputs and 0.5 V for the highlevel (line) inputs. These factors should
be considered by those readers who attempt to compare results reported here
with claims made by MXR.
measured a phono input sensitivity
of 3.13 mV for the unity gain setting of
the gain switch, while for the 20 -dB gain
setting, input sensitivity measured 0.31
mV for 0.5-V output. RIAA frequency response is plotted for both channels in
the graphs of Fig. 2. Note that these
plots are made with a vertical sensitivity
of 2 dB per division. Maximum error ocI

ea

v

1111

all

®

curred at approximately 33 Hz (position
of dotted line cursor), where deviation
from RIAA was +0.2 dB for the left
channel and 0 dB for the right channel.
Phono overload measured 90 mV at 1
kHz At first glance, this appears to be
far short of the 120 mV claimed by MXR
until you look at the published spec
more carefully and discover that MXR
claims a phono overload figure of 120
mV peak and not rms. Not altogether
candid, we thought, especially since the
90 -mV rms figure is nothing to rave
about these days, when some phono inputs can handle 200 and more millivolts
at mid -frequencies (and then some loud
passages of modern recordings can
cause high -output phono cartridges to
deliver in excess of 100 mV rms).
Phono signal-to-noise ratio, on the
other hand, was superb, measuring
84.5 dB (A weighted) with respect to a
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The MXR Linear Preamp
deserves accolades for its
incredibly low phono noise
and hum.

HEADPHONE

TI
AUX

OUT

)

TUNER)

HI/LOW

!iT
TAPE

MAIN OUT

LOOP
SWITCHES

LOW FILTER

IN OUT

T2

BALANCE
CONTROL

VOLUME
CONTROL

ON/OFF

V*

-3

POWER
SUPPLY

FR

-

1
Block diagram of MXR's
Linear Preamp.

Fig.

FD L HD3 TOO LOW

R HD3 TOO LOW

was arbitrarily set to 4.0 kHz to obtain a
channel separation reading of 60.9 dB.
Note that at mid -frequencies, channel
separation could not be read accurately,
being in excess of 80 dB (the maximum
dynamic range of the display of Fig. 4).
The graph reappears below 100 Hz on
the display, but even at 20 Hz (left -most
point on the display) separation was still
in excess of 75 dB.
Use and Listening Tests
The simple layout of this preamplifier
should appeal to audio purists who have
no desire for fancy signal processing circuits, tone controls, loudness controls,
and the like. The faithfulness of the
sound reproduced by this deceptively
simple unit will appeal to anyone who
craves accurate music reproduction.
especially liked the way in which the balance control is calibrated; its tapers are
arranged so that constant volume levels
are maintained even if the control has to
be positioned away from its center point.
The front -panel headphone jack,
when connected to low -impedance
headphones, supplied ample sound for
monitoring purposes but was no substitute for a headphone jack found on a
power amplifier and intended for serious,
full -volume listening. Feeding an 8 -ohm
load, this headphone jack was able to
deliver only 30 mV. Greater power levels
were attainable from this jack when higher impedance phones were used.
The two -position gain switch was a
welcome feature and one which more
preamp makers ought to adopt. What
with all the program sources now available for home high-fidelity use, there is a
wide range of voltage outputs that a
preamp is called upon to handle. To be
sure, the master volume control can usually take care of these variations, but it is
sometimes inconvenient (and often
penalizing to S/N ratios) to have to operate the master volume control at "barely
cracked open" or at its full clockwise position.
Besides its totally uncolored reproduction of sound, the MXR 139 Linear
Preamp deserves accolades for its incredibly low phono noise and hum. This
is all the more impressive since its power
supply is not outboard of the chassis, as
is true of some other high -end preamps
that attempt to achieve this level of perI

i

-

2dB/D

L+00.2dB

R+00.0dB

033Hz

Frequency response of the
phono section.
Fig. 2

2dB/D

-

L-00.3dB

R-00.4dB

4B.0kHz

Frequency response of the
line -level section.
Fig. 3

C5

-

4.00kHz

10dB/D

L-60.9dB

Fig. 4

Separation of the line -level

section.

kHz. Deviation from flat response is less
than 0.5 dB at the frequency extremes
and less than 0.2 dB over most of the
audio band. Note that at the top of the
display are the notations "HD3 TOO
LOW" for both the left and right channels; these notations mean that third -order harmonic distortion was too low for
the Sound Technology instrument to
measure accurately. (Its lowest reliable
reading is about 0.02 percent.) To accurately read THD and IM for this preamp,
had to resort to a manually operated dis-

tortion analyzer (Sound Technology
obtained THD readings
1 700B), where
for the line level section of 0.005 percent at 1 kHz, 0.0055 percent at 20 Hz
and 0.007 percent at 20 kHz. SMPTE
IM measured 0.0025 percent. The subsonic filter had a -3 dB roll -off point at 19
Hz, and at 10 Hz it attenuated the input
signal by 17 dB.
Figure 4 is a plot of channel separation versus frequency for the line level
section of the Linear Preamp. The cursor
I

input and a 0.5-V output.
Signal-to-noise for the line level section
measured 92 dB in the unity gain setting
(95 dB at minimum volume) and 85 dB
in the 20 -dB gain setting (91 dB at minimum volume), referred to 0.5-V in and
5 -mV signal

out.
Figure 3 is a plot of line -level frequency response extending from 20 Hz to 40

60

formance.

Leonard Feldman
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A live performance has 90 or more
decibels of dynamic range.
But you don't hear anywhere near that
from your stereo. Because your records
and tapes don't have it in the first place.
In fact, you're lucky if you hear 40 or 50
decibels. Which means you're losing half
the impact of your music.
The only answer is to add a dbx
Dynamic Range Expander. It works on
the same principle as the dbx noise reduction technology now built into 1981 tape
decks. Only it takes your existing records
and tapes, and increases the dynamic
range by up to 50%.
It also gets rid of surface noise, so all
you hear is the music.
Now, if you're wondering just how
dramatic that sounds, there's an easy
way to find out.
offer void where prohibited by law. Valid only

Buy a 3BX Dynamic Range

Expander and get a
dbx Disc Decoder free.
Just visit your participating dbx retailer
between October 1 and December 5,
and ask to listen to the 3BX Dynamic
Range Expander, our top of the line
model. As soon as you catch your breath,
offer to buy the 3BX. And you'll get a
dbx Model 21 Disc Decoder absolutely
free. Or you can buy the 1BX or 2BX
Dynamic Range Expander, and get the
Model 21 for half the regular price.
The Model 21 decodes the revolutionary dbx Discs and Digital dbx Discs, the
world's first Full Dynamic Range Recordings. And soon, we'll be introducing
dbx cassettes. More than 150 titles are
now available to choose from. Including

at participating dbx U.S. authorized consumer products retailers. Quantities tray be limited.

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
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new releases by Joan Baez, The Police,
Neil Diamond, J. Geils, Moody Blues,
Styx, Pablo Cruise, Rita Coolidge, and
Eric Clapton.
So with a dbx Dynamic Range Expander,
you can improve your existing library.
And with the Model 21, you can start
building a new library of almost flawless recordings.
Visit your dbx retailer before Dec. 5.
And discover the truth about your
stereo system.
For the names of participating retailers
near you, write dbx, Incorporated,
71 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass. 02195
U.S.A. Tel. 617-964-3210

dbx

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications

Channel Balance: Within

Type: Moving coil with van den Hul
stylus.

Output Voltage: 0.25 mV rms at

5

cm

per second.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 10
kHz ±1 dB,

+3 dB at 20 kHz.

Channel Separation: 25 dB at kHz.
Dynamic Compliance: 16 x 10-6 cm
per dyne, 100 Hz.
1

±1

dB at

1

kHz.

Recommended Tracking Force: 2.00
to 2.50 grams.
Vertical Tracking Angle: 18 degrees.
Input impedance: 3 to 5 ohms.
Weight: 5.5 grams.
Recommended Tonearm Type: Light
to medium mass.
Price: $550.00.

MAROVSKIS
AUDIO SYSTEMS
MIT-1 PHONO
CARTRIDGE

Contrary to widespread belief, the
moving -coil phono cartridge is not a recent invention, only its use has become
popular within the past decade. Actually,
the moving -coil cartridge was invented
by Arthur C. Keller of Bell Laboratories in
1929, utilizing either a diamond or sapphire stylus. The invention was announced substantially later at the 67th
Audio Engineering Society Convention
in New York on October 21, 1980,

62

where Keller presented his paper, "Early
Hi -Fi and Stereo Recording at Bell Laboratories (1931-1932)." The first commercial version of Bell's moving -coil cartridge was called the 7A Reproducer,
and it was followed shortly thereafter by
an improved version, the 9A Reproducer. An interesting related fact is that
Keller and his associate Ira Rafuse had
already completed their work on the single -groove 45/45 stereo system in

1932, one year before Alan Blumleiri of
England. Wh,y Bell Laboratories did not
choose to announce these inventions in
1932, but waited until 1980, may never
be known.
In the interim, the moving -coil phono
cartridge has undergone many refinements, and one of the latest is embodied
in the Mirror Image Transducer (MIT -1)
distributed by John Marovskis Audio
Systems, Inc. Perhaps the most interest -

ing feature of this cartridge is its use of
the van den Hul stylus, named after its
inventor, A.J. van den Hul, of Delft, The
Netherlands. This stylus has a profile as
close as possible to that of a cutting
stylus so as not to degrade records in
playback. The area of groove contact
with this stylus is a thin line, the same as
with a cutter stylus. The fit to the groove
is, then, quite exact even though the
area of the footprint of the van den Hul
stylus is actually about the same as that
of an elliptical stylus, though of course
very different in shape. The van den Hul
contact area, as measured using a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
picture (see Fig. 1), is 143 µ long with a
constant contact diameter of 10 µ over
its entire length.
By contrast, the contact area of other
styli more often resemble broad ellipses.
This occurs because a normal elliptical
stylus has a quite narrow frontal angle
which results in a small area of contact
with the groove walls near the bottom of
the groove. Vertical tracking force (VTF)
then deforms this area of contact in the
groove to a degree sufficient to generate
a force required to counteract the VTF
needed to track the modulations. This
groove deformation, with conventional
styli, is quite extensive and is close to
the elastic limits of the vinyl at the maximum VTFs commonly specified.
The van den Hul stylus has a frontal
angle of about 88 degrees with nearly
straight groove -contact lines. These contact lines, in fact, extend well above the
groove walls even for the most highly
modulated grooves. The fit to the groove
is thus very precise, about 80 percent.
More significantly, this fit is maintained
with the MIT -1 cartridge even at high
modulation levels. Since the contact radius on the van den Hul stylus does not
vary along the length of this line contact,
unlike other line contact profiles, extraordinary resolution of complex information
is possible, even at high modulation levels. The deformation of the groove by
the VTF is much less extensive with the
van den Hul stylus because of the good
fit to the groove allowed by the stylus
geometry. Thus, much greater safetracking forces are possible than with
standard stylus profiles. The MIT-1 requires a minimum vertical tracking force
of 2 grams and a maximum of 2.5
grams
a range providing optimum
tracking of high -velocity modulations.

-
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SEM studies have shown that increasing
gram above the maximum
the VTF by
recommended when using certain standard stylus profiles can result in perma1

nent groove deformation after only a single play. On the other hand, the MIT -1
cartridge can be used with tracking
forces sufficient to nearly collapse the
suspension without introducing visible
permanent deformation of the groove.
The van den Hul stylus then appears to
be more gentle on the groove than other
stylus profiles, provided the stylus is positioned precisely in the groove. This
paradox is very welcome in view of the
very narrow contact line of this profile
(10 µ). However, this paradox is true
provided the azimuth angle is adjusted
so that the stylus is placed in the groove
in the same orientation as the cutter
stylus cut the groove. With the van den
Hul stylus there is less than 1.5 -degree
allowance, while for other styli this adjustment is relatively non -critical and only
introduces a degradation in crosstalk.
Unless this azimuth adjustment is correct, it is possible for the van den Hul
stylus to deform the misaligned groove
beyond the elastic limits and thus introduce record damage which, in extreme
cases, actually takes the form of shaving
material off the groove walls. To use the
van den Hul stylus properly, the user
must be assured that the stylus is in correct alignment with some visible reference mark that can be used to place the
stylus in proper orientation to the groove.
In assembly of the MIT -1, the logo on the
front of the cartridge is carefully aligned
by optical means with the front axis of
symmetry of the stylus. When installing
the cartr dge, the user must carefully
align the logo with respect to the record
surface. A simple reflection of the bottom of th,s logo in the record or in a mirror must tie visible as parallel with itself.
When this is achieved, the stylus is properly aligned in the groove.
The choice of materials in the moving
mechanism have been made to take advantage of some unusual benefits and
possibilities that the van den Hul stylus
allows in record playback, as well as to
satisfy certain requirements for its use. In
general, the suspension and cantilever
must be more robust and have a high
degree of stiffness. Torsional effects under dynamic conditions must be held to
a minimum. Because of the good fit to
the groove, there is a much more tight
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Fig. 1-Lateral SEM view
of the van den Hul stylus in
the MIT -1. The dark area In
the center of the stylus,
from the tip to where it

begins to widen, is the
actual groove contact
area, which is 143 p. long
by 10 p. wide. (x300
magnification.)
groove coupling with the van den Hul
stylus than with conventional profiles,
and this, in turn, results in differences in
the forces that the groove modulations
can exert on the moving mechanism.
Particularly interesting is the need for
more moving mass with the van den Hul
than for conventional styli. Reasons for
this arise from the nature of the groove
geometry as a function of modulation
levels. In the MIT -1 the ultra -low mass or
minimum mass allowed by existing materials is replaced by the concept of optimum mass.
A reason for this difference in design
approach is because it is desirable to
minimize all deformation of the vinyl
groove in playback with conventional
sty'i, but not with the van den Hul stylus.
Conventional styli do not look like the
record cutter styli, and consequently a
grcove deformation in playback results
in an additional source of distortion.
Moreover, SEM studies also show that
the record groove geometry can differ
greatly from the record cutter geometry
when the modulation is large. One important effect is due to the deformation
of ;he groove by the spring -back of the
lacquer master into which the modulations are cut. Measurement of groove
cross sections revealed that grooves
with small modulations have walls that
are close to the 90 -degree angle of the
cutting stylus. But, for large modulations
the groove walls can make an angle of
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After listening to the MIT -1
cartridge over an extended
period, I feel it is one of the
finest I have ever tested.

12

Fig. 2-Response to 1 -kHz
square wave.
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less than 80 degrees. This is a very large
deformation and gives rise to a dynamic
modulation of the crosstalk in playback
because the entire playback system expects an orthogonal relationship for the
groove walls. It should be noted that a
conventional stylus, which fits near the
bottom of the groove, increases this type
of distortion in playback unless the dynamic deformation of the vinyl in playback can be minimized. The minimum moving -mass concept can help to bring

this about.
A different circumstance is found
when a van den Hul stylus is used. The
88 -degree angle required for good
groove contact at small modulation levels can result in a spurious vertical modulation that is related to the program dynamics. The van den Hul stylus can be
literally pinched out of the groove in
those instances where the groove angle
becomes less than the 88 -degree angle
of the van den Hul stylus. The very nature of the van den Hul profile requires
that lacquer spring -back and vinyl deformation be taken into consideration. This
can be achieved by introducing the notion of an optimum mass for which one
obtains, under dynamic conditions, a de-
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gree of deformation in vinyl that complements the spring -back deformation introduced in the cutting process and transferred to the record by duplication. Because the amount of spring -back is

impedance of 3 ohms. The AT -650
proved to be an excellent passive
matching device for the MIT -1.

substantial, a significant improvement in
sonic performance can be realized. It
should be noted that this correction is
only possible because the spring-back
deformation and dynamic deformation
under playback are both related to the
geometry of the cutting and playback
styli. When these are similar in appearance, the two can be made to at least
partially cancel one another. The van
den Hul stylus of the MIT -1 phono cartridge represents an attempt to correct
for effects derived from the elasticity of
the two media, i.e., the spring -back distortion depends on the material composition of the lacquer master and upon the
cutting temperature, just as the degree
of dynamic deformation upon playback
also depends upon the vinyl composition
and temperature.
The JMAS MIT -1 phono cartridge
comes mounted on a metal plate which
is encased in a black velvet box. The
cartridge is supplied with a small screwdriver, mounting screws and nuts, a
stylus brush, and four color -coded wires
with gold-plated contacts for connecting
the cartridge to the shell. The cartridge
has a removable stylus guard rather than
the hinged guard usually supplied nowadays. The stylus assembly is not user replaceable. Except for the van den Hul
stylus, the cartridge is manufactured by
the Coral Audio Corp. of Japan to JMAS
specifications. The cantilever is made of
a beryllium alloy and the van den Hul
stylus is obtained from Fritz Gyger Co.,
Switzerland. All optical alignments and
final adjustments of the mechanism are
performed by JMAS.
Because of the minute size of the
moving coils, the signal output is very
low and a step-up device is needed to
raise the output voltage to a level that
can be used with the usual preamplifier
phono input stages. tested the MIT -1
cartridge with the a.c.-line powered Audio Standards MX -10A pre -preamplifier,
which proved to be excellent, and the
battery -powered Marcof PPA-2 pre preamplifier, which was also very good.
However, all the reported measurements
and listening tests were made with an
Audio-Technica AT -650 Moving -Coil
Matching Transformer set for an input

The MIT-1 phono cartridge was
mounted in an Audio-Technica head shell and used with the Audio-Technica
Model AT-1010 tonearm mounted on a
Luxman PD -555 vacuum turntable. The
cartridge was oriented in the headshell
and tonearm with the Dennesen Geometric Soundtracktor. Laboratory tests
were conducted at an ambient temperature of 74° F ± 1° (23.33° C) and a relative humidity of 68 percent ±3 percent.
The tracking force for all reported tests
was at 2.4 grams, with an anti -skating
force of 2.5 grams. The cartridge, when
lightly tapped, was found to be slightly
microphonic. As is my practice, measurements were made on both channels,
but only the left channel is reported unless there is a significant difference between the two channels, in which case
both channels are reported for a given
measurement.
Frequency response, using the Columbia STR-1 70 test record, was +0.5
dB from 40 Hz to 6 kHz, +1 dB at 8
kHz, +1.9 dB at 10 kHz, and +3.7 dB
from 15 to 20 kHz. Separation was 23
dB at 1 kHz, 23.5 dB at 7 kHz, 23 dB at
10 kHz, 19 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at
20 kHz. From these data, it is evident
that the MIT -1 has an excellent frequency response and a most satisfactory
high -frequency separation.
The 1 -kHz square -wave response
shows a large overshoot followed by
ringing which decayed rapidly. The overshoot is probably due to the under damped high -frequency resonance of
the cartridge, which is in the ultrasonic
range. The cartridge-arm low -frequency
lateral resonance is at 8 Hz at +6.5 dB
amplitude. The vertical resonance is
about 8 Hz.
The following test records were used
in making the reported measurements:
Columbia STR-170, STR-100, STR112; Shure TTR-103, TTR-109, TTR110, TTR-115; Deutsches Hi -Fi No. 2;
Nippon Columbia Audio Technical
Record (PCM) XL -7004, and the Ortofon
Direct -Cut Pickup Test Record 0001.
Wt., 4.8 g; d.c. res., 6.8 ohms; opt.
tracking force, 2.4 g; opt. anti -skating
force, 2.5 g; output (using AT -650
transformer), 2.77 mV/cm/S; IM distor-
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Measurements

Especially noted in the
listening tests were the
excellent sonic clarity,
transient response, and
transparency of sound.

tion: (4:1)

IT DOESN'T COST

+9 dB lateral, 200/4000 Hz,

3.2 percent; +6 dB vertical, 200/4000
Hz, 4.6 percent; crosstalk (using Shure
TTR-109), 23 dB; channel balance,
within 0.5 dB; trackability: high freo.
(10.8 -kHz pulsed), 30 cm/S; mid-frea.
(1000 and 1500 Hz, lat. cut), 31.5 cm/
S, low freq. (400 and 4000 Hz, lat. cut),
24 cm/S; Deutsches Hi -Fi No.2 300 -Hz
test band was tracked cleanly to 86 microns (0.0086 cm), lateral at 16.20 cm/
S at +9.66 dB and 55.4 microns
(0.00554 cm), vertical at 10.32 cm/S
at +5.86 dB. The latter measurements
are excellent, especially the vertical
measurement, because not many cartridges can track the higher level 300 -Hz
bands on this test record.
The JMAS MIT -1 phono cartridge
played all the test bands except for level
5 of the violin, where there was a hint of
stridency, on the Shure Obstacle Course
Era Ill. On the Shure Obstacle Course
Era IV, the cartridge had difficulty
with the harp and flute test band, level 4,
where the flute started to break up, and
the flute and bells test band, level 5,
where stridency was heard. Overall, the
MIT -1 performed superbly inasmuch as
it's a very rare commercially available
phonograph record that has recorded
musical signals with a velocity greater
than 20 cm/S, the average being
around 15 cm/S. Level 4 of the harp
and flute and level 5 of the flute and
bells are recorded at velocities over 45
cm/S and over 50 cm/S, respectively.

ANY MORE TO OWN
A BANG &OWFSEN
CARTRIDGE.
One of the most prestigious names in
audio offers a remarkably affordable way to
improve your stereo system. Bang & Olufsen
MMC Cartridges.
Their audibly superior innovations will
now fit virtually all of today's better tonearms.
What is MMC? It's the patented
Moving Micro Cross® armature found in
all five Bang & Olufsen cartridges.
This MMC delivers exceptionally
accurate stereo separation, depth and
realistic stereo imaging which pinpoints
the placement of individual instruments.
One audition will convince you.
Our extremely low Effective Tip Mass
affords much loner record life and better
tracking even on `hopelessly" warped
records.
You'll find a solid, single -crystal
sapphire cantilever
on the remarkable
MMC-20CL.

--

Use and Listening Tests
As usual, performed many hours of
listening tests both before and after measurement. While listening to a wide variety of records, especially noted the excellent sonic clarity, transient response,
and transparency of sound, as well as
the lack of detectable coloration, particularly when reproducing the high recorded levels present on most direct -to -disc
recordings. did not find the MIT -1 to be
bright despite the -dB rise at 8 kHz,
and the bass was sonically well defined
and tight. Voice was reproduced rather
well, and applause definition was excellent. After listening to the MIT -1 phono
cartridge over an extended period of
time, am of the opinion that it is one of
the finest phono cartridges have ever
listened to in many years of testing cartridges.
B. V. Pisha
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Model MMC 20 CL
with Universal Adapter.
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Why sapphire? Because it has very low
mass yet is 21% more rigid than beryllium
and 500% more rigid than aluminum
commonly used in other cartridges.
This rigidity virtually eliminates any
distortion -causing vibration within the cantilever. Every subtle movement of the stylus
tip is translated into transparent sound and
musical detail.
Hear for yourself why the critics respect
our MMC cartridges... and learn how for the
price of a fine cartridge you can own a Bang
& Olufsen.
For more information, write to:

Bang &Olufsen
Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
515 Busse Road

Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
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"Moving Micro Cross is a registered trademark of Bang
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card
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Audible Images Test Tape AI -106,
cassette, $17.00. (822 Stendhal Lane,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014. )
This cassette is intended to provide

"a convenient way to confirm playback deck compatibility with Audible Images'
tapes." Unhappily, in the hands of most
laymen, this tape may cause undue worry when played on just about any cassette deck. This is because meters on
cassette decks are merely recording indicators and not accurate voltmeters,
and because the meters used on cassette machines are not VU meters or flat response devices. In addition, specialized equalization is often applied to the
meters as an aid in recording and to help
prevent high -frequency tape saturation.
So, without a good voltmeter, at the very
least, this test tape is really only a curiosity. One word of caution: Do not try to
make adjustments based on this tape
since it is not a standard alignment tape.
Such work is best left to a technician
trained at the factory.
Be that as it may, this appeared quite
a worthwhile effort on the part of its manufacturer, so decided to use two separate tape decks for verification of the
tape's material as well as for the review
of the other seven Audible Images tapes.
The cassette decks chosen were a Technics RS -M95 and a Pioneer CT -F1250.
A great deal of effort was spent to match
up the decks to the tape, including the
use of two calibrated Hewlett-Packard
voltmeters to verify readings on the meters, to make small adjustments to the
playback equalization, and to check internal voltages in the cassette machines.
The first offering on the tape is a Dol1/4 dB below
by level tone which was
the 200 nWb/m level test tape have
from Dolby Laboratories. This was the
case on both machines but is well within
the tolerances of the heads and tape itself (Fuji Metal Tape, the only tape formulation used for Audible Images' cassettes).
Following is a 15 -kHz tone at -10 dBV
for head azimuth alignment. My copy
had ticks superimposed on the tone, and
the phase of the two channels drifted
sufficiently to make perfect azimuth adjustment impossible (a Tektronix 503
scope was used for this).
The next offering is a frequency response test encompassing 19 different
I

1

I
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frequencies from 20 Hz to 15 kHz at -10
dBV. This run turned out to be fairly flat,
considering the cassette medium, except for the extreme top end which was
down in magnetic level on the tape. Both
machines showed flat response (after
EQ adjustment) to ±2 dB from 20 Hz to
12 kHz, although the Pioneer was down
about 8 dB at 20 Hz.
There follows a pink noise run o"
about one minute which is of questionable value. Although instructions are given on its use, I'm doubtful that it will be
of much value to someone not experienced in its use. Pink noise at high play
back levels can damage speakers and
should be used with great care and at
reduced volume levels.
The reverse side of Al -106 contains a
demo recording of "Ionization" by
Varese and "Music for Orchestra" by
Kirchner, both performed by members of
the San Francisco Conservatory Orchestra under Barry Jekowsky in the former
and John Adams in the latter. These selections are rather stunning in their sonic
impact, if you have the power to reproduce the levels without clipping. The
performances are not super -polished.
but serve their purpose. The original
source, unfortunately, has some very annoying on -off recording clicks which
were not edited out. There's also some
modulation noise in the original tape, as
well as audible tape hiss (obviously the
production did not use Dolby A). Howev
er, these are not such that the sonic
pleasure is substantially diminished.
There is, however, one cymbal crash in
the "Ionization" that is seriously overloaded, and there is some distortion it
the brass. It is not possible to tell
whether the original or the cassette is the
culprit here.
All Audible Images cassettes are duplicated in real time (1:1), much like the
In Sync Labs cassettes, on "highly modified" Nakamichi machines. They may
be obtained in Standard or"Nakamichi'
C. Victor Campos
equalization.

Solid Gold: Tibor Szasz, piano.
Audible Images AI -105, cassette.
$17.00.
Performance: B
Recording

Processing: A
:

C

This is a potpourri of piano pieces
which is intended to dazzle the listener.

musically
good pianist,
and this makes me wonder quite why he
chose material which has been played
and recorded often by masters of the instrument, thereby inviting comparison.
The sonorous majesty of the Bosendorfer Concert Grand piano is totally
missing here, and this instrument even
sounds clangy at times. The pickup is
very close, which makes the midrange
prominent at the expense of the ends of
the frequency range. Also, there is a
slight, but obtrusive, recording -hall hum
on some of the selections.
C. Victor Campos
However,

Mr.

Szasz

"young," despite being

is

a

Nights in the Garden Court: San Francisco String Quartet
Audible Images Al -104, cassette,
$17.00.
Performance: BProcessing: A
Recording: A
These are a series of short selections
for string quartet including the now -ubiquitous "Kanon" of Pachelbel. The original recording superbly captures the
sound of the quartet, though the pickup
is a little too close for me. The room in
which the recording was made does not
enhance the sound of the instruments
and may be the reason for the close
pickup. The extreme top end appears to
be rolled off. The performances are soso with little interpretive depth, but it's a
good effort, worthwhile in the listening.
C. Victor Campos

Professor Plum's Jazz
Audible Images Al -101,
$17.00.

cassette,

Performance: BProcessing: A
Recording: B+

Here's a pickup done just as music
sounds in a club, with real -life perspective, no gimmicks
the finest I've
heard in some time. You can close your
eyes and, on a good system, you can
swear you're in the club. The vocalists
are also picked up naturally, not with the
"mike down the throat" and Jolly Green
Giant effects that result in the vocalist
being 10 dB louder than the group or
orchestra. Sometimes it's so accurate
you can hear the cornet (on the right
channel) bounce off the left wall ("Jazz -

-
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Bob Carver explains

(briefly) how the Magnetic
Field Amplifier works.
(Others tell how it sounds.)
Q. How is it possible for an
This inefficient approach
amplifier as small and as light demands large and expenas the M-400 to deliver so
sive power transformers and
much power and to cost so
electrolytic capacitors. Large
little?
heat sinks are also needed to
get rid of the heat associated
A. The M -400's size (less
with the constant high voltthan 7 inches) and weight
age of conventional power
(less than 10 pounds) reflect
supplies.
the advanced technology
In sharp contrast, the
and the new patented deM -400's "smart" power supsigns used in both its power
supply and amplifying stages ply produces only the power
-and the innovative relation- that the amplifier section
needs from moment to moship between them. (Not to
ment to handle the signal
mention the incredibly low
accurately. In effect, the
price that resulted: $399.)
M -400's power supply is
Q. What is different about the signal -responsive. As a
M -400's power supply and
result, overall efficiency is
amplifying stages?
extraordinarily high.

A. In any amplifier, the power
supply produces and stores
energy for use by the amplifying circuits.
Conventional amplifier
power supplies are very inefficient because they produce
a constant high voltage level
at all times-irrespective of
the demands of the ever-

changing audio signal-and
even when there's no audio in
the circuit at all!

I
1

Conventional power amplifier
Solid line: audio output signal
Broken line: power supply voltage
Shaded area: wasted power
Vertical lines: power to speakers

Q. Do really need 200 watts
per channel?
A. Yes! If you want to hear
music reproduced with full
realistic impact and dynamic
range, the musical peaks
must be handled without
compression, clipping or
overload.
You'll be amazed at the
improvement in openness
and clarity when your system
is able to deliver the power
that music really requires.
When full digital audio
arrives, dynamic -range capability will be even more
significant. And the M -400's
power will be even more necessary-with its ability to
deliver 500 watts in mono,
900 watts for brief time
periods, and more than
1200 watts on peaks!
I

Q. Now understand why the
M -400's power capability will
improve my system, but can
my speakers take it?
I

A. Speakers with a power
rating of 50 watts or so will
have no problem with the
M-400. That's because
speakers are not generally
blown out by high, clean
power, but rather by low -

powered amplifiers pushed
beyond their overload points.
These low -powered amplifiers

"clip' generating speakerdamaging transients.
In addition to providing
better sound and sufficient
power, the M-400 has special
protective circuits that guard
both itself and your loudspeakers from almost arty
conceivable damaging circumstance. These include
long and short-term overload,
sudden overdrive signals
(such as from dropped styli),
shorted speaker leads, etc.
,

,w,.k

F.tl
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CARVER
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M-400 Magnetic Field Amplifier

watts minimum continuous
power per channel (500 watts
mono) into 8 ohms, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, with no more
than 0.05% total harmonic
201

distortion.

All this protection operates
via the signal -controlled
power supply circuits, not the
amplifier stages, so there's
absolutely no chance of the
typical distortions caused by

conventional protection
circuits.
Q. Aside from the technical
innovations in its design, how
does the M-400 sound when
it comes to music?
A. My design goal was to
make it sound musically
accurate, and I'm proud to

say that it does. More convincing perhaps, others confirm this. Leonard Feldman in
Audio reported: "Music reproduction was superb and
completely free of any false
bass coloration or muddiness. The amplifier handled
the toughest transients we
were able to feed to it with
ease...there was none of the
brittle quality that one often
detects from amplifiers that
are beginning to strain."
Julian Hirsch reported in
Stereo Review that "...Its
distortion and noise levels
are entirely negligible...
hardly conceivable that a
small, inexpensive, lightweight cube such as this
could deliver as much
clean power as any but
a few of the largest conventional amplifiers on
the market-but it does."
Q. Is the M-400 limited to
systems with separate
amplifiers?
A. No. The M-400 can be
used in many different types
of systems, including those
with receivers and integrated
amplifiers. With our new
Z -coupler device, you can
upgrade your existing low power system into a superb
200 watts -per-channel system. What's more, the M-400
is easily connected without
accessories to put out
500 watts mono!

Q. How can I get more
information?

A. Easily. For literature, test
reports and the address of
your nearest Carver dealer,
circle the number below. For
faster response, write to us
directly.

CARVER
CORPOR ATIO
N

P.O. Box 664, 14304 N.E. 193rd Place Woodinville, Washington 98072

Enter No. 9 on Reader Service Card

Despite problems with some
of their sources, the
Audible Images cassettes
generally have excellent
processing of their tapes.

in' Babies Blues"), as in real life.
The performers are highly competent
but there's a certain flavor and enthusiasm missing from their playing that one
can hear in just about any club in New
Orleans. But, nevertheless, this cassette

highly recommended. Unfortunately,
my copy had serious IM distortion in
is

some medium -level cornet passages on
the right channel of "Snag It." Also, the
right channel near the end of "Jazzin'
Babies Blues" had two thumps (digital
drop -outs?) after which the selection was
quickly and audibly terminated. The selections contained here probably originate from different sessions since the

musicians' positions change from some
selections to others. Superb cassette
processing with almost inaudible hiss.
C. Victor Campos

Guitar Music from South America:
George Sakellariou, guitar.
Audible Images Al -102,

cassette,

$17.00.
Processing: A
Performance: BRecording: B+

A BETTER

Guitarist Sakellariou doesn't have the

IM 'ANTENNA
The

d .A N SiE«m E1n

you've been looking for a better FM antenna, one that,
will sharpen up those weak stations you'd love to be listening to
can eliminate much of that annoying multipath interference
doesn't have to be rotated for each station change
can be mounted outdoors and indoors
look no further, here is the GAM Stereo One
If

A revolutionary new design
Stereo One is a high performance vertical antenna offering up to double the
gain of a conventional dipole. Being vertically polarized, it is fully
omnidirectional requiring no expensive and cumbersome rotor system.
Vertical polarization is less susceptible to multipath as well. Stereo One
stands just 76" tall and weighs a mere 12 oz.

American -made to tough, commercial standards

Right from its 'high -nicker stainless steel whip, through silver-plated brass
couplings to a precision base transformer housed in hi -impact PVC, Stereo One
is built tough. Couple that with GAM's meticulous quality control and test
program; the result of 35 + years building high quality antennas for commercial
and military use and you know you have an antenna that will last and last.

You'll pay up to three times as much for an antenna
system better than Stereo One.
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE $10.00
Send your check or money order for
$59.95 + 3.50 (shipping and handling)
(N.Y. residents, please add 7% sales tax)

Castle
Marketinc

to;

VISA & MASTER CARD buyers may call toll free
1-800-448-8490
N.Y. Residents please call
1-315-482-2589

Dept. A
P.O. Box 219
Holland Street
Alexandria Bay,
New York 13607

sonic showpiece, one must consider the
performance secondarily.
The recording venue has a strange
ambience with short reverb but strong
reflections that mar the otherwise great
sonic perspective. There is also a great
deal of distracting fingering noise due to
close pickup, but at the right volume
level with good speakers, it could become a representation of the guitar in
your room.
There's some tape hiss from the original from which this was sourced, but
there are no artificial resonances to the
guitar and the cassette copying is suC. Victor Campos
perb.

Mendelssohn: Octet for Strings, Op.
20 (string orch. version). Strings of the
Israel Philharmonic, Zubin Mehta.
London LDR 1009, stereo, digital,

Field tested and proven
Initial testing took place in the mountainous interior of New Hampshire where
only 2 FM stations could be received on a conventional dipole. With Stereo One

hooked into the system, the station count rose to a staggering 25+ with most
in very acceptable stereo.
Stereo One was also tested in Toronto, Canada where, like the canyons of
Manhattan, multipath abounds. On testing Stereo One, Andrew Marshall,
editor of Canada's FM Guide Magazine wrote, "the Stereo One showed
immediate superiority in terms of usable stereo signals, eliminating all of the
multipath and between stations junk I'd become accustomed to as a part of
city life." (May '81)
Test it yourself! We offer an honest -to -goodness 30 day MONEY -BACK
guarantee. If it doesn't measure up to your standards, send it back for a full
refund of the purchase price.
The suggested list price for Stereo One is $69.95.

feel for the syncopations and flavor of
Latin music, but he is nevertheless an
excellent performer. Since this is really a

$10.98.
Sound:

r

Recording:

?

Surface: A-

Mendelssohn was 17 when he composed this masterpiece for strings, comparable to his "Midsummer Night's
Dream" music of the same period. It was
scored for four violins, two violas, and
two cellos, an exact double quartet, and
it is frequently played today by a coalition of two "name brand" quartets.
That it should be acoustically "amplified" to symphony proportions was inevitable in the days before electronics. It
was louder, more people could hear it,
symphony orchestras could play it and
conductors conduct it (there is never a
conductor for the original). And most of
all, symphonic string sections could
show how easily they could play as one,
a single violin!
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When
put the disc on my table
hadn't noticed that it was the 'amplified" version. (Not very clear on the cover.) The Israelis played so well that for a
was entirely thrown off
time
thought the recording was somehow remarkably vague and fuzzy, for only eight
instruments. A poor mike pickup?
This fuzziness points up the difference between live music and recorded.
No matter how brilliant, on disc the full
string orchestra is not one bit louder than
the eight soloists of the original. It is simply, noticeably, muddier.
Why this record, then? No doubt' for
"live music" tie-in reasons. The appeal
of the Israel Philharmonic and of that
much -traveled conductor Zubin Mehta
from New York. And for the virtuoso
playing (even if muddied). But if you are
truly objective, you will instead go out
and buy an LP of the original work done
I

I

I

-

I

C

by a mere eight players.

Why digital? Simply because digital
recording is clean, and strings do tend to
show up any faint trace of residual distortion. Also, London is surely converting
to routine digital mastering equipment
like everybody else, probably with an
eye to the future when these tapes can
be put out on home -type digital discs or
tape. i must note that there is no particular audiophile appeal here, unless that of
Mendelssohnian cleanliness. It is surely
possible to produce a state-of-the-art analog recording that would equal this one
in sound. A dollar cheaper, too.
E.T.C.

Rachmaninoff: Sonata in G minor for
Cello and Piano, Op. 19. Stephen
Kates, cello; Carolyn P. Kobler, piano.
Audible Images AI -107, cassette,
$1

7.00.

Performance: B
Processing: A+
Recording: B+

Here's a very clean cassette of cello
and piano. It is perhaps recorded too
close as the solidity of the cello is a little
greater than life and the slight and corrected bowing errors are clearly audible.
It's a very quiet recording with no noise,
and the subtle nuances of both the piano
and cello are convincingly conveyed
with no masking. A very, very nice recording with great undistorted dynamic
range, very solid bottom on the Bosendorfer Concert Grand, and clear lower
octaves on the cello. The close pickup,
though, gives the cello an edgy sound in
its top ranges.
Mr. Kates is an excellent performer
who elicits a nice tone from his cello,
and both musicians deliver a fine performance of this little known and seldom
recorded sonata. Superb cassette production from Leo de Gar Kulka.
C. Victor Campos
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THE ROI*
FACTOR
Imestment)
(*Return On

A small
investment can

upgrade the sound
of your entire
hi-fi system.
If you're one of the millions who have bought a Shure V15 Type Ill;
M97 Series, M95 Series, or M75 Series phono cartridge, we have a
way of making it perform better than it ever has before. It's the Shure
Hyperelliptical (HE) upgrade stylus (needle) series. We've taken all
the high trackability/low distortion benefits of the HE stylus tip (first
introduced on the famous V15 Type IV), and put them into styli that
will match perfectly with your cartridge, for an audible improvement
in your system's sound at an absolutely minimal cost to you!
Upgrading your phono cartridge with an HE replacement stylus
will give a large return or a very small investment. You already own a
phono cartridge with proven performance; now you can get even
better performance from that same cartridge. Ask your dealerfor the
Shure HE replacement stylus that's right for you, and take advantage
of the ROI factor.

to
Shure Brothers Irc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturer of high fidelity components, microphones,
loudspeakers, sound systems and related circuitry.
Enter No. 36 on Reader Service Card

JAZZ &BLUES

r't

JOHN DILIBERTO
ROY GREENBERG

.: Maynard Ferguson
The Best of
Columbia JC 36361, stereo, $8.98.
It's My Time: Maynard Ferguson
Columbia JC 36766, stereo, $9.98.
Performance: C
Sound: A.

.

Though trumpeter Maynard Ferguson's reputation was gained in the popular tradition of the Big Bands in jazz, the
past 10 years have seen him veering
steadily away from these roots. His music has never been related to the innovative and exploratory traditions established by Parker, Coltrane, and Miles. Instead, he has always homogenized the
spontaneity of jazz into calculated
orchestrations centered around the high note pyrotechnics of his trumpet.
In the last decade Ferguson showed
an ability to tap the mainstream sounds
of R & B and disco and graft them to the
jugular of his adrenalin-rush approach to
music. His increased involvement with
this form is chronicled on The Best of
Maynard Ferguson. Like all of Colum-

bia's records in their recent Best of ..
series, it is shoddily packaged, poorly
programmed, and lacking in any disco graphical information such as original album sources and personnel. But even
without these aids, the delineation of
Ferguson's music is clear to see.
The album features a live rendition of
his first crossover hit, "MacArthur Park,'
along with Ferguson standards like
"Pagliacci," Sonny Rollins' "Airegin,"
and "Stella by Starlight." The latter is
the most mainstream cut on the album
and, along with "MacArthur Park," the
most exciting, with a fast -paced rhythm
section and some energetic soloing from
Ferguson's uncredited hornmen. Also included are Ferguson's more recent pop
overtures such as the themes from "Star
.

Trek," "Battlestar Galactica," "Star
Wars," and "Rocky," all performed with
stylized solos, incessant disco beat and
insipid choruses.
Ferguson's newest album follows his
tried and true formula. Both sides open
with rigidly produced disco songs fol-

Equalizing is no longer a struggle. It's a science..
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Forget all the problems of trying to equalize by ear.
Because now there's the dbx 20/20. The world's first
computerized equalizer/analyzer.
Now you can equalize any location in your room. Automatically. In 15 seconds. You can store up to ten equalisation curves in
the 20/20's memory. You can even analyze your music, your
system, and your room acoustics with the 20/20's sophisticated
measuring capabilities.
Hear the dbx 20/20 at your authorized dbx retailer, or send
the coupon for a free brochure.
Equalizing has finally become a science.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St, Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
TeL (617) 964-3210, Telex 92-2522. Distributed throughout Canada
by BSR (Canada) Ltd, Rexdale, Ontario.

.00
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rd like to know more about the dbx 20/20 and how it
makes equalizing a science.
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
My current components are

dbx, Incorporated, Dept. EA,
Newton, Mass. 02195 U.S.A.
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1939...FIRST DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE SYSTEM.
1951...FIRST MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE.

1972...FIRST DIGITAL (PCM) RECORDING.

In 1939, while

1

many turntable manufacturers were trying to
make the transition
from horn phonographs to electrical
record players, Denon
developed its first
direct -drive turntable.
(shown above). Denon
engineers discovered
that only a direct connection between motor
and platter- free of the
pulleys or belts found
in more primitive drive
mechanisms could
completely eliminate
speed fluctuations that
obscure musical detail.
Today, many turntable makers have discovered the virtues of
direct -drive. It is now
the accepted means of
approaching state-ofthe-art performance.
But only one company
has had 40 years to
refine the direct-drive
principle. It is the same
company that 29 years
ago developed another
technology now in
widespread use: the
Moving -Coil Cartridge.
It is the same company
that changed the entire
process of recording
music by inventing digital (PCM) recording.
The company is

-

.

í
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DENON

Denon.

1981...DENON'S DP -60L DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE.
The latest stage in Denon's refinement of direct-drive is the
DP -60L Semi-Automatic Turntable. It uses a unique AC Servomotor with a quartz "clock" speed -reference to achieve ex:eptional
torque and speed accuracy, while eliminating the corrective speed
surges that degrade the performance of other direct -drive turntables. The DP -60L is supplied with two plug-in tonearm wandsone straight and one S-shaped-to assure a precise match -up
with the characteristics of any phono cartridge.
The result? Musically cleaner sound, free of sonic smearing.
The Denon turntables for 1981: Six musical instruments
from the company where innovation is a tradition.

DENON
Imagine

what well
do next
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
Denon America, inc. '
27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006

CIZEK
Since their introduction in 1976,
Cizek Audio Loudspeakers have

earned a reputation for innovation, excellence and value...
"The Cizek is a remarkably clean and
open sounding bookshelf speaker..
The speaker sounds several times
bigger than its size would suggest
tremendous care is evident in the construction and assembly... In sum, if I
were not able to own a pair of (expensive speakers)then the Cizek would
unquestionably be the speaker of my
know of no other speaker
choice.
system costing $200 or even $300 that
sounds as accurate, uncolored and
musically right as the Cizek."
Absolute Sound Magazine.
.

.

.

.
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"Just on the basis of our limited ex(the Cizek speakers) if
posure to
anyone asked us about accurate
speakers for less than $400 a pair,
we'd be inclined to send him to Cizek."
The Audio Critic.

...

The Sound Window.'" System is
the latest innovation from Cizek,
featuring two wide range Sound
Windows1M and a compact Sub woof er. Deep tight bass and
open, crystal clear highs, in a
flexible and attractive package
transforms an ordinary stereo
into a true Audiophile System.
All at an exceptionally low price.
The transient response of the Cizek
is exceptionally good.
The overall
listening room response is strikingly
wide, as indicated by vivid reproduction of brushed cymbals and well
defined. ..bass."
.

.

High Fidelity Magazine.
i@CIZE<

... Excel... Value.

...Innovation
lence

CIZEK Audio Systems, Inc.
300 Canal St. Lawrence, MA
Enter No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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the perfect combination...
The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a
revelation. Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of silence, then vanishes.
The progression of musical events seems real,

tangible, almost visual

in its

presentation....

Bryston believes there is a need for reference
standards of musical accuracy. That is why we

designed our Models 2B, 3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. Their only
reason for existing is to provide the most faithful
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible
within the bounds of available technology. Write
to us and we'll tell you how we do it, and where
you can listen to our perfect combination.

nc

IN THE UNITED STATES:

C:

IN CANADA:

mIL..VERMONT

RFD"4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermory 05602
(802)223-6159

Enter No.
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lowed by more of Ferguson's piercing
trumpet in which every solo cimaxes in a
high sustain. An obligatory Latin piece is
thrown in with "Red Creek," though it
features a pleasant flute solo by Ed Maina. "Everybody Loves the Blues" is a
nod to his mainstream jazz past and has
a nice double -faceted arrangement beginning with some lonesome guitar picking by Tom Rizzo who is then joined by
the roaring big band. Fortunately, Ferguson seems to let his soloists take more
chances than he is willing to take himself. Nick Lane and Mike Migliore take it
to the edge on trombone and alto, respectively, while Ferguson sounds like
he wrote his down first.
Ferguson's music has become that of
craft rather than inspiration or vision. He
has his concept and a target audience,
and everything is geared in that direction. As part of that craft the recording
quality of his music is crackling and
sharp. His arrangements pit masses of
horns against each other with finely
drawn lines. If you want to impress
someone with your sound system, these
are albums to do it with.
John Diliberto

1ny2..2t
tf-ti MARKETING LTD
57
Ont. Canada
VVestmore Dr., Rexdole

(416) 746-0300

on Reader Service Card
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Sparkling

Ragtime & Hardbitten
Blues: Katzman, Green & Goldstein
Kicking Mule KM 167, stereo, $8.98.
Performance: B+
Sound: B
Just when it seemed that interpretive
guitarists had hit upon every possible
permutation of the country blues, along
comes Nick Katzman with his latest album to show that thoughtful musicians
can indeed do something fresh in the
idiom. Many contemporary guitarists
who use the blues as a basis for fancy
instrumental work often make the mistake of elevating form over substance,
resulting in technically sensational but
emotionally soulless recordings.
Katzman gives no quarter to his peers
as a dazzling technician, but his original
compositions retain all the grittiness of
the Delta and Southeastern bluesmen he
emulates. Through the use of intricate
fingerpicking techniques pioneered by
his guitar idols, Katzman's acoustic instrument produces a sound so rich that it
would do credit to two musicians.
Most of Katzman's songs are styled
along the guitar rags of such late blues
instrumentalists as Blind Blake and Rev.
Gary Davis.
Ruby Green, who sang on Katzman's
earlier Kicking Mule release, again contributes several vocals. She displays a
pleasantly understated manner of delivering a lyric, but her singing seems to
inhibit Katzman. Consequently their collaborations are among the album's
weakest tracks.
Sparkling Ragtime & Hardbitten Blues
fully lives up to its title.
Roy Greenberg
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FOLK 3AG
TOM BINGHAM

Meeting in the Air: Jim Watson, Mike
Craver & Tommy Thompson
Flying Fish FF 219, stereo, $7.98.
Sound:

A-

745,

Performance: A

There have been many tributes to the
original Carter Family over the years, including a few by second -generation
members of the family. But have yet to
hear a more absorbing or affecting collection of Carter Family material than
these 14 songs, performed by three of
The Red Clay Ramblers.
Whereas The Ramblers' group recordings have become increasingly progressive and often quite bizarre, Meeting
in the Air is simplicity itself. The songs
are done straight, the arrangements
pure. with no attempts to modernize or
adapt them to The Red Clay Ramblers'
eclectic approach. While it's true that
Craver's tenor is rather slight and Watson's nasal voice can be a bit strident,
their singing throughout this album is
thoroughly expressive, eminently tasteful, and totally satisfying. Thompson's
deep voice has the most "authentic"
both anchoring
sound for this context
and jostling the trio harmonies a la A.P.
Carter. Instrumental backing is limited
primarily to the normal Carter Family instruments (i.e., guitar and autoharp).
The repertoire steers clear of the
more familiar Carter Family standards.
You won't find "Will the Circle Be Unbroken," "Wildwood Flower," or "Keep
on the Sunny Side" on this album.
Among the better-known songs here are
"Anchored in Love," "I Ain't Gonna
Work Tomorrow," "One Little Word,"
"Dixie Darling," and "Are You Tired of
Me My Darling," none of which could be
said to be overexposed. Hard-core Bob
Dylan fans will recognize "The Wayworn
Traveler" as the source for "Paths of
Victory," an obscure Dylan song most
widely disseminated on a Hamilton
Camp LP. Most of the songs on this set
are of the sentimental variety and could
very well strike a contemporary listener
as hopelessly corny were it not for the
sincerity. conviction and genuine love
Jim Watson, Mike Craver, and Tommy
Thompson bring to them.
In an era when so-called "folk" records are increasingly taking on the
trappings of the commercial music world
in terms of production, arrangement and
instrumentation, it's refreshing to know
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that a record so simple, so warm, so basic, so rooted in the mores and verities
of an age and lifestyle now virtually vanished can still be recorded by three major folk stars for a major folk label. This
one gets my vote as the finest folk
record of the year.
Tom Bingham

The Ghost of His Former Self: Devilish Merry
Wildebeest WB 002, stereo, $7.98;
$6.00 direct from record company. (Wildebeest Records, P.O. Box 31
Wexford, Pa. 15090.)
1

Sound: B+

,

Performance: A

Devilish Merry (the name is a take -off
on the old string band song, "Devilish

Mary") plays both Appalachian and Anglo-Irish music. That in itself is hard y
unheard of. But what makes this Pittsburgh -based quintet so extraordinary is
the totally unprecedented way they combine the two forms.
Although the hammered dulcimer (or
its Irish equivalent, the tiompan) is on
rare occasion employed by an Irish band
for coloration or an infrequent solo (witness Derek Bell of The Chieftains), Dev Iish Merry's Burr Beard uses the dulcimer
as a lead or at least featured instrument
on all but one of the album's Irish/Scots
medleys. Even more revolutionary is Sue
Illustration: Rick Tulka

Powers' finely integrated use of the five string banjo in her slightly modified
clawhammer style, in direct opposition to
the tight, triplet -ornamented four -string
tenor banjo commonly encountered in
Irish music. Oddly enough, the five -string
seems especially suited to jigs, as "Banish Misfortune" and "The Exile's Jig" illustrate.
What's more, the interaction works
both ways. Just as Beard and Powers
graft American instrumental concepts
onto an Irish context, Larry McCullough
introduces the tinwhistle, bodhran, and
Irish flute to Southern U.S. string band
music. McCullough's quietly thumping,
gently impulsive bodhran adds a marvelous quickstepping rhythm to "Hobart
Smith's Rag" (a sort of mountain boogie)
and "Kitchen Gal." He slips the whistle
into Appalachian tunes so neatly, it's as
if it always belonged there. It should be
noted that McCullough is the author of
"The Complete Irish Tinwhistle Tutor,"
the standard textbook on the subject.
His playing is cleanly blown, nimbly
fingered, intricately ornamented, and
highly spirited. The sets opening with
"The Humours of Allegheny" and "The
Breach of Killiecrankie" demonstrate
how well the tutor has absorbed his own
lessons.
Larry Edelman on guitar, mandolin,
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INTRODUCING LORAL
THE MOST ADVANCED ANY REVOLUTiONARY
AUDIOCASSETTE IN THE WORLD.

Neither the heat of the desert, nor the cold of Alaska, nor the oven temperature of a closed car
in the sui, nor falling on the floor can stop Loran from delivering incredibly clear, accurate and
beautiful sound.
The Loran cassette has the only shell in the world made of Lexana resin, the incredibly tough
space age material used for bullet proof vests and bank teller windows. Unlike other cassettes it
cari stand up to extremes of heat and cold. It will not warp al 25C° Fahrenheit or shatter at 60° below
zero. That means you can leave Loran on an exposed dashooard all day lcng and still have trouble
free performance.
Another unique Loran feature ís the Safety Tab `" (patent pending). A1/2 turn of the Safety
Tab- mases it virtually impossible to erase a recording. However, unlike a o:her cassettes, you can
restore its erase and record capability by simply turning the Safety Tab"' back to its original position.
Loran's unique tape formulations offer performance :hat matches tl-e advanced technology of
the Loran shell and tape g_ride systems.
Our Chrome equivalent high bias tape is coated with separate layers cf two different oxides. It
56 dB, A weighted, relative 0 Vt.., ) and an MOL of + 6
offers extremely low residual noise levels
dB relative of VU for 3 percent distortion. This tape provides magnificent low -end response, in
addition to the high -end response normally found in other Chrome equivalent formulations.
Loran's Metal, Ferrc Oxide and Ferrichrome tapes alsc deliver improved and outstanding
performance associated yvith these formulations.
Leran...the most advanced audio cassette in the world. Destined to become a leader.
Share the excitement. Listen to Loran.
I

(-

LORAN
Enter No. 21 on Reacer Service Card

Loran

The Great America" Sound

is manufactured exclusively by Loranger Entertainment..

LexanR is a registered trademark of the General Electric Company.

Loran`" Audio Cassettes have been selected by the Consumer Electronic Show Design and
Engineering Exhibition as "one of the most innovative consumer electronics products of 1981."

and bouzouki may not break any new
ground, but his accompaniments show a
fine ear for patterns and textures, and
his melodic lines are clear and precise.
Fiddler Jan Hamilton is somewhat elusive, if only because her contributions
are so unobtrusively melded into the
overall group sound, she's all too easily
overlooked. In that sense, she typifies
what may be the band's most uncomfor all their individual
mon attribute
excellence and personal innovation, everything they do is for the sake of the

sion. Moreover, every one of the members has the talent necessary to turn that
vision into an exciting reality. An outstanding debut album.
Tom Bingham

group sound.
In an era in which string bands seem
to be lurking in every alleyway, Devilish
Merry is exceptional for its musical vi-

Voice of the Trees is a marvelous display of contemporary acoustic guitar
composition at its most varied and intricately arranged.

Voice of the Trees: Dan Peterson
Radex SDP -7906, stereo, $5.95. (Mail
orders, contact Radex Recording Studios, 802 South Chicago Ave., Freeport,
III. 61032.)

-

Sound: B- to B+

Performance: A-

The pursuit of excellence...
:

'

...far your greater pleasure.

V

Mordaunt-Short Inc
In,po.-cer....o o,.cr,d..cpr. or

MorenunC9.ort M,gh.e,C.eer LouowpeM,ar Systems
1919 Middle Country Road, Centereach, N.Y. 11720

Dan Peterson is equally comfortable
with jazz and folk, though he also ranges
through ragtime, pop, and a few less
readily classifiable styles of his own. As if
this stylistic diversity weren't impressive
enough, he arranges his pieces for multiple guitars (dubbing all the parts himself), attempting all sorts of daring, yet
cohesive (and, gratifyingly enough, immediately accessible) complexities. He
has a fondness for dense, high-pitched
textures in dancing, syncopated rhythm
patterns, executed with often awesome
precision timing (the most obvious example is "You Are The Flame," the lone
non -original, in which the parts are staggered so that some enter and exit slightly
before or after other parts in other channels), ear -catching unison passages
(note the fast runs on "Waterfall"), and a
highly developed ear for pitch and harmony.
The variety of moods and emotions
Peterson conveys, which become increasingly introspective as the album
progresses, is as fascinating as his
eclecticism and his technique. What's
more, he can play simple material just as
effectively as he can whip out more intricate passages, which isn't always the
case with virtuoso guitarist -composers.
"Movements," an extended work consisting of a prelude plus three movements performed on electric guitars, is
played slowly, quietly, deliberately, yet
Peterson's musical personality shines
through just as recognizably as on his
flashier, acoustic -jazz pieces. The same
holds true for the acoustic "Song For
Ann," in which his upper -register guitars
combine for an almost harpsichord -like
timbre. Peterson also sings two songs in
a soft, laid-back, not in the least unpleasant baritone.
One of the cuts, "The Sea," is unidentified on both cover and label; it's the
guitar piece which follows the vocal
"Kansas, My Friend." There is also a
short piano solo, in which Peterson unsuccessfully attempts to translate his guitar concepts to keyboard (an attempt at
least partially done in by constricted recording), which was not for release.
These errors, as well as an audible
buzz between some of the selections,
evince the album's hasty assembling,
accounted for by the fact that the recording studio was about to be demolished
as part of an urban renewal project, its
equipment to be placed in storage for an
indefinite period. Thus, completion of
the album had to be rushed to make way
for the wrecking ball. Less easily excusable is a whirring which sounds like the
tape machine in motion on "Contemplation." Nonetheless, the multi -guitar
tracks are finely recorded, lushly mixed,
and carefully coordinated.
Buy this, then wait impatiently for

Telephone: (516) 981-0066
In Canaca: Interson Electroniques Ltée., Dorval, Quebec
Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card
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"I love to Flay music that makes
people feel goof. But first it has to
please me. I love sharing my music
with an audience. That's when it really
comes alive. And I love to hear it or a
sound system that lets all those good
feelings come through. LikeYamaha."
-Chuck Mangione
Yamaha. Because you want more
than mere sound. You want to be moved.
lb be thrilled. You want the music.
And music is something we know
a lot about.
Yamaha has been making musical
instruments fcr almost one hundred
years. So we know how music sounds.
And we know How to make audio
components that reproduce music

accurately
Every aucio component we build
must pass a final critical audition by
the discerning ears of a Yamaha
musical instrument designer.
So is Erings out what is most
important. The music in you.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, U.S.A.
P.O. Fox 3660, Buena Park, CA 90622

-

Chuck Mangione's album "Taranteia"
is available on A&M records and ta3es.
t

Enter No. 45 on Reader Service CarC

YAMAHA

Peterson's next album, New Life Suite,
in which he applies his multiple -guitar arranging tactics to electric jazz and jazzTom Bingham
rock.

Days Beyond Recall: Trebor Tichenor
Folkways FS 3164, stereo, $7.98.
(Mail orders, contact Folkways Records,
43 West 61st St., New York, N.Y.

10023.)
Sound: C+

Performance: B+

Pianist -historian Trebor Tichenor is today's leading exponent of what is known
as "folk ragtime." That term, at least as
applied to this album, does not refer to

IT USE
TO BE

HA

ragtime played on acoustic stringed instruments, although that certainly isn':
an unrelated phenomenon. Folk ragtime
was the style of syncopated piano music
played in Midwestern bars, honky-tonks,
brothels, and the like in the years immediately surrounding 1900. It was this folk
style from which Scott Joplin drew the
basis of his harmonically sophisticatec
"classic ragtime." Ironically, it was also
the source for Tin Pan Alley's diluted
commercial -ragtime songs, which were
quick to drive both folk and classic ragtime into decades of obscurity.
On Days Beyond Recall, Tichenor revives nine forgotten folk rags (including
one by the highly successful pop

Not any more. We built a
new facility with superb

demonstration facilities.
Each of three audition
rooms is engineered with value
selected, sonically matching components from the leading manufacturers of distinguished audio products.
Mark Levinson, Quad, Goldmund,
Electrocompaniet, Kef, Koetsu,
Fidelity Research, Futterman, Krell,
Grace/Sumiko, Spectral, Stax, MIT,

TOMicro-Seiki, Sound Labs, Linn-Sondek, SOTA,

Sumo, Nestrovic, Bryston, Keith Monks. And select
accessories and recordings.
Our engineer will expertly service every component
you buy from us, using precision test instruments.
So it isn't hard for you to
decide any more.
When you are a Fidelis
customer you'll have access
to the very finest audio products. Components that are
the best kind of engineering
in terms of value for money.
And you'll be assured of our
commitment to continuing
your musical pleasure.

DECI

songwriter Percy Wenrich, who came
from a "folk" background) and also contributes seven of his own compositions.
The latter are especially enticing in that
Tichenor does not keep to strict turn -of the -century melodic/harmonic formulas,
but has allowed a number of more modern influences to seep into his writing.
"Hickory Smoked Rag" is instantly recognizable as bluegrass translated to
solo piano. "Cottonwood Rag" takes a
number of unexpected turns which catch
the unsuspecting listener off guard. The
first two strains of the title rag echo
country and blues, though the rest is
reminiscent of minstrel tunes. By contrast, the opening strain of "Pierce City
Rag" is at least a partial steal from Scott
Joplin.
None of the older works can be dismissed as mere period pieces. But four
stand out above the others. "Cotton
Bolls," by the highly regarded but rarely
heard Charles Hunter, is irresistibly joyous, Brun Campbell's "Essay in Ragtime" is a devil-may-care romp, while
Les Copeland's "French Pastry Rag"
contains some intriguing syncopations.
Harry Jentes' 1916 gem, "Bantam
Step," which boasts one of the most
descriptive and ear -catching themes in
all of ragtime, is deservedly the bestknown piece here, having been recorded earlier by Tichenor's cohort, Dave
Jasen.

Tichenor plays with a vigorous twofisted attack which, coupled with the
buoyancy of his syncopation, is a sure
indication that he's enjoying the music
as much as the listener. When compared
to the precise formality of a classical ragtime pianist, Tichenor's playing may reveal a few technical flaws, but if he bums
a note here and there he does so out of
sheer enthusiasm. Rest assured he's
much closer to the true essence of ragtime as played in a turn -of -the-century
sporting house than, say, Joshua Rifkin.
The recording is respectable enough
except for three brief spots which are
plagued by an ugly and disturbing distortion. One can only wonder how this went
unnoticed at the time the album was
being okayed for release. Tom Bingham

Dixie Highway Sign: Robin and Linda
Williams with Peter Ostroushko
June Appal JA 031, stereo, $7.98.
(Mail orders contact June Appal Recordings, Box 743, Whitesburg, Ky. 41858.)
Sound: A-

Performance: A

confess this is my first exposure to
singer -guitarists Robin and Linda Williams, though they've gained considerable popularity and acclaim as live performers and have had other albums with
minimal distribution. If their earlier re I

Commitment to JIusical Integrity

418 BEACH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133
(415) 885-3488
Telex: 340 836 Poseidon SFO
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JBL's new L96.
Perfect 10.

JBL

Having designed and built
one of the world's most accurate and critically acclaimed
3 -way 12 -inch bookshelf
systems (the L112), our engineers focused on a new
challenge: creating a smaller
system with comparable
performance. The result is
the perfect 3-way 10-inch
system, the new JBL L96.

much larger models of our
competitors.

The world's best 10 -inch
woofer is a great place to
start. Realizing that no ordinary, smaller -diameter
woofer would maintain the
true, deep bass performance
required to do the job right,
we used the world's best
10 -inch woofer-a driver that
outperforms many of the

The L96's woofer incorporates JBL's unique SFG

JBL

1111

(Symmetrical Field Geometry) design.The same huge
magnetic structure used in
our LJ12 system to reduce
second harmonic distortion
to infinitesimal levels.
But that wasn't enough.
So we added something

First with the pros.

unheard of in competitive
10 -inch woofers: a larger than -usual 3 -inch voice coil
(edge -wound, of course) to
raise the power handling
and improve the transient
response.
The rest is the best of JBL.
The other components of
the new L96 speak for themselves. Extraordinary sonic
detail from the dome tweeter.
A superbly efficient, acoustically isolated midrange. And
an electronically sophisticated, high resolution crossover network. All working
together to produce an
incredibly accurate overall
sound-natural and effortless, with no sense of a

loudspeaker at all. Of course,
every L96 system is built
from the ground up in the
U.S.A., manufactured to
a quality standard that's
become the benchmark of
the industry.
Come listen to the new L96.
Experience yet another chapter in JBL's relentless pursuit
of loudspeaker perfection,
with the help of the audio
specialists at your nearest
authorized JBL dealer. For
the name and address of the
dealer nearest you, write:
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd., P.O. Box
2200, Northridge, CA 91329.
'AL/barman internanonai
O 1981 Janes a Lanºro Sown

Inc

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

2 OZ. PRODIGY
If you think lightweight
headphones mean lightweight sound, prepare to

Performing a sort of
country-folk, Robin and
Linda Williams can handle
both traditional and
contemporary compositions.

be amazed.

They're the incredible
new HD40, Sennheiser's

latest-and lightest-

Open-Aires model. With
the electrifying clarity and
definition that earned
their forerunners world
renown. Plus the wide
frequency response and
natural dynamic range
that are Sennheiser
trademarks.
Come hear Sennheiser's
latest triumph at your
dealer today. The price
is so modest, you won't
feel anything but the
music.

4

SENNHEISER
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

10

West 37th Street, New York 10018 (212) 239-0190
Manufacturing Plant Bissendod/Mannover. West Germany

©1981, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)

Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

ifitlntosh
STEREO CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.
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McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
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A

cordings are anywhere near as fine as
their June Appal debut, regret not having made the Williams' acquaintance
I

earlier.
The Williamses and mandolinist -fiddler Peter Ostroushko perform what can
best be described as country-folk. It is
the sort of music that many folk fans insist on calling "good old country music"
(the implication being that it's somehow
superior to the Nashville or Texas varieties), but which country fans consider
folk, if they consider it át all. Actually, the
trio draws from both traditions about
equally, not to overlook the heavy Cajun
influences on Ostroushko's impeccable,
sweet -toned, multi -stopped fiddling.
Moreover, the trio crosses between
tradition -oriented and up-to-date country -folk with consummate ease. Their
repertoire encompasses both adaptations of public -domain tunes, such as

"Johnson Girls" (featuring Linda's
clawhammer banjo) and the Irish "Step It
Out Nancy" (which Robin Williams and
Jerry Clark have transplanted to a cowboy setting), and contemporary gems by
Butch Hancock (the lovely "If You Were
a Bluebird"), Greg Brown ("Early," with
beautiful double -tracked fiddling), and
The Amazing Rhythm Aces ("I Pity the
Mothers and the Fathers"). Their own
compositions are likewise excellent, especially Ostroushko's "Red Dancing
Shoes" and Robin and Linda's modal
Appalachian ballad "Murderers on the
Cumberland Plateau."
Robin Williams has a comfortable talkie voice which, if perhaps not what
you'd praise as great pipes, can slip
congenially into any sort of acoustic context. He's also a very adept and melodic
flatpicker with a very secure and flexible
touch. Linda is a supple rhythm guitarist,
but more importantly she's a supremely
soulful singer, with an exuberant voice
rendered simply unique by a peculiarly
tremulous-yet -stable vibrato. Ostroushko's harmony vocals blend in well with
Robin's and Linda's leads, while his fiddle and bluegrass-tinged mandolin are
so deftly integrated into the overall pattern that his playing virtually serves as a
fourth voice.
may be late in discovering Robin,
Linda, and Peter, but it hasn't taken very
long to become a confirmed fan. Now
let's hope some enterprising label with
decent distribution picks up those earlier
albums as well.
Tom Bingham
I

NAME

TODAY!

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
BUSINESS
75c

ADSper word, minimum charge
$6 00 per line for spaced ads specifying five or less
words per line. First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Extra words set in bold face type
$1.00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge
$8.75. ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED
WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR FULL AMOUNT.
NON BUSINESS ADS- 50c per word, minimum
charge 54.00 per line for spaced ads specifying five
or less words per line. First line set in bold face type
a1 no extra charge Extra words set in bold face type
51 00 per word. One point ruled box, extra charge
$8 75 ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED
WITHOUT ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR FULL AMOUNT.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times. less 10%. 6
times, less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line copy ads

only). AGENCY DISCOUNTS DO NOT APPLY TO
LINE ADS.
DEADLINE- 1st of month two months preceding the
cover date. If the first of the month falls on a weekend or holiday, the closing date is then the last business day before the holiday or weekend.ADS
RECEIVED AFTER THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE
HELD FOR NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE
STATED.
BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at $5.00
extra 'or handling and postage.
GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly and received on or before
the 1st of the month, two months preceding the
cover date. Display advertisers must make a space
reservation on or before the closing date, material
(Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The
Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to
retect any ad copy he deems inappropriate. All advertisers must supply: Complete name, Company
name, Street address (P.O. Box is insufficient), and'
telephone number before ads can be published.
Classified ads are not acknowledged and do not
carry Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency
contracts not fulfilled will be short -rated accordingly
Ads submitted for a 3 time frequency or less are
unchangeable. Classified 'ads are payable in advance BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we can not accept credit cards) Additional
information available upon request. Contact' Laura

LoVecchio, Advertising Coordinator, 1515
Broadway. NYC 10036
Direct Dial (212) 9757530.
MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED RATE
J.

...

1
1

colx 1"
col x 2"
3"
col x "

$175
$275
$375
$275
$475
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2
2

1

col x2"
ADVERTISER MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM
NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING FOR DIS
PLAY ADS. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE
ASSESSED ON AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL
PREPARATION.
AUDIO Magazine

1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036
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FOR SALE

AAAAAA QUALITY 1.1 GRAM (ACT. WT.)
S.L.T. TONEARM
"WORLD'S ONLY" PURELY MECHANICAL UNIT
As featured in September

"Audio"

Behind the
Scenes" by Bert Whyte, and in Directory, October
"Audio" the Souther Linear Arm provides vastly superior performance with "Equa-Mass" System and
"Absolute Zero" Tracking error. Fits most turntables and cartridges. Now available cus:om made at
$500 Full Details. Specs. and color photos. $3 00
refundable to. Southern Engineering Products.
429B York Street, Canton, MA 02021 617 828'

5050

HARMAN-KARDON

HIGH
TECHNOl ri GY
SEPARATES. RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A,B.C,D SPEAKEr _yS
TEMS. THORENS TURNTABLES ALL IN STOCK
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
EAST 305-462-1976
WEST: 213-243-1168

-

FOR SALE
AARDVARKS

AND AUDIOPHILES AGREE. AudioWorld offers the finest equipment at the fairest prices
with the most informed sales staff- Whether your interest tends toward the esoteric or performance -per -dollar. we can supply your system needs We are familiar
with and handle most lines and accessories Call or write
for aduce, quotations. and our free catalogue. AudioWodd, Box 6202. Grand Rapids. MI 49506. 616451-3868. M -F 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m EDT Visa and
MasterCard accepted.

A

BARGAIN! FR201 (not FR 2) unused $212 Stephen

Sun

212 784-2939

ABARGAIN! [,rare F9E 598. FR201 $210. All unused
(2121-'84 2939
BARGAIN: TECHNICS EPA -100 5299, Lustre GST801 $250, Super SDX-100 $250, Dynavector Ruby
5180. All Unused (212)784-2939.
A

A

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No.
c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

-

-

AAAAAHH, AT LAST
POLYPROPYLENE DRIVERS, Ribbon `weeters. Xovers, Horns, Plans. Replacements- Ferrofluid Domes, Catalog $1.00 SOUNDBOX,
Dpt

A 411

South Carlisle Street,

Philadelphia, PA

19146

BETTER NAD 3020!

The o-iginal NAD modification is best' Now also available for the new 1020 preamp and late 7020 receivers.
the Kindel Audio modification rivals any preamp for
sheer listenabdlty. Watch for forthcoming review in Absolute Sound. KINDEL AUDIO. 710 Newport Circle, Unit
O. Santa Ana, CA 92705
1

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: MISSION, RGR, SNELL NAD,
Leach V P I , J
Audio Interface, Marcof, Platter Matter Audio File 1202 South Congress Avenue. Austin.
Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295

R

bananas
appeal!
Monster Cable introduces the world's first "crimp -on"
banana, an elegantly simple, reasonably priced connector
that significantly reduces contact distortion found in

ordinary connectors.
Unlike standard spring-type bananas, Monster Tips"
utilizes multiple 'gold fingers" for increased contact
area and greater contact pressure.
Maximize your cable's performance and get all
the sound you paid for. Ask your Monster Cable
Performance Standard dealer for a demonstration
of the complete line of high current, low
distortion connectors.
Superior value and performance
at your
Monster Cable dealer now!

-

Monster Tips are avaibble for both Monster Cable and Powertine

Townsend St, San Frardsco CA 94107
(415) 777.1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI
101

Available Worldwide

FOR SALE

-

AAAAAAH AUDIOPHILES
FINALLY FOUND YOU!
We are an AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale of JAPANESE cartridges
tonearms
transformers cables
interconnects (yes
BANGEI
available)
accessories etc All manufacturers -lowest
prices. Advise your requirements
we'll quote immediately. INTERSONICS, PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440.

-

-

1151~016L1: ®USA

JAPAN.
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BETTER

LOUDSPEAKER
PERFORMANCE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO
PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of
the hnestlines of audio gear from budget equipment to
typically non-discounted components, cartridges.
speakers, etc. Whether you're a novice or seasoned audiophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection.
low prices and helpful advice could make us your onestop audio bargain place Some of the lines that we offer
include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE. dbx, DENON,
ESS, HAFLER, HARMAN/KARDON. INFINITY, MITSJBISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO. PHASE LINEAR, SAE
TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an
added service to our customers, we also offer video
equipment (Inc) many of the Large -screen Tvs, VCRs,
etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for
less than 5200.00 (sugg. retail $560.00). Just call us at
(212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information, or
send 52.00 for our current brochure to: DIRECT
DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station. NY
10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C.
No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers!!

ABOLISH LIST PRICES ON MID & HIGH -END
AUDIO COMPONENTS' Get low prices, great selection
and service. plus seasoned advice on a wide range of
products. Warranties. of course! Join the thousands
we've served in full satisfaction. Use your VISA or MrC
or 50% deposit. Write for quotes: AUDIO, LTD., Box
28402. Philadelphia, PA 19149.

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) filters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified.
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply,

regardless of cost.

With its rated THD of no more than 0.250/0
from 22Hz to 40kHz (1W input), the ST Ila/R
offers a full order of magnitude less distortion
than the best competitors, none of which
even approach its high input sensitivity
(101d8/1W/1m), maximum undistorted
output levels (132d8/1m), power handling
(500W rms), or bass response (-3d8 at
17Hz). Innovative engineering features such

STEREO BI -AMP S139
Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available at comparable prices. Other
available features: Summer for "single
woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimination filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS
500 Series dual filters and/or plug in filters, regulated power supplies.
FREE CATALOG & PRICE SHEET
Write to:

//J

Ve

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST VALUES IN AUDIO
SEOUERRA'S NEW MET 7, $295. pr.
NAD ELECTRONICS WITH CUSTOM CABINETS
DCM TIME WINDOWS AND OED'S
MORDAUNT-SHORT CARNIVALS

"SUPER SPECIAL DEAL"
CONNOISSEUR TURNTABLE WITH GRACE
70711 TONEARM
AND GRACE F9E CARTRIDGE -5475.00
AUDITION THESE FINE COMPONENTS AND
MANY OTHERS
IN A FRIENDLY AND RELAXED ATMOSPHERE
ADCOM

DCM

NAD

ALLISON

DvNAVECTOR

NAGATRONICS

ALPINE

FRIED

NILES AUDIO

AMBER

GRACE

PLEXUS

APATURE

GRADO

PvRAMID

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

ISO -BASE

JIM ROGERS

AUDIO CONTROL

LAST -FLUID

SOUND CONNECTIONS

AUDIO.PRO

LUXMAN

SPECTRE AUDIO

BEvER DYNAMIC

MAXELL

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS

CCEI<

MOBIL FIDELITY

STAR

MONSTER CABLE

STD

MORDAUNT.SHORT

3D ACOUSTICS

:SSEUR
DNR

SOUND STAGE AUDIO

CROSSOVERS

The VMPS Super Tower Ila/R will reproduce
a music signal with lower distortion, wider
bandwidth, and greater dynamic range than
any other production loudspeaker system

ABARGIN-KOETSU BLACK UNUSED 5395. (212)
784-2939.

184-10 HORACE HARDING EXPRESSWAY
FRESH MEADOWS, NY 11365
MASTERCHARGE/VISA/AMEX WELCOMED
762-3220
EXIT 25 (UTOPIA PKWY) OF THE
(212)
LIE

APPOINTMENTS ARE ENCOURAGED
ALL SHIPPING CHARGES FREE IN THE U.S.A.
EXPERT CAR INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE

IF(ns

International Mork

turntable .
Send money orders to:

P.O. Boo 6430, Denver,
Colorado, 80206. 303-534-7590. Will ship same day.
Full price $200.00 shipping Included.
Or send 2S%-balance plus shipping COD.
Ninety doy warranty.
Colorado residents odd tor.
LORD BROTHERS

.,

f -,

ENGINEEIING Ua0[ATOaY

'11

I
'

'

d

l

bell drive electronic transcription
5200 without tone arm .

PONS CQ30 Finest

1

MICROPHONE FOR SALE.
Free Catalog also lists mikecomparison tapes, tape -slide
synchronizers, dissolve units.
Plans to build, 58.50. Soonsage, 1896 Maywood Rd., S.
Euclid, OH 44121.

'

11828 Jefferson BI Culver City. CA 90230
Phone (2131 397 9668

as minimum phase response, biamp opera-

tion without an external crossover, a
completely non -resonant. multiband bass
system with integral slot -loaded 15" top -and bottom firing subwoofers, 15" and 12"
lowbass and dual 12" midbass drivers, high
definition polypropylene cone midranges,
and an extremely quick, high output ribbon
supertweeter (-3d8 at 50kHz) combine to
provide you, the listener, with reproduction of
awesome fidelity and impact.

1E

Slimline

satellites,

18dBloctave

filter,

polypropylene mid-range, soft dome tweeter
with control, Mylar capacitors. Exceptional
dynamic range. Flawless Imaging.
Natural walnut veneers, full dealer serviceability, limited 5 year warranty. Tremendous
value. Incredible sound.

Write for our brochures and a copy of Bert
Whyte's article "Towers of Power" from the
May 1980 AUDIO. Other VMPS speaker
systems from $78 to $969 ea, including kit
versions of the MiniTower II ($309ea), Tower
II ($419ea), and Super Tower/R ($649ea).
Prices include fully assembled cabinets and
free shipping in USA. Also available: VMPS
Connections (ultrahigh definition audiophile
interconnects) from $20/pr.

Two -channel sub -woo e , 12dB/octive 100Hz.
passive filter, bi-amp connections, mode switch
disables passive network, bass driver level controls to vary sensitivity, polypropylene drivers,
non -directional bass response.

ti

Nc Ml

E

iC/

DESIGN

1cou

INNOVATION

P.O. Box 646
San Ramon, CA 94583
(415) 820-5765
Óy,

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
a

division of Itone Audio
El Cerrito CA 94530
(415) 526-7084

7301 Rockway

Adjustable stands optional
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTELY AFFORDABLE AUDIO

ABSOLUTE SOUND
MICHIGAN'S HIGH ACCURACY AUDIO DEALER
Will ship postage prepaid anywhere in the Ur ted States
CONRAD JOHNSON BOSTON ACOUSTICS
NAiM AUDIO LINN SONDEK
DAHLOUIST NAKAMICHI
MISSION SPECTRUM
HAFLER GRACE
NAD APT
REGA STAX
REVOX ONKYO
SNELL DELPHI
SPENDOR BRYSTON
THRESHOLD POLK AUDIO
HARMON KARDON GRADO SIGNATURE
Or visit any one of our stores in Southeastern Michigan

Many bargains in high quality esoteric "preowned"
equipment horn such manufacturers as Acoustat. Audionics, Beveridge. Dahlquist. GAS. Luxman. Marantz.
Mark Levinson. Quad, Threshold. and many others. Call
or write for latest offerings.
AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STUDIO
3313 University Ave
Madison, WI 53705

(608) 238-7600
Absolutely best value S.O.T.A. Tax

Duty free.

&

New Mayware MC-2V moving coil cartridge. Octura nude
'Vital super-polished stylus 0 19 m9. sonically as good
as any 5500 cartridge, incredibly only 569 Mayware
MK III improved tonearm S99 Visa/MC accepted. Literature 51 bill. Mayware P.O. Box 58. Edgware, Middx.

England.
ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION. AUDIONICS CC -2
AMPLIFIER 5275 00. AUDIONICS BT -2 PREAMPLIFIER
$265.00. CLARKE PRECEDENT SPEAKERS 5400 00

--312
-

12400 Morang
4354 N Woodward

DETROIT
ROYAL OAK
ANN ARBOR

S State Street

131 31

(3.3) 549.7550

PAIR. (313)-732-5171

A

Business Opportunity

ABSOLUTELY MINT. NEW

ny has superior s-ereo products. but lacks modest capital. Seeks financial partner (individual or firm). Multi -million potential Reply confidentially to Box 1081

3970. 12 6 es,

or

GRODINSKY RE-

R.

616-451-

best offer

small mrdwes!ern compa-

616-874-8369. Mike.
AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA

ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE
on hard -to -find audio. SAE, Soundcraftman. Nikko.
Phase Linear. and many others. Prompt delivery Free
Catalogue on request. DURON DISCOUNT AUDIO 7
South State Street, Concord NH 03301 (603) 2253094 VISA/MC Accepted
ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT at lowest prices available' Specialists in Cartridges-Tonearms-Turntables-Headamps. Please call or
write for price quotes & advice: HCM AUDIO. Box 2029G Chico. CA. 95927 (916) 343-0558

Cer ral NY State
LAST BOSTON ACOUSTICS
OED HAFLER BANG & OLUFSEN CARTALIGN
3D ACOUSTIC S NAD PLATTER MATTER KLIPSCH
DCM MONS'ERCABLEM&KHARMAN-KARDON
DUAL
APT

MISSIOr

STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd.. Ithaca. NY 14850 607-272-2644

I

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES
Northern New York
State House o' Hi Fi is now open with Mariah, Polk Audio. DCM Time Windows, NAD. Harman Kardon, Sota.

Audionics. Apt-Holman, Hatter. Hegeman. Eumrg. McIntosh, Marco', Nakamichi, Fidelity Research. Toshiba,
Sony. Signet. Alpine Car Stereo. Denon. Shahanran.
Conrad Johnson. RG Dynamics For into. call 518-7936639 Mon. to Fri 10-9 Sat 10-6 HOUSE OF Hi -Fi. 50
Miller Rd.. (Rt. 9) Glen Falls, N Y 12801.

-

AGFA 8 AMPEX 101/2" & 7" OPEN REEL TAPES
THE BEST! THE FINEST CASSETTES: DIRECT TYPE II (C68 8 C961 and ASF (C66 & C96)
DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS for the finest recorded sound available, called "Truly superb" by
Charles Repka in AUDIO (Oct, 1980). Only available on real time duplicated reels & Cassettes. optional dolby or dbxll Ampex video cassettes WRITE
for FREE rew=letter subscription & Current specials
Direct-To -Tape Recording Co
14 Station Ave
Haddon Heights. NJ 08035.
.

Houston and the Guff Coast

* Bass Reflex * Horns
* Electrostatics * Transmission Lines
* Infinite Baffle
* Specials: Ribbon, Air motion
transformers
* Basic data on passive and electronic

There will be reports on building the many kit
speakers and enclosures now available, and a
roundup of suppliers for drivers, parts, and kits.
Articles range from the ultimate (650 Lbs each)
to tiny plastic pipe extension speakers. From
time delayed multi -satellites to horn loaded
subwoofers, as well as modifications of many
stock designs.

AudioConcepts
Texas

ONE HALF THE CASH you spend on your audio system should be invested in your speakers,
so why not build them yourself? You can save
up to two thirds of the cost of the speakers-which translates to almost one third of
your outlay for your stereo system. Over
110,001) Americans will build their own enclosures this year-and you can too! Your dream
speaker is probably well within reach if you
build it yourself. There's a lot of help around
already and now, Speaker Builder, a new
quarterly publication from the publishers of
The Audio Amateur brings it all together
in an assortment of articles that are comprehensive and a mix of both simple and advanced projects to help you choose and build the best type
for your listening room.

crossovers.

Mark Levinson/Threshold/Linn/Apt/Holman/Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/Denon
Magneplanar/KEF/Boston/ Dahlquist/Adcom/NAD/Dennesen/Gold Line/Grace
Klipsch/Fidelity Research/DCM Time Window/Cizek/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers
2200 SW Freeway at Greenbriar Houston.

B(PJILR

(313) 662-2026

1045 E Grand River
LANSING
15'71351-9300
Mastercard VISA. American Express. Diners accepted

SEARCH MODEL 4 Preamp

ER

SP

52 7-224 4

E

-

JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO ARE BUILDING BETTER SOUND SYSTEMS IN A NEW QUARTERLY...

77098 713/527-0774

Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
WHERE THE DIFFERENCE IS MUSICAL ACCURACY
AND THE GOAL IS TO SATISFY
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDIONICS
AUDIRE
RAW

BENCHMARK
CIZEK
DCM
DECCA
DENON

DUNLOP/SYSTEMDEK
DYNAVECTOR
GOLDLINE
GRACE
H. A.P.I.

IMPULSE

BED

IVIE
JANIS

R G

DYNAMICS

RGR
SHURE

1MAS

KINDEL AUDIO
LEACH
LUSTRE
MARCOF
MARIAN
MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAO
NEXUS
OCTAVE RESEARCH
PS AUDIO
PLATTER MATTER
PRECISION FIDELITY

ORDER BLANK

SIGNET
SME

P.O. Box 494A, Peterborough NH 03458

L

I

561.7114

SUPEX

tANOBERG
EHETA

VANDERSTEEN
VPI
WIN LABORATORIES

Expire_JTown

751.9733
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understand that the unexpired portion of my subscription will be refunded after my first issue if the magazine is
unsatisfactory for any reason. Make checks and money orders payable to Speaker Builder. Rates above are for USA
only. Outside USA add 32.00 per year for postage. Non
U.S. checks must be drawn in U.S. currency only.
I

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.

MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

Phone Orders (603/924.6526

Name
Street & No

716 MADISON AVE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021
12121

USA

my subscription to SPEAKER BUILDER for
one year at the special introductory rate of 510.00.
Make that a two year subscription at $ 18.00.
Check enclosed Charge to my
Mas7erCard
Visa
charge card.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
15161

Magazine

Enter

STAX

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

5 SUNRISE PLAZA
VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581

A 111

SPEAKER BUILDER

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS
SPECTRUM
SPICA
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FOR SALE

-

FOR SALE

-

AGAIN
NAD Puts the Money Where it COUNTS!
Introducing the NAD 3140 Integrated Amplifier
a
plain faceplate that's backed up by the best sound -for the -dollar anywhere. Now you can afford NAD quality.
especially by mail. For literature & quote on all NAD
amps. tuners, receivers. etc.: DESIGNATRON'S STER
EO STORES. INC. 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville,
N.Y.: 11801 (516) 822-5782 Shipped prepaid & insured in Cont. USA

MT

ALL MAJOR BRAND AUDIO @ WHOLESALE.
Audio. Sp! Id. Ma. (413) 737-6227.

AMAZING? ISN'T IT The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salemen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with
the components we sell as well as those sold by our
competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the
finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest
benefit from your audio ddllars chosen from among the
followng lines we represent:
ACOUSTAT, ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS. AUDIO RESEARCH AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, ADCOM, AUDIO INTERFACE, AUDIO CONTROL, CARVER. DENNESSEN.
DCM, DECCA, DYNAVECTOR, ENTRE, FULTON.
GRACE JR, LINN SONDER, LUSTRE, MARCOF. MERIDIAN, MICHAELSON AUSTIN. MONSTER CABLE,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAIM AUDIO, NAD, ORACLE, POWER LIGHT. POINT SOURCE.
PRECISION FIDELITY, QUAD, REGA. ROGERS, SNELL
ACOUSTICS, SOUNDLABS. SPATIAL COHERENCE.
STRELIOFF SYSTEMS. STD, STAX, SUPEX. TANDBERG. THETA. TECHNICS. R&B
SOUND BY SINGER. LTD.

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E.. M.C., VISA ACCEPTED)

ATTENTION: Wanted McIntosh, Marantz. ARC tube
equipment, Western Electric, Thorens 124, top price.
Maury Corb 713-728-4343, 11122 Atwell. Houston.
Texas 77096.

FOR SALE.
ATTENTION ... AUDIOPHILES
Northeastern's Largest Hi -End Audio Salon
Now has a larger selection of
Quality Components

"FOREIGN" AUDIOPHILES AND
DEALERS! Western World Audio Exporters can supply
virtually ALL brands of hi-fi components, speakers, cartridges, etc. (incl. esoteric lines) at VERY attractive prices. Quotes. terms and availability furnished on request.
Write To: WESTERN WORLD AUDIO EXPORTERS. 373
Fifth Avenue. Suite 1556; New York, NY 10016.
TELEX -423826 SAKIUR.
ATTENTION:

Featuring:
Linn Sondek, Kenwood Purist Group, LS3/5A, B+W,
Spendor, Supex, Stax. Adcom, Mitsubishi, Decca.
Tandberg, DB Systems, I.M.F.. Grado Sig.. Shahinian
Obelisk, Monster Cable. Dahlquist. Audio Pro. Grace,
Avid, Marco!, Micro Acoustics. Dual, Strathclyde. Audio
Source. S A.E., Magneplaner, Carver, Dynavector, Audio Linear. Radian Research, Fulton, Promethean and
Nagatron

ATTENTION LONG ISLAND and METRO NEW
YORK AUDIOPHILES: Audition Frank Van Alstine modified Dynaco equipment in a home environment. Find out
why audio reviews have been astounded by his latest
modifications. Auditions by appointment only. Nassau
(516) 541-0312. Suffolk (516) 277-5336.
ATTENTION OWNERS OF RACK MOUNT EQUIPMENT Send for FREE detailed brochure on solid Oak/
Walnut modular cabinet system. Designed to fit individual 19" rack mount components. Free shipping in continental USA. Wood Tailoring Co. Box 11314, Portland
Oregon. 9721 1.

We Ship Anywhere in the World
The Sounding Board, Inc.
75 Franklin Avenue
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Call us at (201) 445-5006

ATTENTION OWNERS OF PIONEER, KENWOOD,
Sony, Teac. dbx. Nakamichi. Yamaha. HarmonKardon.
Technics. and NAD. Send for FREE detailed brochure
on solid Oak/Walnut side panels. Incredibly priced:
$t5.00-$25.00. Free Shipping in continental USA.
Wood Tailoring Co. Box 11314, Portland, Oregon
97211.

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic
Inc
1365 -39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-6332800
TF
.

ATTENTION TUBE ENTHUSIASTS
Greatly improve your listening enjoyment by using Trevor Lees T -adaptors along with Audio Research's Ref.
Tubes. A natural for audio research tubed amps and
preamps Also fits most other tubed units Write for details and prices. T.L. West, 325 South Monroe St., San
Jose, CA 95128.

AUDIO CONNECTION
IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

ADS

Grado
Pyramid
Audire
J.A. Michell
RG Dynamics
Clarke Systems Last
RGR
Delphi
Leach LSR&D
Rogers
Denon
LiveWire
Spectrum
Dynavector
Lurne' Tonearm Spica
Electrocompaniet Lustre
Thiel
Fulton
Nagatron
3 D
Grace
PS Audio
VPI
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044

AUDIO COMPONENTS WE RECOMMEND
SOUND BETTER AND OFTEN COST LESS
Whether novice or audiophile, be sure you've heard the
best components in your price range BEFORE you buy.
Pay 510 for expert, honest recommendations based on
your needs as you describe them on our copyrighted
questionnaire. WE SELL NOTHING BUT ADVICE.
Moneyback guarantee. Send $10 to THE ASSESSMENT GROUP, Box 1280, Dept A. Rockville. MD

(201)239-1799
AUDIOCRAFT/ULTRACRAFT AC -300 MK II,
shape tonearm. mint $105 415-657-3969

20850

LEGENDS AS iJSiJAi..

p116111116111.IÍIIII111111Ii11111111

These highly respected names can be found at Chestnut Hill Audio. Acoustat, Adcom, Amber,
Apature, Apres. Audio Pro, B&W, Berning, Cabasse. Cotter, Dahlquist. Dayton Wright,
Dennesen. Denon. Discwasher, Dynavector. Fidelity Research. Fourier. Gilmore, Grace,
Grado. Hafler, Impulse, Janis, Kenwood Purist, Leach, Marcof. Mariah, Monster Cable,
Mordaunt-Short, NAD. Oracle, P.S. Audio, Quad, R.G.R., Rogers, Signet, Spendor, Stax.
Symmetry, Tandberg, Theta. 3D Acoustics. Thorens, Threshold, VPI. Vandersteen
311 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa.19106. (215) 923-3035.

_

SUPER SELECTION- FULL WARRANTY- EAST DELIVERY

HI-FI, HIGH END& VIDEO

,i

JANIS

.

KEITH MONKS
KOETSU
LAST
LINN SONDEK,
LIVE WIRE
LOCI
LUSTRE
MARCOF
MONSTER CABLE

MUSICAL FIDELITY
MUSIC REFERENCE
NAKAMICHI
PLATTER MATTER
PS AUDIO

PSE

PROMETHEAN
PYRAMID
SNELL ACOUSTICS
SPATIAL
SPICA
STAX
SUMO ELECTRIC
SUPEX
TANDBERG
THETA ELECTRONICS
VPI

YAMAHA

590 Central Park Avenue. Scarsdale. N.Y. 10583
Thurs 10-9 P M Tues Wed.. Fri 10-7 P M / Sat., 10-6 P M

`_
,

.

.

Ample Free Parking
Credit Cards Accepted
We Ship FREE Anywhere in the Continental U.S.A.
.

914-472-4558

B

lEi

POLK AUDIO
PRECISION FIDELITY,

the listening room
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ACOUSTIC ELECT.
AUDIO PULSE
B&W
THE DAVID BERNING CO.
COLON EY
CRAMOLIN
DAHLQUIST
DENON
DYNAVECTOR
FULTON
GOLDMUND
GRACE
GRADO
HAFLER

Mon

lllllrllllllii=

-NOT BE BEAT!

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO I:I'I).
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VISA

CALL 203-932-4265 NOW.

MA(.'

* AUDIO PEOPLE *

';

998 Orange Ave.,. West Haven,CT 06516
IPIi 111311fltil-11 II II II ILII II II Ir 11

ELIMINATE YOUR
"PATCHCORD HEADACHE"
with a CPM-31 Universal
Component
. ps``{
,Patching
Matrix.

11

`1r7Jf-77
471-

.

For more

information.
write or call:
NILES AUDIO CORPORATION
Dept. A/P.O. Box 160818
Miami, FL 33116/(305) 271-9181

.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say "Fantastic! Compares with the finest
loudspeakers have heard. Probably the best value in
the history of Audio!I!"'AudiogramT , from the Audic
Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could
not believe the prices
Other S200 speakers
simply do not come close to the standards set by the
Model 10
And at their price, they are simply a
steal." Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products.
Polk is shipped free in the continental U.S. Audio
Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrock

AUDIO LTD
IN

Quad
Carver
Mission
Audio Research
and much more.

I

.

.

CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

KEF

David Hatter

NAD
Vandersteen
3-D Acoustics
115 N. Walnut

Linn Sondek
Dynavector
Rega

3774.

.

61820. 217-359-

AUDIO MODIFICATION MANUAL - 230+ pages stepby-step procedures for many commor components.
Data applicable to almost any unit. Tube circuitry emphasized. Applauded by AUDIO. STEREOPUS, HIGH FIDELITY, SOUND ADVICE. et al. Unique information provided no where else. 525 USA/CANADA. 527 elsewhere. California tax applicable. Master Charge/VISA
Welcome (714) 278-3310. AUDIO DIMENSIONS.
8888 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123

.

L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516-751-3350.

FOR SALE

TF

* AUDIO EMPORIUM, Acoustat, Amber, Apt/Holman,
Audio Interlace, Audire, BBO, Beyer, Boston Acoustics,
Conrad -Johnson, Denon, Dynavector, Grace. Grado,
Haller, Lux. Magnepan, Marcof, Micro Seiki. NAD, Oracle, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Pegs. Revox, Rogers. SOTA.
Stax, Technics, 3D Acoustics, Threshold, Vandersteen,
Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat, 10-6, Thurs, 10-8. Closed
Sun & Mon. 414-354-5082. 6914 W Brown Deer
Road, Milw, WI 53223.

AUDIONICS OF OREGON
We otter the complete Audionics line: BT2 & RS1
preamps, CC2 & BA150 amps, Space & Image Composer, LK1 tLrntable RVR-RVP Revox upgrade cards.
CX-20 Disc System. By. appt Free shipping in U.S &
P R. We ship WORLDWIDE. Visa 8 M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.. INC., Box 145. Oxford. OH 45056,
513-523-3333, telex: 427791, cable CXAUDCON

AUDIO EQUIPMENT UNUSED WITH BLANK WARRANTY CARDS:
INFINITY BLACK WIDOW GF-II $165, SME 3009-III
$195. SONY XL55 $180, SHURE V15 IV 585. REVOX
B790 $600. VERION MK -1P $285. STAX UA7-GF
5225. SIGMA $260, SRX-III 5155. SRM-1 $240, CPT/
ECP-t 5320, USED EQUIPMENT: AMPEX AX300
$150. STAX SR3/SOR-5 $90, MICRO SEKI ODX1000
$350. ADC-LMF/1 $80, FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1
MK3 575. JANZEN 412HP $250, MARANTZ 2500 RECEIVER 5600 SONY 2000F PREAMPLIFIER $300.
3200F AMPLIFIER $200. 5130 TUNER 5150.
TTS3000 TURNTABLE 5100, PUA237 TONEARM
S50, TC55 CASSETTE 590. SHURE 565 MICROPHONE $40. PANASONIC NV8300 VHS VIDEO RECORDER $550, All items negotiable (312) 771-4660
9am/6pm CST
AUDIO HEIGHTS

REQUIRED.

In Nev Y^rk Ci'y
SOUND STAGE AUDIO
184-10 Horace Harding Expressway
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
(212) 762-3220 Exit 25 (Utopia Pkwy), LIE Service
Road

AUDIO HOUSE
Amber
Symmetry
ConradJohnson

MordauntShort
Acoustat
Rogers

-

FLINT MICHIGAN

McKAY
SETS THE
STANDARD
with the 051000 outdoor Antenna
and the 059.014 Combination
Indoor Loop Antenna
For specs and deta,ls contact dealer/
HARVEY RADIO New Tom City
HENRY RADIO Los Angeles CA
BARRY ELECTRONICS New Yor Coy
GILFER ASSOCIATES Pars R,dge New Jersey
ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT BANK ID C are.) V,enna VA
BRIDGE WATER CUSTOM SOUND Name, ILL
AUDIO PERFECTION Bloomington MINN
STANDARD SUPPLY CO. Sae
Utah
THE BASE STATION Concord CA
./MAR ELECTRONICS Toronto Canada

800/854-7769

Sonic clarity
Low noise
High immunity from induced hum and RFI
Wide dynamic range
Operating parameters not affected by
cartridge load impedence
Balance control for each channel to
accommodate tube changes and/or tube
aging
Remote power supply facilitates placement of
the headamp section near the turntable
Units are individually burned in and auditioned
on a reference state of the art audio system
For use with 105 to 1 25 VAC, 50-60 Hz (15
watts max)

Techn cal Inc

`Marmon N Y 11357
12121746.0798' 15161466-3907

P O Box t 72,

gl

specialized acoustical treatment material manufactured from a
high density open -cell urethane nafrich is then formed'to our_own
proprietary shape for,optimum absorption ánd deflection.
a

SOMEX is an excellent product for in -home audio system applications and
will contribute a marked improvement to any existing hi fi.
When properly ápplíed SONEX will: Reduce slap echó

e

' Smooth frequency response"

~Coy

except CA. Alaska. Hawaii

A simple, highly effective circuit using selected components with meticulous attention to critical parameters
results in a level of sonic purity and detail previously
unattainable with complex designs

SONEX

i

SOnEX is

um tube instrument that represents the current limits of
technology In producing a highly musical and dynamic
sound stage from moving coil cartridges.

PAP

And the new Dolby C Solonoid Deck,
the NAD 6150C

NEED A COMPACT ANTENNA?

P1 VACUUM TUBE HEADAMP
The P E.P Technical P1 Headamp Is a unique vacu-

RETAIL PRICE 5425 00

"CRESCENDO"

-

-

---

P S. Also featuring the new 3D Acoustics

Audionics
Promethean
Adcom
Gonza speaker wire 50c per It. Keith Monks record
sleeves 100
525. Samples $1.00. 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, MI 48473. 313-655-8639 by appointment.
IMF

TECHNOLOGY

HIGH

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A,B,C,D SPEAKER SYSTEMS. THORENS TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
EAST. 305-462-1976
WEST: 213-243-1168

The P1 Headamp will complement other high quality
Components in a state of the art audio system Alter you
audition the P1 Headamp, we are sure you will agree
that it sets a new standard for musically satisfying audio
reproduction

In Texas
THE AUDIO FILE
202 South Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78704
(512) 443-9295 One Block South of Riverside

Leach LSRBD Ariston
Audio Pro
KM Labs
M&K
Dynavectcr

HARMAN-KARDON

A classic design problem inherent in all low level,
broad bandwidth devices has been to minimize susceptibility to internally and externally generated noise while
maintaining signal integrity The high degree of inner
detailing, midrange fluidity clean dynamic window and
natural timbre of the P7 Headamp attests to the success
o' the P E P approach in applying the known sonic values inherent in vacuum tube technology to a basic, wide
bandwidth small signal amplifier.

AMBER ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCES
THE "NEW" AMBER INTERGRATED AMP
THE "NEW" AMBER PRE -AMP
THE "NEW" AMBER POWER AMPLIFIER
As beautiful looking as they are s )unding
Comparable sonically to components
costing many, many times its price
as the now famous Amber 70
If you're considering fine components
in the $500 on up range
be sure to audition these fine units
in the relaxed, comfortable
atmosphere of our listening room
APPOINTMENTS ARE APPRECIATED BUT NOT

"We do things a little differently"
To serve your Hi -Fi and Video needs
Call us at (212) 237-9847
Amber, Allison Acoustics, Audio Pro, Aiwa, ADC. AR,
ADS. AKG, Alpine Car Stereo Audio Control, Bose.
DBX, Tandberg, Thorens, Onkyo, Nikko Sherwood. Ortoton, Micro Acoustics, Stanton, RG, Omnisonic, JVC.
Hitachi, RCA, Ultravision Protection TV.

AUDIOPHILE ELECTRONICS FROM CROWN
CROWN, the professional standard in broadcast and live
performances, brings you that total integrity plus the
most music for your home in the new STRAIGHT LINE/
POWER LINE II Series and DISTINCTION Series of
amps, premaps. tuners, & equalizers. For information &
quotes write DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES INC.
260 OLD COUNTRY RD. HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801.
Shipped prepaid 8 insured cont. USA.

".

Lower noise levels
Eliminate -problem standing waves
Control room flexure

Local 714/621-6711
TWX 910-581.4990

riMCKAY DYMEK COMPANY
s college Ave Po Boa 5000
Claremont CA 91711 u S A
111

For further information and
chure write:

free bro-

Esotech Inc.
7778 Mitchell Rd:
Minneapolis. MN 55344
(612) 934.5790
-

4r11.11:1111111°'

Dea er inquiries welcórre
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS,
S149 95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009-A. Huntington. Conn. 06484

APT/HOLMAN AMP & PREAMP NOW IN STOCK
Tom Holman's APT Model
Amp delivers 100 Watts
RMS/ch plus 3db Dynamic Headroom' It stays ir credibly clear when you play it incredibly loud' The Model
ELIMINATES Speaker/Amplifier interaction so it's stable
with any speakers you use. ONLY 5680 The Famous
APT Preamp lets you control phono input impedance
AND capacitance so your records sound great You can
attach a full equipment array and there s never input
crosstalk' ONLY 5575 To order & info. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, Inc 260 OLD COUNTRY
RD. HICKSVILLE, N Y 11801 Shipped prepaid and insured in cont USA
1

1

Angel 5 5. Deutsche Grammophon 3.0, Nonesuch 7.5.
Philips 5.0 What do these numbers mean The LOCI
tonearm catalogs the VTA of over 100 record labels for
exact vertical tracking and exact stereo imaging of every
record in your collection Only the LOCI tonearm I-as
articulated vertical motion with a parallelogram linkage
for Optimum bass. Available from selected dealers or
factory direct For information, send SASE to Psionic
Corporation. 1969 Latham Street, .33. Mountain View.
California 94040 or call (415)-964-8977

Itte

legend l u

91o/ wag lit

Christopher Hansen Ltd.
Los Angeles

- San Francisco
Garland Audio - San Jose
Stereo Horizons - San Diego
Kenneth Wagner Audio West Palm Beach
Sound Components Coral
Fidelis

Amber
Audio Linear
Clarke Systems
CM Labs

Grado
'so Base
KM Labs
Live Wire

Concord M/C
Dennesen

Mastercraft
Sound Panels

Grace

U1'(llG(G

Lee Kramer's High Fidelity

Atlanta

-

9'!..tá4-

- Chicago
1,tVictor's
adÍá
Audio Forum - Watertown
Audio Threshold - Mt. Clemens
/
w " buy
Audio Connection - Verona
Nova High Fidelity Great Neck.
Lyric High Fidelity - Manhattan,
White Plains
Stereo

//1.a4aad

g

/L

Audiophile Systems
Oklahoma City
7e/x44

Audio Concepts

A RIBBON FOR "DO 10'S
Now from "JG ACOUSTICS an internally mounted ribbon tweeter modi`r.atirr The improvement is stunning
The complete kit costs only 5200 . and it includes a
cap bypass mod Also, listen to the JGA Monitors and
watch for JGA's new tube head amp- Ask your dealer or
I

278-3310

TF

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter -weigh; design of nickels steel 8 aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes 57.95 postpaid (Dealer
inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS.
P.O. Box 1607. Portsmouth. N.H. 03801.

contact
JG ACOUSTICS
574 Walnut Str Dunellen, NJ 08812
.

(201) 968.8771
Watch for upcoming review in "AUDIO ALTERNATIVE! ! ! ASTOUNDING ! ! !
THIEL Loudspeakers models 03a. the new 04a, and

the 02

AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona. NJ (201)239-1799
HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS
When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No.
c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

-

Issue e5 is now available. It contains reviles of the ACM Linn platter
assembly, the CART-A-LIGN alignment protractor, the JMAS moving -coil
cartridge, LAST record treatment, the ACM, LEVINSON 'Silver, and

MENDOTA interconnecting cables, the MAGNEPAN Unitrac 1 pickup arm, the
MARCOF PPA-2 headamp, the ORSONIC DS -250 disc stabilizer, the SUMO

Nine' Parer amp, and the WIN LABS SDC-10 turntable. Issue 115 also
features a survey of 9 turntable mats, and another survey of 19 speaker
cables,
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS for four till issues are! U.S.A.P.O.
ST.

BOX

$20 (FIRST CLASS MAIL(; Canada and Mexico- 522 (FIRST CLASS MAIL); and

10973

LOUIS, MISSOURI

63135

outside North America- 526 (AIR MAIL). PLEASE REMIT lit ILL FUNDS
WILT, Sample copies of all Issues are ana,lable for $6.00 each tU.S.A.,
Canada, and Hi:lcol, and 57.50 each loutsid North America'.

IN NEW ENGLAND...
No hyperbole -just the kind of knowledge, creativity, and dependability you expect from a
dealer who represents these manufacturers
M.A. Cotter

-nar-ñTI>f

evinson

ADS
ADS Pro
Apt -Holman

Audionics

Dahlquist
Denon
DCM
Dynavector
Fidelity Research
Grace
Haller

Magnepan
Marcof
Mirage
M 8 K

NAD

Nakamichi
Oracle
Pyramid
Signet
Supex

Symdex
Vandersteen
VPI
Win Labs
Yamaha

Audio Pro
Bryston
Carver
Conrad -Johnson KEF

listening rooms ... New England's largest
Audiophile record dealer ... Keith Monks
record cleaning ... In-store service ...
All shipments pre -paid.
5

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203) 777-1750

86
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ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME This bi-month'y
includes modifications cor stru..tion protects. improvement methods data available nowhere else It's provocalive. informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. AnnLal $12 00 USA/Canada, 514.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairmont Mesa Blvd.. San Diego. CA 92123 (714)

Ampliwire II is now on display.
Unveil the legend's mystique
at these fine audio stores.

RETAILER INQUIRIES INVITED

.

.

All phone orders promptly
shipped pre -paid

Because music matters,

207-929-4553

Sequerra
Sonus
Sound
Connections
Ultracraft

(516) 673-1124
Visa accepted

- Houston

ELECTROCOMPANIET, INC.
P.O. BOX 173, RT. 202
HOLLIS, MAINE 04042

:

OTHER EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
MAC MA 6100 pre -power amp. factory ok'd. 5425.. C26 preamp. mint. carton. 5295 Precision Fidelity C-4
preamp, gold. $625.: MR-77 tuner w/case, mint.
$675 Mark Levinson ML3 21373 (as new), $2750
(2) MC 60 amps. 5475 (2) MC 30 amps $325 (2) MC
40 amps S425.: (1) Marantz Model 8 amp, exc cond .
5250. (1) MA -230 Integrated amp. 5285. Call 317282-1361, 8-4 M -F, Ask for Dave

M/C 8

-

Electrocompanlet Audio Instruments
Distributed in the United States by

1

52150

Pyramid/

goirk
Ears

Oklaíto

.

-

Satin
Saba
S.M E

.

.

.

Mitchell Cotter
Osawa
TUCKER'S COMPONENT AUDIO LTD
49 WEST JERICHO TURNPIKE
HUNTINGTON STATION. N Y 11746

Gables

Geo'zquc

.

ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL OF LONG
ISLANDS MOST SENSIBLY PRICED
AUDIOPHILE
EQUIPMENT 8 ACCESSORIES!

flaca

-

ARC EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
$675. D -76-G exc. cond
5625 D -100(B) new in box
box, $775.. D-5t (N) exc
cond carton. $525 D-76 (ABC) exc. cond carton.
$850 . EC 2 (A) crossover good condition. schematic.
5225: SP 3-(N) (like new) owner, carton $325.. SP
6/A
new in box. S700. D-110(6), new in box.
51 735.. D-350 mint, carton. $1550
D-79 new ;n box.
D -76-G mint, new tubes.
5625 D -100(A) as new.
5835. D-52 (B) new in

M.W10-6
Master Charge, VISA, AMEX

Th.& Fri. 10 - 8
Sat.

10.5

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ASS SPEAKERS has high end raw speakers, kits and
auto systems. Specializing in plastic cone drivers, our
brands include Audax, Becker, Dalesford, Dynaudro.
JVC. Philips. SEAS, Falcon -Acoustics and Peerless
Free price list ASS Speakers Box 7022. Denver CO

ATTENTION: BOSE 901 -II, EO, PEO, S330. JOHN.
616-429-8353 6-10 PM EST

80207 (303)399-8609
AT GREAT SAVINGS NEW, USED, DEMO: ARC SP -5
S495 D100 IAMB) 5595. SP-4A $595 D350 51.795:
D120 AUDIONICS BT -2 5299. CC -2 5299. RS -1
5449. BEVERIDGE SYSTEM 3 51.995: CROWN DL-2
$1,995, EO-2 $995, SL -1 5389: PL -1 $329, DYNAVECTOR 20C $149 SUPEX SDT 1000 Transformer
$200: KEF 104AB $699 Denon HA 1000 headamp
5299: WALNUT KLIPSCHORNS 52.100 Call or write
John at The Sound Environment, 2710 S 70th St.. Lincoln. NE 68506. (402)483-4511

AT LAST
AFFORDABLE ESOTERIC
Arms. Carridges, Turntables. Amps, PreAmps, Tuners,
Speakers, Accessories, Etc a huge selection at attractive prices Call for prices or technical information. or
write for catalog. AudroWrold Box 6202 G.R. MI.
.

49506 616-451-3868

M -F

It

to

7

Visa and Master-

card welcome

ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNA KIT
OWNERS:
Frank Van Alstine can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna
amplifiers, preamplifiers, and tuners. We have all new
PC cards and all new highest quality internal circuits for
most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for
Dyna ST -150, ST -300. and ST -120 amplifiers. New JFET circuits for Dyna PAT -5 and Bi-Fet preamplifiers. All
new circuits for FM -5 tuners with phase -locked loop
Mplx. new 8 stage differential IF, new buffered outputs.
no drift, super musical, super sensitive We rebuild all
ST -400, 410, 416 amplifiers and can repair any, no
matter how badly blown External 100.000 mfd power
supplies for ST -400 and 4 15. All new internal circuits for
Dyna PAS tube preamps. New Noble precision stepped
controls for all Dyna preamps New Mos-Fet circuits for
Dyna PAT -4 preamps. Improved audio circuits for St -70
tube amps. Rebuilt Nagatron. Sonus. and Grado phono
cartridges. Read AUDIOGRAM, MR. AUDIO'S BIMONTHLY, AND SENSIBLE SOUND for reviews on our
equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild
your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new
120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available For
details and our recommendations on how to make a hi fi
system sound like music, write or call:
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNVILLE. MINNESOTA 55337 (612)890-3517.

I

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS AND CASSETTES:
Direct to disc digital, ' -speed, and Japanese import
Call or write SUPER SOUND RECORD SERVICE (312)
486-6667: P O. Box 411237. Chicago IL 60641.

AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER BUILDERS: JBL, EV. AUDAX Ribbon Tweeters. Minis to Monitors to Musicians.
computer derided plans Catalog 52 CO. refundable
Gold Sound Box 141A Englewrrid CO 80151
AUDIO PURIST Kerwood L-07MII power amps, mono.
150w each 5649, DCM Time Bass subwoofers 5575
pr, Crown SL -t preamp (black) 5420: Crown DC 300A
5795 most w /warr cards. E. Church 9C10 Hayford Rd.
Ball MD 21234

AUDIO RENAISSANCE, INC.
Audible Illusion PS Audio Grace Stax Rega
Precision Fidelity Music Reference Dynavector KEF
Meridian Acoustat Linn Products Mordaunt-Short
Theta ReVox Audio Innovations Symmetry And More
We stock one of the largest
collections of Audiophile Albums in Mid -America
Try our modifications for improved high end
Bryston Mod -Any Model Dahlquisi DO10 Mod
Used Audio Research D -100A Amplifier
S800
700
Used Audio Research SP -4 Preamplifier
Used Decca Arm with Elec. Lift
85
Used Stax DA80 Power Amplifier
850
Used Mclntosn 1900 Amplifier Tuner
550
4122 Broadway Kansas City, MO. 64111 (816) 531 3261

AUDIO RESEARCH AT
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Discover latest state-of-the-art Audio Research amps
D60, Dl 20 New performance plateau
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 Bellevue Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07043
We ship anywhere. VISA/MC.

DYNACO PAS BY BRIAN CLARK
Brian has written a 30 page book on the research he has
done with his computer to get the DYNA PAS operating
right. It is filled with schematics. numbers and parts fists
and regulated power supply
the only correct PAS
mod around and he can prove it. Buy this book before
you do any other mod Kits available. Send 518 for book
to TUBE GOD. 33 North Riverside Avenue, Croton -on -

-

Hudson, N Y. 10520, (914)271-5145.

aGOLDEN
9e'sssOPFlOsel,

ADS

Apt/Holman

Fidelity Research

PM/Fulton
Grace
Hailer
Kenwood
Koelsu
Linn Products

Marcol
Micro Seikl

Makamichi
Oracle
Polk Audio
Rega

Signet
Beveridge
Snell Acoustics
Boston Acoustks
Sony
Conrad Johnson
Lus Audio
Sta.
Denneson
M.A. Koner
Sumo
Dynavector
Magnepan Products Tandimrg
2556 W. Market St. Akron, Ohio 44313 Phone 121611%4-4411

NEWS
We regret the
The Futterman OTL-3.
passing of Mr.
A singular achievement. Julius Futterman.
The only power amp His and his products'
reputation have spanned
without an output
4 decades.
The OTL-3 is available
transformer . .
for $1900
And it has tubes. from Lyric Hi -Fi,
a stereo pair.
NYC: 1221 Lexington Ave.
212-535-5710
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Lyric

WHITE PLAINS: 146
914-949-7500

superb
loudspeaker that
provides refined,
articulate musicality
at live playback
Finally,

a

levels.

Available in 15 gorgeous designer
colors.
The low price may

insult your ability to

spend, but
MAK
HAD

Audio Research
Acoustat
Advent

Listen to the quiet
darkness of inner
note detail. Ah .. .

E.

Post Rd.

...

Isn't it time yedu improved your sound
system for the long
evenings ahead?

Visit your nearest
Black Acoustic

Dealer and have him
Turn on the Night. It
will turn YOU on!

Affordable Esoterica
for the Distinguished
Listener.
Please write for
more information
and the Dealer
nearest you.

Liii'I
p

Ai

.

,

di

MONROVIA
SUITE A-22 1111780
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92827
(714) 957-8875

87
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FOR SALE
audio renaissance Inc
we are proud to announce the
addition of audio research corporation to
our register of very tine quality audio lines

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

'

audio research stax audio innovations grace
symmetry ps audio theta precision fidelity
rega audible illusion mordaunt-short acoustat
music reference kef dynavector Jinn products
meridian revox chartwell/satterberg and more
we stock one of the largest
collections of audiophile albums in mid-america
try our modifications for improved high end
bryston mod-all models
dahiqulst dg10 mod
4122 broadway kansas city mo 64111
(816) 531-3261
AUDIO RESEARCH D-52B, Mint, 5900. (516) 757-

Place label here

BEDINI CLASS

us 8

weeks advance notice. Attach label
with your old address, and write in
new address below.

"A"

AMPLIFIERS

DOZENS of other Quality Components.
ALL AT HUGE SAVINGS TO YOU
Acoustat
Amber
Bedini
Carver
Conrad -Johnson
DCM
Dynavector
Grace
HAP!
Marcof
Micro Seiki
Nad
Nakamichi
PS Audio
Revox
Supex
Tandberg
Vandersteen
DOZENS OF OTHERS!!! Contact ESOTERIC AUDIO At

(312) 367-5595

RENEWING?

Check box
below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING?

Check box
and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for

1

year at $1 3.94

New subscription
Payment enclosed
Outside the U.S.: add

Renewal
Bill me

City
Zip

-

51SS7

For faster service call toll -free any
business day. 7:00 A. M. 5:00 P M.
Eastern time.

-

800-525-9511
(In Colorado 303-447-9330)

AUDIO

88

1255 Portland Place
P.O. Box 5318
Boulder, CO 80322
-"

NAKAMICHI
DAHLOUIST
ORACLE
THRESHOLD
ACOUSTAT
TANDBERG

BEST IN THE WEST
N.A D
MAGNEPLANAR
LINN
HARMAN KARDON
POLK
TIME WINDOW
ADCOM APT HOLMAN
B8W
DENON
SONY
HAFLER

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI FI
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8683

YOUR RECORDS
ARE STILL
DIRTY!

Address

-

BEFORE YOU BUY -CHECK OUR PRICES. Send for
tree catalog featuring audio and video equipment and
accessories at discount prices. House of Tape P.O. Box
191 Mineola NY. 11501

TURNTABLE 4004 $500 (206) 746-9686

8 O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard
mounting centers after our modification kit or at factory.
Effective mass 2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping.
$199.00 with money back guarantee. JML Company,
39.000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.
TF

BUILT TO ORDER! British compact dream-speakers, or
your compact design. C. Bauza, G.P.O. Box 1220, San
Juan, P R 00936. Tel. (809)-789-2309.

HARMAN-KARDON

TECHNOLOGY

HIGH

SEPARATES. RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS; ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A,B,C,D SPEAKER SYSTEMS; THORENS TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
EAST: 305-462-1976
WEST: 213-243-1168

-

CARVER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO,
593 King St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.
Also FRIED KITS.

CHRISTMAS SALE ON TUBES
Before you buy those S20 reference tubes check out
these imported Hungarian Tungsram tubes. Special
price
12AX7, 12AT7. 12AU7
$2.00; 6DJ8
$4.00. Minimum order $10.00; postage and handling
S2.00. TUBE GOD, 33 North Riverside Avenue, Croton -On -Hudson, New York, 10520 (914) 271-5145.

-

-

-

CONNECTICUT: Advent, A.P.T. Holman, B80, Boston
Acoustics. Carver, Dahlquist, D.C.M. Time Windows
Polk, Haller, Harman/Kardon, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi.
Ortofon, Micro -Acoustics, N.A.D., Stax, Yamaha, Cizek,
Signet, OED. Teac, Marcoff, Audio-Phile Records. Will
ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal Road,

Brookfield. CT.,06804.
quotes only.

(203)

775-1122-phone

.---

The Nitty Gritty' Company of southern
California now makes a petite, eco-

nomical and efficient record cleaning
system that incorporates a record
cleaning brush, fluid, and vacuum. And,
YES, it cleans as good or perhaps
better than the big white English elephant. Each of the three essential
components is specially designed to
perform its critical task. And the machine's cabinet is hand-crafted out of
beautiful, solid oak. It's more manual,
and far more cost effective. $349.

-

CLARKE SYSTEMS' REFERENCE MONITOR:
STATE-OF-THE-ART, the nearly ultimate, affordable
At AUDIO CONNECTION, Verona, NJ (201) 2391799.

$6.00 per year.

Name

State

-

B

We stock the entire line of Bedini Amplifiers along with

MOVING? Please give

BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS
From the Father of Sonic Holography: the C-4000 and
C-1 Sonic Hologram Preamps, the C-9 outboard Sonic
Hologram Module for use with all stereo systems, the M400 Magnetic Field Amp (only 8 lbs. that delivers over
200 watts RMS/ch.), plus the new Carver products lust
announced
all available from DESIGNATRON'S
STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY RD.
HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. Shipped prepaid and insured
cont. USA.

AUDIO RESEARCH 0-79, Mint, $2600. (516) 7570627.

-
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BEVERIDGE III SPEAKERS, Levinson ML-3 amp. 28'
pr. Fulton gold, 14' pr. Fulton brown. After 5 PM call
(713) 663-6045.

B & O

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT
Real time, spectrum
wave and distortion analyzers; Bridges; filters; attenuarecorders;
tors: level
voltmeters; oscillators; amplifiers.
noise generators: oscilloscopes. (401) 421-7430.

Ir

BEVEREDGE RM-1 PREAMP SERIAL º109 PRACTICALLY UNUSED 51695 (408) 449-2220 CA. EVES.

0627

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B, Mint, 51400. (516) 7570627.

FOR SALE

I

Write or call for free literature and
information.

Nifty Gritty Company
P.O. BOX 264
La Verne. California 91750
(213) 823-9935

TF

FOR SALE.
COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
We currently stock Kenwood Audio Purist. Counterpoint. IMF, Spectral, Plasmatronics, Petroff Labs.
Koetsu, Thresham, SOTA Audio -Static. Grace. Syrinx. Supex, RG Dynamics, SKS "Intaglio". Sonus.
Dynavector, Polk Audio, Mirage, Kenwood
receivers. ALSO SAVE ON NEW & MINT DEMO
EQUIPMENT
Sequerra Pyramid $1895 pr.,
Plasmatronics 5500, Acoustat Mon. 3 1595. Rogers Exp Mon. 550. Spendor SA1 350. JR150
495. JR woofer 240, JR x -over 138. Harbeth HL
550. Trilogy spkrs. 350. Quatre spkrs. 325. GAS
Grandson amp 295, OMI GC500 695, Eleson amp
1195, AG1 300, NAD 4020 125, Beard p50 amp
995. Beard preamp 595, HK Citation 12 225.
Amber amps (new) 350. Amber preamps 275
Paul Heath Audio
3047 W Henrietta Rd
Rochester, NY 14623

(716)424-4916

-

The new "A" models are
even better than before. Hear them at Personalized Audio, Dunellen NJ, 201-752-3883

"CONRAD JOHNSON"

COTTER EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
Limited quantities of Mitchell A Cotter equipment in factory sealed cartons are now available for immediate delivery:
Isolation Platform
$450.00
B-2
Moving Coil Pick-up
MK -2
5550 00
NFB-2
Noise Filter/Buffer
$500 00
PSC-2
Phono Signal Conditioner
5550.00
PW-2
Master Power Supply
$450 00
Free freight anywhere in continental U S.
For More Information write to Audio Resources. P.O
Box 507, Selden, New York 11748
or call
Robert Borsody (212) 490-0994
CROWN CX 824 QUARTER TRACK TAPE DECK,
MINT! 616-663-2623

CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since t 972 bringing the 'Audio Alternative" to the NYNJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our
superior service and customer satisfaction Discover our
new expanded UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available.
AMBER
BEVERIDGE
B & W
BEDINI
DCM
HAPI
HAFLER
FIDELITY RESEARCH
EUMIG
GRACE JR KEF LINN-SONDEK LUSTRE NAD
PRECISION FIDELITY KEN WOOD -AUDIO PURIST"
OMI REGA SNELL PLEXUS AUDIO RESEARCH
Plus 50 more great names.
We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid Call us at:

(201) 744-0600 Discover courtesy in Audio
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 BELLEVUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC
LOVERS:
PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS, and the AUDIO
INDUSTRY.

The Magazine for the Perceptive Listener

FOR SALE

High
Performance
Review

Custom polyacoustic foam rubber speaker
grills made to your specifications. Any size, color, pattern or quantity Audiophile. speaker builder
or manufacturer inquiries invited. Send SASE for information to Custom Sound, Algonac, MI 48001
CUSTOM .5% RES., 1% CAPS; GOLD CONNECTORS. Details SASE. Reference Audio, 368A, Rindge,
NH 03461
DACABLES Improve clarity and definition of entire system by eliminating "time smear" distortion inherent in
normal patch cords. t' meter
$12.75 t m- $16 00
2m- $25 00 Send SASE for detailed information D A C
P O Box 200 Otis, MA 01253

-

"DANIEL QUEEN"

-A

revolutionary loudspeaker design that has to be heard. at Personalized Audio, Dunellen NJ 201-752-3883
DAVID BERNING ELECTRONICS. The Mountain Ear,
Box 774. Aspen, CO 81612. (3031-963-3269
DAVID HAFLER WANTS YOU!
Build the regular Haller Amp and Preamplifier Kits or the
NEW SUPER KITS! Get all the performance David designed in Supply the quality labor yourself and SAVE1
Write for quote on kits and custom wired units Shipped
prepaid and insured in Cont. USA' DESIGNATRON'S
STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY RD
HICKSVILLE. N.Y. 11801 (516)822-5782.
DB SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS AND AUDIOPHILE
ACCESSORIES ARE WORTH KNOWING ABOUT. Ultra -low distortion Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers. Active
Crossovers and more ACCESSORIES include DBP-t 0
Phono Alignment Protractor $21 95. DB°-6 Phono (capacitance) Equalization Kit $32.95, DBP-6MC Resistive
Loading Kit $32.95. DBP-t t (and 11MC) Capacitive
(and Resistivei Loading Switch Boxes $79 95. DBP-2J

-

Switch Box $43 95, DBP-2JAU with all gold (10) lacks
10 meter, 400 pF
$52 95. DBP t 2 Audio Cable
other lengths $17 00 plus S1 75 per foot,
$65 95
DBP-8 Speaker Wire (12 gauge), DBP-CK Cramolin Audio Kit contact treatment $11.95. GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS (eight per package) include DBP-13J /4")
Phono Jacks $11.95. DBP-13JR (14, Phono Jacks
$14.95, DBP-9AU Banana Plugs $11.95. DBP-13P
Phono Plugs $7.95. DBP-t 4 Dual Banana Jacks (2 per
pkg) $t 4 95 Complete information a+adable at SELECTED AUDIO STORES or direct from DB SYSTEMS,
P O Box 347A, Jaffrey, NY 03452 (603) 899-5121.
Orders under $45 add $2.50 handling Dealer inquiries
invited

-

I

1

DB SYSTEMS "IN PHASE" 24 dB/8ve ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER minimizes irregularity in radiation pattern thru crossover region 0.0008 r THD, 5 year warranty Single frequency (specify) with DB-2 Power Supply: $490 00 Standard version 100 Hz $420 00. Our
family of DB-3 Crossovers includes: 2 -Way and 3 -Way 6
dB, 12 dB and 18 dB.

DB SYSTEMS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE AT AUDIO HOUSE, 4304 Brayan Drive, Swartz Creek, MI

48473, 313-655-8639.

Full tests and listening evaluations:
equipment from B&W, Threshold, KEF,
Denon, SAE, Hafler, Dynavector, Technics R&B, STD, ADC, Ariston, Teac,
Trans Audio (Oracle), Studer-Revox,
Tandberg, Fidelity Research, Acoustat,
Thorens, ADS, Sumiko (Grace), Apt,
Sony Esprit, Ortofon, JVC and more.
The latest and best units.
The first audiophile magazine with all

of these features:

Technical Advisory Board: J. Robert
Ashley, University of Colorado at Denver; Elliot Mazer, record producer/
engineer; James A. Moorer, Lucasfilm,
Ltd. and Stanford University; Vincent
Salmon, acoustical consultant.

Comprehensive equipment tests
using state-of-the-art precision instru-

mentation from Tektronix, Bruel & Kjaer
and Hewlett-Packard.
Careful subjective listening evaluations under controlled conditions.
Authoritative reviews of over 70
recordings per issue: Popular, jazz and
classical -find high quality sound plus
outstanding performances among current releases.
Expert opinion on important developments in audio technology. Discussion of current problems and possible
improvements.
High/Performance Review has the
best features available. Our magazine
tells you what you want to know
about high quality audio components
and records. Knowledgeable critics
have called our first issue "... Impresgood concept
sive, unbiased
detailed reviews ... for the serious listener." Join us today. The special
charter subscription rate is $24.00, one
year, four issues. Our issues average
over 120 pages each. We have published over 240 pages thusfar-Issues
& 2 are ready now. Each issue has a
colorful cover and is printed on fine
quality paper. Don't miss out! Send
your order today. Money-back guarantee (send for details).

...

.

-

,
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Audiocom

high technology audio

Adcom, ADS, AGI, Allison, Amber, Apt, Ariston, Audionics, Audio Pulse, Audio Technology,
Beveridge, Beyer. Bloupunkt, Bruer, Burwen, B&W, Cotter, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, DCM,
Denon. Draco, Dynavector. EMT. EV, Eumig, FR, GAS. Grace. Grado, Hafler, Janis, JR, KEF,
Kenwood Purist. Linn Sondek, Lustre, Mitsubishi, M&K, Mogami, NAD, Nakamichi, Orfofon,
Queen Labs, Revox, RG. RH Labs, Rogers, Snell, Spectro Acoustics, Sfax, STD, Symmetry,

Tandberg, 3D

Our Service Department specializes in maintaining, calibrating, and
modifying high performance audio equipment. Custom equipment
design and fabrication on premises. System installations for car, boat,
home, and aircraft. Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped

promptly.

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Out of state, call Toll -Free 800-243-7516

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1981

High/Performance Review
Box 2989; Stanford, CA 94305 USA
Yes, enter my charter subscription. All
subscriptions begin with Issue 1.
I
enclose $24.00 by check or money
order.
Overseas and Canadian subscribers: Please note that
payment must be In US Funds Net payable on US Bank
or Agency. Add $4.00 for non-USA postage.

Name

Street
City

(203) 637-3621

Zip
State
For Questions: Telephone: (408) 446-3131,
M -F 10-4 (Pacific Time)
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SYSTEMS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE AT
SOUNDS, 502 Kaaahi St.. Honolulu. HI 96817. (808)-

ELECTROCOMPANIET: audio instruments of un-

FAST, ACCURATE AUDIO NEWS AND COMMENT. Magazines are written months before you
get them. Why wait? MYSTIC VALLEY AUDIO
NEWS. the informatton service for audiophiles edited by well-known consultant Peter Mitchell, is printed BIWEEKLY and sent FIRST CLASS. Interviews
with designers, how things really work, advance
product news, test reports. current research, ad exposes. etc. 520/yr $12/6mo. Mystic Valley Audio,
36 Circuit St., West Medford, MA 02155.

DB

847-0104
DELPHI SPEAKERS. Just incredible. The Mountain
Ear, Box 774, Aspen, CO 81612. (303-963-3269)

surpassed musicality; let them sound for themselves' For an appointment call 201-239-1799 or
visit Audio Connection in Verona New Jersey

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
DENON'S DP75 SET INTO A VPI HW9 HYBRID
BASE: A turntable unveiling new dimensions in
sound. Call or write for details. AUDIO CONNECTION, 615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ 07044.
Tel: (201) 239-1 799.
DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for Shure. Pickering. Stanton, Empire, Grado. Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog
LYLE CARTRIDGES. Dept. A, Box 69. Kensington Station. Brooklyn New York 11218 For fast service call toll
free

800-221-0906.

TF

DISCOUNTED! Stax phones. Koetsu. Linn Ittock, Fulton. Dynavector, FR, Denon, Supex, Lustre, Thorens.

713-728-4343, Maury Corb,

1

t

122 Atwell, Houston.

Texas 77096.

DISCOUNT PRICES ON CASSETTE RECORDING
TAPES. RADIOS, RECORDERS AND MUCH MORE!
Many name brands' Great gifts' Catalog $1 (refundable
with $5 order). Variety Gift House, Box 120856A, Nashville. Tennessee 37212.

-

ALL TYPES Updat-

ed definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems. 55 00 postpaid. credited to first
purchase. Huntington Electronics. Box 2009-A Hunting-

ton. Conn 06484

ESOTERIC ACCESSORIES at truly affordable prices, including head amps. interconnects, turntable
mats. speaker cable. arms. cartridges, and much
more
a huge selection at low prices. Call or
write for information and our free catalogue. AudioWorld. Box 6202A, Grand Rapids. MI 49506.
616-451-3868 Visa/MasterCard accepted.
.

.

ESOTERIC, High End, etc. A method that will allow
40' and greater off retail price Method S10. refundable with first transaction Audioworkshop. Box
18009, Seattle. WA 98118

EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT AT A GOOD PRICE
Kenwood KD-500 turntable... ...
$180.
Kenwood KD-600 turntable ......
$220
Aiwa 6900 cassette deck... .. ..
S420.
Sansui TU -7 t 7 tuner
$175.
Dynaco ST -416 power amp
$490
Gas Grandson power amp ..
5300.
Haller DH-t 01 w/DH-102 pre amp w/head.
5200.
All equipment used in excellent shape Call nights 1112. Bill (215) 387-4516 in Philadelphia
.

.

.

ELECTRONIC

X-OVERS-from $97.00.

For

Biamp, Tri-amp, and Subwoofers. 12 or
18dB/octave. Free folder with reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East
Northpdrt, NY 11731. (516) 757-8990.

.

FASCINATING OLDTIME RADIO SHOW CASSETTES! Free Catalog' Sample $2 99 Heritage -A.
412 Redbud. Oxford, MS 38655
FOUR KLH-9 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS: $2900.
Call 206-329-5357 eves.

EVERY PAIR IS HAND BUILT TO WITHIN IdB
& HANDLES 350 WATTS (Peak Program)

FFT SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND WAVEFORM RE
low cost Apple' based instrumentation
CORDER
system Analyzes, Stores and Plots Real -Time Waveforms up to 20 KHZ. Provides accurate analysis of:
Loud Speakers (without use of anechoic chamber): Time
to Frequency Domain: Vibration Measurement: Speech:
Musical Instruments and Seismic. High resolution graphics provide visual demonstration of Fourier Analysis principles. Spectrums and Waveforms are stored on diskette. Comes with Analyzer Card, Software on Diskette
and User Manual. Price $595. Cal. res. add 6°o. IOS
inc. 5719 Corso di Napoli. Long Beach CA 90803
(714) 972-2789. Apple is a trademark of Apple Corn Puler Corporation

-a

- -

FOR SALE: MARANTZ CO. PRE-AMP, MODEL 1 8
AMP., Model 2 with Power Supply Type 4
$350 00
A Fairchild Model 412 Turntable with Grado Arm

$100 00
In excellent condition, very little use. Call 615-2471396
FREE SPEAKER CATALOG!
Woofers, mids, tweeters. hardware, crossovers, grille
cloth, plans, kits, information, much more. Discount
Prices' UNIVERSAL SOUND. Dept AO 2253 Ringling
Blvd Sarasota, Fla. 33577 (813)953-5363.

-

.

FRIED KITS AND ENCLOSURES
Free fast shipping. Lowest prices on quality enclosures Also Haller.
RG, Ortofon, and much more Chicago Speakerworks.
5125 N. Damen, Chicago. 60625. Call for information
or send $2. (refundable with order) for catalog describing our complete line of products.

FRIED SPEAKERS 8 KITS
State-of-the-art sound Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St.. Charleston,
S.0 29403 (803)723-7276. Also Haller. PS Audio,
NAD. Carver, more.

Rogers
BRITISH

'HIGH-FIDELITY

51110/01
WHO ELSE BUILDS SPEAKERS LIKE THIS?
AVAILABLE FROM:
AZ
CA
CA
CA

Mesa

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

Westminster
Burlingame
Long Beach

Palo Alto
San Diego
San Francisco

Los Angeles
La Puente

Beverly Hills
Anaheim
Santa Monica
Brea
CA San Diego
CA Fountain Valley
CA Ventura
Co Ft. Collins
CO Carbon Dale
FL Coral Gables
IL
Champaign
IL

Chicago

RMI
90

Hi Fl Sales
Audible Difference
Audio Directions
Audio Excellence
Audio Today
Audio Venture
A.C.T. Electronics
Bel Air Hifi
Exceptional Audio
Chris Hansen Ltd.

(204)
(415)
(714)
(415)
(714)
(415)
(714)
(213)
(213)
(213)

941.12311

IN

324.1041
270-3310
433-1335

LA

Miller Sound
Sound Cellar
Stereo Unlimited
Systems Design
Van
Audio
Audio Alternative

(213)
(714)
(714)
(714)

424-5613
990-3912

Mountain Ear
Sound Components
Audio Ltd.
Victors Stereo

(303) 963-3249

M. K

AS

Jonas

G

1193-4035

172-2244
433-0471
477-9569

94141S1

4544112
(714)6)4-6577

2234151
944-7027

(40S) 653-5924
(303) 221.1496

(305) 444-1659
(217) 359-3774
(312) 7570750

MI
MI
MD
MD
NJ

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

Indianapolis
New Orleans

Birmingham
Swans Creek
Baltimore
Bethesda
Verona
Wappinger Falls
Lake Grow
Great Neck
New York
New York
Rochester

OH Oxford
OK OK. City
Philadelphia
TN Knoxville
SC
W. Columbia

A

VA Leesburg
WA Seattle

Hifi Gallery
Wilson Audio
Audio Dimensions
Audio House
Soundscape
Paragon of Sound
Audio Connection
Arne* Audio

(317) 253-5141
(504) 444-3657
(313) 442-4343
(313) 6554639
(301) 009-I 134
(301) 229.2476
(201) 239-1799
(914) 297-2242

Audio Den
Ears Nova
Lyric Hifi

(516) )60-1990
(514) 466-5674
(212) 570-9734

Sound by Singer
Stereo One

(212) 4430925
(714) 2274101
(513) 523-3595
(405) 751-2532
(215) 123-3035
(615) 5224045
(503) 791-I44S
(703) 777-7799
(206) 5244433

Oxford Audio
Young Blood Sound
Chestnut Hill Audio
Alternative Audio
Upstairs Audio
High 'C' Stereo

Definitive Audio

a step nearer audio perfection
6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO

CARLSBAD, CA 92008

FRIED SPEAKER CABINET SALE!!! Reduced prices
while supply lasts. (919) 945-5310.

FUTTERMAN AMPLIFIERS
The world's only output transformerless amplifiers are
now available. These tube amplifiers are not subject to
the sonic limitation of output transformers which ring,
phase shift and have inductance Rated at 125 watts at
16 ohms these amps have the highest lucidity which
explains their legendary use with Quads and other high
definition speakers. Before you buy any conventional
tube amplifier, listen to the Futterman Amplifiers. For a
series of technical papers and catalog send 52.00 to
New York Audio Laboratories. 33 North Riverside Avenue, Croton -On -Hudson, N.Y. 10520, 914-271-5145.

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive
free records, tapes get an FCC broadcast license, start
your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box
130-N5, Paradise, CA 95969.
SOUND PRICES ON CAR STEREO SCANNERS - CB
Call or write Monday - Saturday 10-8 (312)9601327. Visa/M.C. R.S. Engineering, 522 Sherman.
Downers Grove. III. 60515.
GET

-

-

GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II
$350, Pioneer CT -F 1000
$400. SAE 1800 Parametric Equalizer 5300. (907) 442-3665 after 8:00 pm
PST.

GRACE AND SUPEX
We offer the Grace 747, 707MK2 (Linn Mods for each).
704, F -9E 8 Supex cartridges. By appt Free shipping in
U.S. & P.R. Visa 8 M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS..
INC Box 145. Oxford. OH 45056, 513-523-3333.
.

R

GRADO F3E+ (new) S25; G2+ (new) S125, will
COD. Mark, afternoons. 616-451-3970.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by
Dec. 12th. Kit price is S199.95. Custom wired and tested. $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE. 435 Tasso,
Palo Alto. California 94301 (415) 328-1081
TF

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES?
NOT AT STEREO VILLAGE
ADC. Advent, AKAI. AR, Audiovox, Audio-Technica.
Cerwin Vega, Clubman, Criag. dbx, Dual, Dahlquist,
EPI. ESS, Fisher. Grado. Hitachi, Infinny. JJC, Ken wood. Koss, Klipsch, Maxell, Micro Acoustics, Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Onkyo. Panasonic, Pioneer. Polk Audio. Sansui. Sanyo. Sony, Sharp, Shure. Sorus, Stanton, TEAC, Technics, TDK, Visonik. Yamaha aid morel

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST
PRICES' - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT (305) 462-1976.

HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP, 5180: DH -200 Amplifier,
$290, assembled. perferr Norman Tetenman, 20 Whitebirch Lane. Commack. N Y. 11725.

-

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES'
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 1067 Morrow hdus

together with the Interphase crossover amp at OXFORD
AUDIO CONSLTS.. INC Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056,
513-523-3333. telex 427791, cable OXAUDCON.
Free shipping in U.S We ship WORLDWIDE.
.

Blvd.,

real

JBL 520 "GRAPHIC" PREAMP 8 F22 ACCESSORY
excellent $300 Lee Young (904) 268-0870

Morrow. GA 30260 (404) 968-0281.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
stock, the superb Haller DH -101 preamp and DH200
amp. kits & factory assembled. Also new models. Immediate tree shipping. Also Fried (Speakers. Kits). Carver.
Vandersteen. NAD. Mirage. Audire. PS. Klipsch. more.
READ BROS STEREO. 593 King Street. Charleston.
S.C. 29403 (803)723-7276
In

HAFLER-NEW PRODUCTS
the following: DH1OIK $199 95.
DH101A
$299.95. DH101AP $399.95. DH103
519 95, DH104 524 95. DH105 524 95. DH106
519 95, DH110K 5299 95. DH1 10A 5399 95.
DHt10AP $499.95, DH112 574 95, DH2OOK
$329.95, DH2O0KE 5339.95. DH200A $429.95.
DH200AE 5439 95. DH2O1 $24.95. DH202 S24.95,
DH500K 5599 95, DH500KE 5619 95. DH500A
5749.95. DH500AE 5769 95. By appt Free shipping
in U.S. & P.R. We ship WORLDWIDE Visa & M.0 OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.. INC.. Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056. 513-523-3333, telex. 427791. cable OXAUDCON.
We are stocking

HAFLER SUPERMOD PREAMP BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoolers available. Hear them

PRICES'
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 3021 Peachtree Rd NE. Atlanta, GA 30305. (404) 233-5346.
H GH MAIL ORDER

HAFLER
FREE, FAST SHIPPING, Chicago Speakerworks. 5125 N. Damen. Chicago. 60625, call (312)
769-5640 for information or send S2 (refundable with
order) for catalog describing our complete line of products.

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc.
Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full
factory warranty. Money-back guarantee JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale. CA 95425.

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES'
Not at STEREO VILLAGE, 2411 Cobb Pkwy
GA 30080. (404) 953-1030

,

J.B.L. SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
bought. sold and traded 1.313.229-5191 or 5115 Red
Fox, B'ighton. MI 48116.

Smyrna.

-

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES'
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 5029 Vete'ans Memorial
Blvd Metairie. LA 70002. (504) 455-1461

"KOETSU BLACK"

HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES'
Not at STEREO VILLAGE. 516 West Bank Expwy
na. LA 70053. (504) 366-3238

Also SOTA, Bedini, F R and more Sound Investments
Box 80559 Baton Rouge 70898 (504) 769-3204.

1

KOETSU IN LOUISIANA
.

Gret-

LEARN TO PLAY BETTER
through understanding Chords. Learn how Chords
in
are used
creation of "musical ideas." Use proven
approach to learn Chords Take the "mystery" out
of Chord use in music For Free Information write
today - MUSIC LEARNING SYSTEMS PUBLISHING
AM. RD3 Box 142. Olean, N.Y. 14760
- Dept t

IDEAL ACOUSTICS
Perfomian( e verified equipment
Klipsch Mclr t . r
NAD Crown Thorer s Sigr et
ADS Nakamichi DBX Revox Luxn an
Open anytime by appointment
Outstanding showrooms and service center
10 Willow Rd Starkville. MS 39759 (601)324-1020

1

LEVINSON CROSSOVER, KOETSU
(201) 746-2794

TEAC MIXER MODEL 2A, Never Used Full Warranty,
With MB 20 Bridge. 6 line/mic In. 4 out Save hundreds
of S Frt prepd 5495 001 Call Judd at Randall -Midwest
Co 9741 Janes Ave S Mpls, MN 55431. 1612) 8817997
.

The Ultimate Cartridge at Personali:ed Audio, Dunellen, NJ 201-752-3883.

CARTRIDGE

LINN DISC SYSTEM ALWAYS IN STOCK! GENE RU BIN AUDIO. Pre -paid shipping (213)571.1299

.

Audiogram says "The sound of the Super Mod transcends its origin, its parts, and its piddling cost, fulfilling
our musical expectations .. for the here and now, this
is the one."
The Super Mod is available as a kit for $200 or installed
for $250. Also available are an amp mod kit for the DH
200. and a more modest preamp mod kit for $100

The Most Amazing Grace

Musical Concepts
1060 Fifth Plaza
Florissant. MO 63031
(314) 831-1822 Dealer Inquiries welcome.

HAFLER! ! ! We stock the complete line of HAFLER
electronics & accessories for immediate shipment. VISA
& M C welcome HCM AUDIO, Box 2029-G. Chico, CA

"c7J

a

E

95927 (9161343-0558
HI FI AT DIRT CHEAP PRICES, CHOOSE FROM:

ADC. ADVENT. AKAI. AUDIO TECHNICA, BSR. BEAR CAT. CRAIG. CERWIN VEGA, DISCWASHER. DUAL,
FUJI. GRADO. JENSEN. JVC. KOSS. MATTEL, MAXELL. MCA, NUMARK, O'SULLIVAN, PANASONIC. U S
PIONEER. P.O.A.. PHONEMATE. PICKERING, SANSUI.
SANYO. SHARP, SONY, TDK. TEAC. TECHNICS AND
MANY MORE
CALL TOLL FREE'1-800-241-6665
AND ASK FOR MR. EADS AT JERRY'S WAREHOUSE.

-

INFINITY RSII'S, AIWA M -800BÚ, MITSUBISHI LT 5V with Orotofon MC-20/MCA76 Carver C-4000. 2
Carver M-400 All Equipment less than three months
old. Must sell now! Call 312-295-1449 or 312-9758546. after 6:00pm.

INFINITY R.S. 4.5 WITH CROSSOVER, as new.
$1849 Boston Acoustics A-200. new 5449. 603-883-

8437
IN NEW JERSEY AND NYC AREA

CONRAD JOHNSON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ACCUPHASE
AUDIRE
KM LABS

HAFLER
PS AUDIO
MARCOF
SOUND CONCEPTS

SIARE
SPICA

KOETSU
GRACE
DYNAVECTOR
MAYWARE
GRADO
DECCA
FULTON
D&K

VPI

LIVEWIRE

DANIEL QUEEN
AUDIO STATIC
JG ACOUSTICS
PYRAMID
CLARKE SYSTEMS

LS3,5A

What if you could find a $2007 moving magnet cartridge whose performance ranked it with moving coils costing up to five times as much?
The Grace F -9E has the image -resolving capability, harmonic accuracy,
'and bottom end impact that you'd expect from an "ultimate" moving
magnet, plus thé detail and high -end clarity you expect only from the
most expensive moving coils.
Amazing.
And, of course, you won't need a step-up device.
Want to be really amazed? Bring your favorite record to your Grace
dealer and listen to the Grace F -9E.
The critics were. amazed, too
reprints writé to:
Sumiko, Inc., P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, CA 94705

-for

suggested retail. Price optional with dealer.

PERSONALIZED AUDIO
723 Bound Brook Rd., Dunellen, NJ 08812
(201) 752-3883

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1981
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
ISOBARIC DMS LOUDSPEAKERS, WITH
STANDS, 52500 Naim NAP 250 Power Amp $1000
Both $3400 (212)-454-3205
LINN

Apt Holman

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
PS Audio
Grafyx

Adcom

Hatter

Boston Acoustics Hitachi
Isobank
Bryston

LINN PRODUCTS, MODIFICATIONS & NAIM
We are pleased fo offer the complete line of Linn products: LP12. Asak, Ittok. Basic, PMS. DMS, SARA. KAN
& Nirvana mod for LP12: and. Nairn electronics. head
amp, preamps. & amps. By appt. Free shipping in U.S.
& P.R. Visa & M.0 OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.. INC
Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056. 513-523-3333.
.

FOR SALE

Conrad Johnson
Dahlquist

Linn-Sondek
Mission

Dual

NAD

Grace
Grado Signature
Naim Audio

Nakamichi
Onkyo
Polk Audio

MIRAGE IN THE SOUTH!
stock. Free Shipping' READ BROS STEREO. 593
King Street. Charleston. S C. 29403 (803) 723-7276.
In

Rega
Revox
Snell

NAKAMICHI 582Z, $995; Infinity RS 2;5. $1295:
Techniques Pro SH 9010 Parametric ED, S345. All light
home use, mint. packaging. papers 803-259-7803.

Spendor
Spectrum
Stax
Harmon Kardon
Threshold

NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES, AudioWorld can save you
money Not only do we offer bargain prices on audiophile equipment, we also eliminate the sales tax hassle for out-of-state customers. AudioWorld Box 6202.
Grand Rapids. MI 49506 6t6 -45t-3868. M -F t:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. EDT Visa and MasterCard accepted.

ABSOLUTE SOUND

LINN SONDEK, LINN ISOBARIKS AND NAIM AUDIO
ELECTRONICS: Reference Audio Systems Ltd has the
only showroom in the Northeast where you can hear
them PROPERLY set up. Call Brian Ahearn for an appointment 203 795-4849

1

"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"
Detroit, 12400 Morang Ave. (313) 527-2244
Royal Oak, 4354 N. Woodward (313) 549-7550
Ann Arbor, 312 S. State St (313) 662-2026
East Lansing, 1045 East Grand River (517) 351-9300

LINN SONDEK LP12 export fitted with SME 3009 III
and Supex cartridge Mint condition $750 618-997-

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINE at
Gene Rubin Audio 213-571-1299
NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS

We Ship Prepaid

4255.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN - SOUND DECISIONS (517)
631-3781 Free shipping Audio Design Cotter B2
Grafyx HAPI II Mirage Nikko AIII SOTA Symdex
Thiel Thorens VPI 3D Acoustics
5213 Hallisy Ct
48640 Evenings & wkends.

LINN SONDEK LP 12, ITTOK ARM FR MC201, 5
Mos like new 51250 1-216-475-5237

"LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, HAFLER, ADCOM,

'

ADVENT. DBX. GRADO AND MORE. DYNAMIC
SOUND. Box 168, STARKVILLE, MS 39759. (601)
323-0750 pm -9 pm "

'

1

' ' '

MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM: Acous-

tat, Amber, Audio Perfection Cables, Audio Pulse. Au-

-A

our goal to make the toy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer
will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only
through a careful analysis of your audio requirements.
We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to
meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing
experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:
Audioics
Magnepan
Dahlquist
Tandberg
Threshold
Chartwell
Audire
B&W
Onkyo
Haller
JVC
Cizek
P.S.E.
AVID
AKG
Denon
Lux
Stanton
Micro
AIWA
Grado Sig
M&K
Connoisseur
Sonus
Soundcrattsmen
Rogers
Grace
It is

VISA/M C./AMER. EXPRESS WELCOME

MAGNEPLANAR Ill
T/M PANELS, BLACK,
FEET, 5700,, Precision Fidelity C-4. 5500 . JVC OL50 Grace 704 & Dynavector Karat ruby. 5425: Power light MC4E. $225; Decca ribbons, pair. cabinets $225:
Trevor Lees preamp 5150, Ultimate PAS Hi -level stage
$95.: M&K X-22b crossover, 575, Corral shibata, 575.
(707) 938-1131, eves.

Conrad-Johnsor,
dire. B&O. Beyer. Connoisseur,
Dahlquist. Denon, Dynavector. Genesis. Grace, Grade.
Haller, Linn, Lux. Magnepan, Marcof, Mayware, Musical
Fidelity. NAD, Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH Labs. Re
vox, Rogers. Snell, Sonus, Stax. Sumo. Technics
Threshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct
discs. Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6. Thurs 10-6
Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd., 354-

MARCOF PPA-1 PRE-PREAMP, 575. (707)938-1131

5082.

-

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE
51 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif 94596

eves.

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will produce enhanced high quality second generation tapes.
KUHN ELECTRONICS, 4586 Caner Avenue, Norwood.

MARK

LEVINSON ML7 PREAMP, L2 CARDS,
$3750. Audio Research SP4A $699, Linn-Sondek
$799, Michael (808) 531-3153. bus.

OH 45212.

McINTOSH BOUGHT, SOLD AND TRADED. 1-313229-5191 or 5115 Red Fox Brighton, MI 48116

TF

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE
provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buying or selling quality new and used equipment.
Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of
its nationwide distribution, equipment grading
standards and the guarantee of full and prompt payment for products sold. Write or call free for a free
sample newsletter or subscribe (56.00/yr.) 617/
491-3000 (7-11 PM EST/M-F) Box 82 Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA 02138.

MCINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED eves.
wkends: (607)865-5387: SDR. Box 387. Walton, NY
13856.

McIntosh MX -113 wal cab 5650, SAE 3000 pre &
2200 pwr 5500 pair. SAE 30pre & 31B pwr $275 pair
SONY TC-FX6C 5310. ST -J60 $240 ST -J75 5305 all
new 203-777-1476

1

1

(415) 932-2242
"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

OCTAVE RESEARCH AMPLIFIER
The long awaited "Reference A" Octave Research am-

plifier is here. Quite simply, the finest amplifier we have
ever heard.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
716 Madison Ave, N.Y.C. 10021
FOR APPT (2 t 2) 751-9733
5

Sunrise Plaza, Valley Stream, NY 11581
FOR APPT (516) 561-7114

ORTONFON MC20 CART. UNUSED, S150. Stax
SR44 Headphones, excellent Condition. $50. (814)

942-1884.

111100116

'

11111

9y,

,

Introduces a limited
production amplifier,
FORTE, and preamplifier, DIFFET 2 They
have been uncompromisingly designed
for the discriminating
listener who appreciates the finest In
sound reproduction.

Write or call for literature and dealer list.- AUDIRE, INC. 9576

EL

TAMBOR AVE., FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708 - (714) 968-1236

innovative ammo
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE

OUR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE WE OFFER ,1NUMIIED TIME TO EVALUATE 11-IE vE RV FINE
COMPONENTS WE FIAtUPE OUR EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF QUALITY RECORL NOS ENABLES YOu 10 DETERMINE WhdCH
' MUM OUR E xPE R ISE WILL HELP YOU TO DECIDE WHAT iS BEST AS WEIS AS TO ENSURE A PEPE( CT
C: MP `t EN' »E
NiN.., Nv RONME NT
M. .,
YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APT-HOLMAN, COTTER, BANG & OLUFSEN, DAHLOUIST, NAD,BOWERS & WILKINS,
QUAD, LINN SONDEK, BEDINI, SHAHINIAN-OBELISK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID, OHM, KLIPSCH, INNOTECH,
DENON, MARCOF, ADS, 1S3/5A, REVOX, JVC PRO -LAB, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET, SUPEX, DYNAVECTOR, ETC....
FEATURING KLOSS VIDEO. DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS.
AtR ARV CE & HOME INSTALLATION
t.' MENT PR iEi+UNA,
IRA,
N HJ
CREDIT CARDS
U'EE
E

I

E

E

ACC

Ef'EL

F

NANLIN, A\,A,Ae,t

182 HENRY STREET

92

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201

(212)596.0888

PENTAGON HI -SPEED CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
Duplicates a C-60 in less than 2 minutes Mono & Stero
version, reel to cass , cass to cass Prices start at 5549
Blank cassettes and accessories also available. Cassette Services. 815 N. Douglas St. Arlington Heights, II

60004 312-398-8403
PITTSBURGH'S ALTERNATIVE HAS THE SPEAKERS THEY'RE ALL RAVING ABOUT! CLARKE. DELPHI, MIRAGE, SHAHINIAN, THIEL AND MORE. BETTER

SOUND CONCEPTS 3281 WEST LIBERTY AVE. PITTSBURGH, PA 15216. 412-561-3312.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRY!! Optimum offset
angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height
adiustabie while playing records Effective mass 2.5
grams. Damped cueing Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with silicone damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware,
$ t 00: alignment protractor, 53.00 Prices include postage and money -back guarantee. JML Company,
TF
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425

PROTECT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT or anything affected by atmospheric rust or corrosion. Capsule actively guards one cubic foot of enclosed space up to one
year. One capsule 53.75: two- $7 00: three- $9.00.
Add 50C postage and handling. Hard Brass. Box 903A, Woodland Hills, CA. 91365
PS AUDIO =SUPERB VALUE
Gene Rubin Audio 12131 57 t 1299 (PAC)

PYRAMID METRONOME 2+2W SPEAKERS. Like
new. Must sell. $1500. (812) 372-6975

FOR SALE
PYRAMID MET 7 SPEAKERS IN

FOR SALE
STOCK. Great

FOR SALE

I

SNELL ACOUSTICS NOW AT DESIGNATRON

-

speaker. Great price. 303-963-3269

For the smoothest Octave -to -Octave performance of any

QUICKEST AIRMAIL SERVICE DIRECT FROM TOKYO. All Japanese Cartridges, Arms, Headphones, Microphones, Tweeters and Turntable Accessories. Ask

it's Snell Acoustics Come hear
dynamic speakers
the affordable new Type I. It eliminates floor boundaries
from your music. Come audition the newest version of
the famous Type A It's beautiful to hear and beautiful to
see. For information & quotation: DESIGNATRON'S
STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
HICKSVILLE, M.Y. 11801 (516) 822-5782

for Pricelists with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD. Saikaen Bldg. 4-33-21 Kamimeguro.
Meguro-Ku, Tokyo 153

RECORDING FROM FM?
New reference lists playing times of over 1000
works. Includes more than 100 composers. Timings
given for each movement or other major subdivision. A must for efficient recording. Send $10 to
Norfolk Associates. Inc., Box 410, Canton, MA
02021 (Mass. residents add 500 tax).

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega tables:
Planar 2 & Planar 3, armed or armless. By appt. Free

shipping. Visa 8 M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS.,
INC., Box 145, Oxford. OH 45056, 513-523-3333.
REGA PLANAR TURNTABLES IN STOCK! Pre -paid
shipping. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213)571-1299. (Pac.)
REVOX A700 'A Track, Mint, 50 hours, factory updates. 52000 (714) 684-1275.

SNELL TYPE A IMPROVED REVISED
Loudspeakers and Crossover n Oak $1775. 314-869-

0910

SOFT SECTOR
Audio & Elec. engineering software for Pet & Apple. Extensive graphics and print-out capabilities. SOFT SECTOR, P.O. Box 1821, Plano, TX. 75074.
SOTA SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE with/without Grace
707/747 tonearms in stock. Call G. Goldwirth Apex
Marketing, 18902 Lamson Road. Castro Valley, CA

94546, (415) 886-2492.
SOUNDLAB R-1 ESL w/RH LAB WOOFERS, oak
black grill, mint, 52800. (516) 757-0627

STRATHERN'S incredible magnetic induction ribbon
midrange driver is now available. Build reference speaker systems for thousands less. Send 51.00 for details to
A.B.F Audio, 160 Greenland Ave., Trenton, NJ 08638.

GAS
THALIA PREAMP

SPEAKERLAB

SEPARATES RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A.B.C.D SPEAKER SYSTEMS. THORENS TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST: 305-462-1976
WEST: 213-243-1168

(801) 487-81 B4

$200
$225
$350
5550
5225

I

THALIA II PREAMP
THOEBE PREAMP
THAEDRA II PREAMP
GRANDSON 40 W/CH AMP
SON OF AMPZILLA Bo W /CH

TF

TECHNOLOGY

CHARTWELL

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDEDIBLOWEST
POSSBLE PRICESIti OVER 100 BRANDS'', KRASCO
Rep -AO, 998 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the
finest audiophile equipment: British American Sound.
P.O. Box 1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402

HARMAN-KARDON

&

1

consu,tation. full service, and people who really care.
Don't Day more for less. Call today: (609) 234-681 1, 410 pm, or send 250 or SASE for quotes/literature to
AAV, 224 Winding Way. Moorestown, N.J. 08057.

FACTORY SEALED -LIMITED QUANTITIES

The Rogers Studio
is a significant addition to the line
of superb Rogers products All of the Rogers speake-s,
electronics & Chanwell speakers are available at OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056. 513-523-3333. Visa & M.0 Free shipping in
U.S & P.R.

ROGERS-NEW SPEAKER

STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO AT DISCOUNT PRICES. Biggest selection of high-end/esoterica plus all major home/car brands at up to 70% OFF. Professional

w/

SPEAKER BIBLE
This 20 page book is a must for speaker builders. All kits
are time aligned, non -diffractive. A DO -10 kit that has
new modified panasonic ribbon tweeter, midbass driver,
new alignmerts and proper set up. We sell modified
Panasonic ribbon tweeters that beat everything Plans
for horn loaded subwoofer, drivers, crossovers, cabinet
construction information. Send 52 to New York Audio
Laboratories, 33 North Riverside Avenue. Croton -On Hudson, N.Y 10520 (914) 271-5145.

RGR TOP RATED MODEL FOUR PREAMP at AUDIO
CONNECTION, Verona NJ (201) 239-1799.

SPENDOR-NEW SPEAKERS & LOWER PRICES
addition to the renowned SA1 & BC1, we offer TWO
NEW Spendor speakers, the SA2 & SA3 Lowered prices on all speakers. By appt. Free shipping in U.S. & P.R.
Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC.. Box
145, Oxford, OH 45056. 513-523-3333.
In

AMP w/METERS
SHIBITA CARTRIDGE
SUPER ELLIPTICAL CARTRIDGE
SPHERICAL CARTRIDGE
ALSO AUDIO METRIC HEAD AMP

$350
5150
$100
S
S

75
80

SHIPPED FREE IN CONTINENTAL U.S.
VISA -MASTER CHARGE -MONEY ORDERS

THE SOUND CENTER

8033 SUNSET BLVD.. SUITE 194
WEST HOLLYWOOD CA.

HIGH

-

SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE
We are offering the following products in our fall house

cleaning

sale.

N -new,

Audionics
BA150 D2400 CC2 U400, Audionics LK1 N550, De non DA307 D140. Denon DP3000/two arm base
D500. 2 Dyna MKIII modfd N600. Dyna PAS2 U40,
Dyna PAS3 U50. Dynavector Ruby N200, 2 GU FRA1
U400. Grace 704 N250, Grace 707 MKII Linn modfd
U125. Janis W2/Interphase
D750, Lecson AP3 MKII
N300, Naim NAP120 U450, Phase Linear 8000 Serll
U375, Rogers A751I D375, Rogers XA75 D400. Rogers
A100 N800, Theta 1A D900. Free shipping in cont.
U.S. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS., INC.,
Box 145. Oxford, OH 45056. 513-523-3333.
D -demo.

90048
or call
(213) 650-0060

NAD IN SALT LAKE CITY Hear the
outstanding Speakerlab speakers and NAD components
at Speakerlab. 2121 South,
th East, SLC, UT 84106.
&

1

1

SPEAKERS: KEF high fidelity loudspeaker units for
speaker builders. Two B110 mids and two T27
tweeters. Made in England. Unused in riginal containers. All for $85. 215-399-0695, 6-9 EDT.

U -used.

SPICA: a loudspeaker you simply must hear! Watch
for Spica's three-way speaker system
At Audio
Connection, Verona NJ 201-239-1799
.

Accurote
Otj Audio
ACCURATE AUDIO

P.O. Box 6231

Laguna Niguel,
CA 92677

Presents the LUMATEC. Custom made, rounded oak cabinNAD
ets for
Components
(3020, 4020A. 7020, 3140,
6040 6140). 555 each includes shipping in Continental
U.S.A.

1

-

Sealed Copies of Mobile Fidelity's "KATY LIED" by
Steely Dan
Brad 800-221-7908

-

THE ULTIMATE EQUALIZER
Your stereo system can only be equalized for one sound level if you
have no compensation for the "LOUDNESS EFFECT "; that psychoacoustic phenomenon by which our perception of low frequencies is
diminished when reproduction levels are below the original or intended
replay level. Most compensation methods are so inadequate they have
prejudiced serious audiophiles against any control so labeled.

4218.

The ARTSTARR LC-40 corrects response to the latest accepted criteria
over a dramatic 40 dB attenuation range. Operation is so free of coaration,you won't believe it's there... except for the full rich sound at all
listening levels.

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and other top quality audio tubes available at
very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203
Success St.. Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4 706TF

The LC -40 is a four inch cube in black,with a matte black legend on
anodized aluminum. It costs 5159.00. shipped in the U.S.. plus 4% in
Virginia. A designer "semi -kit" is $79.00 Write for FREE details, specifications and why serious enthusiasts find a manifold increase in stereo
system usefulness.

SHEFFIELD LAB

Thelma Houston & Pressure
Cooker direct disk. Out of print. 540. ppd. W. Wegner,
4373 Wayside S.. Saginaw. MI 48603 (517)-793-

SILVER AUDIO CABLES - hi quality, fine stranded
silver coated copper conductors w/tef Ion dielectric
and outerlacket. High conductance and propagation velocity. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold
plate RCA plugs w/relief springs. '' meter -520,
1m- S25. 2m-540. Custom Lengths and connectors avail. Add $1.00 per order shipping Texas residents add 5% sales tax. New offerings include a
superior speaker cable - 13 ga silver coated copper
w/2 silver shields; . " glass turntable "mat", remote switching acc.. etc. Send SASE for comple:e

product

offerings.

WORSTEPHEN
3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas. Tx
75205. (214) 528-8343

SHAM LABS,

SOTA-SAPHIRE turntable now in stock The Mountain
Ear, Box 774, Aspen, CO 81612. (303)-963-3269.

ARTSTARR Associates,

P.O. Box 1247

Yorktown, VA 23692-1247

)))]Audbb, Caruso
.

ACOUSTAT ARGENT ARISTON AUDIO PRO AUDIRE BOWERS & W IIJCINS C M LABS
CONRAD-JOHNSON COUNTERPOINT THE DAVID KERNING CO. DAYTON WRIGHT DECCA DENNESEN
DYNAVECTOR ELECTRO RESEARCH FRIED GRACE HEYBROOK KEITH MONKS KENWOOD AUDIO PURIST KRELL
LAST LEACH LIVE WIRE LUSTRE MICHELL MARCOF MICRO NAD PETERSON AUDIO POLK AUDIO PS AUDIO RCA
R. H. LABS SHAHINIAN SOTA SPICA STRAIGHT WIRE SUMIKO (The Arm) SUPEX THIEL THRESHOLD VPI WIN LABS

13831 South Dixie Highway, Miami, Florida 33176 (305) 253-4433
Call or write for literature on specific items.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE.

TANGENT ACOUSTICS U.K. Ltd. The designer of

SYMDEX LOUDSPEAKERS
We are pleased to introduce the further improved
Symdex Sigma and the new companion subwoofer.
a three-way system of unparalleled accuracy and
low coloration. This reference system, which sets
new standards for definition and transparency, is a
result of thorough optimization of all design factors
plus construction and components of a Quality never
before used in loudspeakers. The sonic results of
this effort have been described by listeners as a
redefinition of the state of the art of dynamic
loudspeakers.
For further information, contact Symdex, 319 A
Street Rear. Boston, Massachusetts 02210
Current Symdex owners note that factory updates are available

the fabulous RS 2 has returned United States distributors for Tar,gerit speakers are.
LANDES AUDIO INC.
327 Main Street
Orange, N.J. 07050

(201) 674-4000

HARMAN-KARDON

TECHNOLOGY

HIGH

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS. CASSETTE DECKS: ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE A,B,C,D SPEAKER SYSTEMS. THORENS TURNTABLES. ALL IN STOCK
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST: 305-462-1976
WEST 213-243-1168

-

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision me:hod full irequer cy response. $15 00 ea. One day service. E.
Maher, 5 Evans Place, Orinda, CA 94563.

SYMMETRY ACS -1 x -over. 5500. (516) 757-0627.

christo Dher

'Iansen

AUDIBLE IMAGES RECORDED
CASSETTE TAPES
the only "no compromise" audiophile cassette tapes
available. Duplicated on FUJI "metal" tape at "real time'
highly
modified decks employing Dolby "B" Noise
on
Reduction and "HX" Headroom Extension (requires only
1l2 dB
Dolby "8" and 70µS for playback). 20 to 20 KHz
@ -5 VU. -71 dBA S/N ratio. But specifications alone
don't tell the story. Only hearing is believing.
Our catalog now Includes the following titles:
PROFESSOR PLUM'S JAll-red hot Dixieland Jazz
GUITAR MUSIC FROM SOUTH AMERICA-classical guitar

tdapart by design

.

of George

KOETSU ORACLE
THRESHOLD KEF
LINN TANDBERG
BEVERIDGE NAD
MAGNEPAN REGA
BRYSTON ROGERS
PYRAMID FR
HARMON KARDON

Sakellanou

Quartet
SOLID SOLD-Tioor Szasz plays classical piano favorites
AUOULE IMAGES TEST TAPE-lest tones. very demanding
music
THE JOY OF MOZART-George Cleve conducts Sym No 36
RACHMANINOFF-Sonata m G Minor for Cello and Piano

213/858-8112
MC VISA AE

AUDIBLE IMAGES tapes are available by mail

and toll free telephone order for S17.00 each, plus $1.11 sales tax in
California. VISA and M/C customers call toll -free. Or send

serving an international clientele
which demands the finest in product
and service.
integrating music systems of
unparalleled performance with the
finest architecture and interior designs,
is our particular specialty
six forty-six north robertson blvd.
los angeles, california 90069

check. money order, or bank card number (with expiration
date). PRINT complete name, address, phone number, and
desired selections (indicate brand of deck used for playback to receive tape with precise equalization for YOUR
equipment).

Box 1303

Cupertino, CA 95015
Toll-Free(800)538-3156
CA residents call collect
(408) 446-0808

ualbJQ
LLLJJJ

D -C60

D -C90

AD-C60

1

1

35
59

I1f1Il1Ctliq¢4

...1,79

AD-C90 ...2.39
TDK OD -C90 ...3.59

....1 99
LX35-90
5 39
LX35-1 80 ... 16.69
LX35-90B
5.89
LX35-t BOB. .18.59
GX35-90B
8 49
MAR -C90

1

SA -C60....2.19
SA -C90 ...2 89 TDK VHS VAT -120
ISALEII3 99
SAX -C90 ..4.49 TDK VHS H GRADE 120
2199
MA -C90 ...6.39 TDK HD -01 Cass Head Denag I4 89
Shipping, 3.50 for any size order We will honor any
price in this book on Mazell. TDK, Scotch, and
TDK
TDK
TDK.
TDK:

BASF. Dealers C.O.D.

412-283-8621

M -F

8-4.

Visa and MC

Tape World 220 Spring St., Butler, PA 16001
THE AUDIOGRAM an irregular newsletter by serious
music listeners by-passes the trivial and establishes the
best for sure value. Issue =1 6 includes
the best preamp (surprise)
the best tube amp
the best headamp
the best MM
the best MC and transformer (surprise)
the best small speaker
USA and Canada $12.00 (4rssues): 1st class
Foreign rates $17.00 (4 issues): airmail
Audiogram. Box 27406. St. Louis. MO 63141

THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR
SYSTEM
(under 52200)
Regaplanar 2 turntable
Rega Cartridge
Hatter DH -101 A Preamp
NAD 4020 Tuner
Haller DH200A or Morduant-Short Padgient II's
DCM Time Windows
SOUND BY SINGER. LTD.
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (AE., M.C., VISA accepted)

THE BEST OF RAMPAL: WORKS BY GLUCK, VIVALDI, BEETHOVEN 8 DEBUSSY. Digital LP/Cassette 57.98. Specify. Free catalog: Musical Concepts,
Box 53AA9. Cedarhurst, N.Y. 11516.

THE BIG
TURNTABLE
TONEARM
CARTRIDGE.
SET-UP:
PRE -AMP:
POWER AMP:
SPEAKERS:

"10 ' SYSTEM (Under S10,000)
Oracle or Linn Sondek
Linnitok
Linn-Asak
Audio Interface
Audio -Research SP6-B
Audio -Research D-120
Snell Type A's or Acoustat
Monitor Ill's
Rogers T-75
Tandberg TD -20A

TUNER:
TAPE DECK:

"... sonic character was

judged very good indeed
clean, smooth and
open ... crystalline stereo
.

.

.

imaging

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE,
APRIL 1981.

>Inception Audio Ltd.,
21 Progress Avenue,

;;.

i.

...eC`"

J
.

CluOF'?Tco_p.

TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK
TDK.
TDK

MARK LEVINSON

QUADGOLDMUND

JAN AND DEAN-the famous duo remake several 1960'$ sits
A NIGHT IN THE GARDEN COURT-San Francisco String

P.O.

TDK:
TDK:
TDK:
TDK:

i-

Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada, MI P 4S8
Tel. (416) 298-3434
,.171.,41C`y

SM -1
-1111.1

SOUND BY SINGER

227 Lexington Avenue
New York. NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (M.C.. A.E., and VISA accepted.)

THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY INVITES YOU to
loin and receive the monthly B.A.S. SPEAKER with
reviews. debates, scientific analyses, summaries of
lectures by major engineers The BAS was the first
to publish into on TIM, effects of capacitors, tone arm damping, tuner IM dist., Holman's and Carver's
designs. etc Sample issue $1. sub 512/yr. P O.
Box 7. Boston. MA 02215

The FRIED A/2 LOUDSPEAKER now in stock. Call,
write or come hear the A 2 and the other amazing,
moderately priced new FRIED 'high technology" speakers. THE SOUND INVESTMENT. 2935 Woodstock Avenue, Silver Spring, Md. 20910. 301-589.4808.
THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPHILE SYSTEM
(Under $4,250)
REGA PLANAR 3
DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
PRECISION FIDELITY C-7
TRILOGY
SNELL TYPE
ROGERS T-75
SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Turntable:
Cartridge'
Set-up'
Pre -amp'
Power Amp'
Speakers:
Tuner:

1

(212) 684.0925
We ship anywhere (A.E

94

,

M C

,

and VISA accepted)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THE NEW TESTAMENT
Tube lovers reloice
Long lost treasures of tube dehave
signs
been found. TUBE GOD is publishing a bimonthly that has new tube designs, pc board layouts.
construction articles, and revisions of great classics.
Join the Tube Crusade for 530 per year. Send to TUBE
GOD. 33 North Riverside Ave., Croton -On -Hudson, N.Y
10520, 914-271-5145

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We
offer lust about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full
retail price Cal or write to us for prices on ACUTEX.
ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATgON, ORTOFON, SHURE. SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call
(212) 254-3125 or write to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD.,
P.O. BOX 841, COOPER STATION. NY 10276. We
accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested

.

.

THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS
Theta has introduced an IMPROVED preamp, the 1B. It
along with the OPT amp & head amp are available at
OXFORD AUDIO CONSLTS INC.. Box 145, Oxford.
OH 45056 Free shipping in U S. & P R We ship
WORLDWIDE Visa 8 M C. 513-523-3333. telex:
,

427791. cable. OXAUDCON.

THE SENSIBLE SOUND-ISSUE (LUCKY)s13
First loudspeaker reviews anywhere of Fourier 1. Rogers Studio One, Harbeth HL -III. Fulton 80B, 3D8, Mitsubishi MS -10, Celestion 130, Polk RTA-12B. Vandersteen 2B, AR -48s, Black Shadow, Thiel 03a. Kindel
Phantom, B&W DM14, Cosmos Omnistatic. Quad ESL 63. Infinity IRS-III, Fried A/2. Sound Lab R1+2. IRS,
Acoustat II & Ill. KEF 105.2, Mission 770 plus more
Also, a complete roundup of virtually EVERY turntable
on the market. If you don't read us you are probably
paying too much or being conned, or both. Join us
$18/4 issues. 535/8. back issues available
403
Darwin, Snyder, NY 14226

...

-

THRESHOLD (AMPLIFIER, PREAMPLIFIER), Watson
Speakers. Fontek. Day 609-482-4196. Night 609-6677123 (Edward).
THRESHOLD NS -10 PRE -AMP w/MI HEAD AMP,
5475. STAX CPY-I CARTRIDGE, 5285. Revox A-77
MK IV, 5650. (919) 268-3182.

THRESHOLD SL-10 PREAMP Guaranteed absolutely
mir coi dition 5599 415-657.3969.

TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO'S
NEW CATALOG FEATURES:
PRECISION STEP ATTENUATORS
available

-

for solid state or tube units, assembled or in kit form

from Tech Labs and Alps.
POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYSTYRENE Caps
from 20pf to 101.1 160 .,rs'o 600 volts
HAFLER PREAMP AND POWER AMP MODIFICATION KITS, a very cast effective improvement
ti- a, already excellent product.
DAHLOUIST DO -10 MOD KITS
"audio grade"
caps_
updates with or without the JVC "DynaFlat tweeter.
THE E.J. JORDAN SOMM MODULE
the wide band midrange/tweeter from England that works in
con)unction with our minimum diffraction cylindrical
enclosures to produce a coherent soundstage that,
in our listening experience, is exceeded only by the
live event

-

t

-

-

THE PANASONIC/ROWLAND RESEARCH
STRAIN GAUGE CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
A
dual monaural, wide, open loop bardwidth, low
feedback design using "audio grade" parts exclu-

-

sively. Also available for the Win Labs cartridge.
DYNAUDIO RAW DRIVERS
from the 3/4" Ferro -fluid super tweeter to the 2" soft dome midrange
right up to the 12" magnesium frame woofer. Each
one of these ultra high quality Danish drivers can
handle 1 kilowa"'- r 10millisecordsi
ROWLAND RESEARCH ELECTRONICS
Electronic crossover, ir semikd or fully assembled form
18
with
db, octave slopes and your choice of crossover point. Subsonic filter boards with 18 db/oclave slope and high quality phono sections also
available. All Rowland Research electronics utilize a
low feedback, wide, open loop bandwidth approach
to circuit design with "audio grade" capacitors and
film resistors. And best of all, they don't cost a fortune,
LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS- custom
wound to your specs with =16 or =12 gauge wire.
Wholesale inquiries invited.
POLYSTYRENE CONE WOOFERS
from Great
American Industries that fit the Thiele B4 alignment.
Available with or without our cylindrical "Unbox"
subwoofer enclosures.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but
the new retail is 5995 Subtract even more for your
trade-in and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a
surprisingly low price. We offer very generous tradein allowances on your old tuner or other audio
equipment A rare chance to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio. Nov. '77). Write us for a
quote. or beirer yet. phone after business hours and
we can discuss your trade-in: (617) 874-0706,
mon -fri 6-8 pm (ask for Dick)
AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster,
MASS 01473.
TF

TAPCO and ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers
amps. macs, and raw loudspeakers Write for low mail
order prices, Sono( Co P.O. Box 58. Indian Head. MD
20640
8-9
.

TUBE PREAMP AND HEAD AMP KITS
NB -1 8 tube 6DJ8, 10 electronic regulator circuits, polypropylene caps, passive EQ. 19. resistors, tube current
sources. 6 ohm cathode followers with 6 watt output,
Nuvistor Headamp and Power
$399. NB -2 and -3
Supply for strain gauge cartridge.
These tiny metal
case triode tubes have lowest noise, highest dynamic
overload and are the perfect tube for cartridge signal
independent regulator Circuits, polyproamplification
pylene capacitors, 1% resistors. 5299.5325. All kits are
pre -wave soldered. You assemble capacitors, tube
sockets and transformer and listen. These are the most
sophisticated tube kits ever offered. ti's in the TUBE
BIBLE for 52.00 from TUBE GOD. 33 North Riverside
Ave., Croton -On -Hudson, N.Y. 10520, (914) 271-

-

-

a

-

and others. Large selection of tonearms. Sonex, S.O.
Teric Head Amps. Sound Connectors and Vampire
Wire. Waslo Haller amplifier modifications, S.O Tenc
Paragon pre -amp modifications. For more information
contac' S.O Tenc Enterprises. 5256 Section Avenue.
Norwood OH 45212 513-396-6042.

IMF Electronics Monitor TLS 80
15171E86-7943 Patrick

II

Speakers 51300

ACOUSTIC TEST INSTRUMENTS
USE TO ADJUST EQUALIZERS. OPTIMIZE

SPrAxER PLACEMENT, ETC.

CompMe Test Set
Calibrated Sound Level Meter.
Ramona, Octave Pink

.1399
5169

Noise Generator

Handbook on Acoustic Testing

$299
.

...S6

Pre/ brocn HALL ENGINEERING. Dept 04
P 0 to, 506 Man neville. NJ 08836
1201) 647-0377

The First Low Distortion Car Speakers.
Good news travels fast and sounds great
when it's from Speakerlab-now with new
speaker systems handmade for your car and
featuring polypropylene woofers, custom
crossovers, and more. If

you have quality car audio
electronics DON'T
WASTE MONEY
on poor speakers.
Write for our FREE Raw
Speaker Catalog.

sgealcerlab

Dept. CAI 11, 735 N. Northlake Way
Seattle, Washington 98103

,b:"1:1

Introducing the new Symmetry

ACS -2a electronic crossover.

Combining the convenience and
flexibility of the well known ACS -1
and ACS -2 design by John Curl with
the latest advancements of toda /s
technology allows you to realize the
full potential of your multi-amped
system.
The new ACS -1a and ACS -2a
incorporates:

Direct DC coupling for extended
bass response.
New circuit layout for greater
dynamic range and precise
imaging.

New current sources with higher
bias current for improved linearity.
Low ESR bypass capacitors for
better transient response and
Clarity.
Polypropolene capacitors for
lower distortion.
Remote power supply for reduced
hum and noise.
20 to 20kHz adjustable crossover
frequencies for maximum flexibility
and uses. (ACS -2a only)
Audition the ACS la and 2a with the
new SYMMETRY SW -2 woofer and
discover how good bi-amping can
actually be.

Nylllllll`fl`y
r
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TRI-STATE'S LARGEST MOVING COIL SELECTION, Dynavector
Supex
Grace
Premier

5145

-

Send 51 00 for our 35 page catalog, 52.00 for the
26 page Jordan Manual in ',udspeaker theory.
TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO 6796 Arbutus Street
Department =4 Arvada, Colorado 80004 303420-7356 9.00-5:30 Mountain Time

-

FOR SALE

-
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101

o

Townsend St. San Francisco 94107 (415) 777-1113

ACS - 2A

95

FOR SALE
TUBE BIBLE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

II

This 36 page book discusses every important aspect of
tube circuit design. It is making manufacturers angry because this is the first time anyone has revealed the proband what to do
lems that all tube equipment have
about it. Learn the absolutely correct way to operate
tube circuits, how to modify all tube equipment and how
to build the best tube equipment on the market. The
TUBE BIBLE costs 52 from TUBE GOD, 33 North Riverside Avenue. Croton -On -Hudson. New York, 10520.

-

(914) 27t-5145.

--

UNDERGROUND SOUND LABS

527.00
57.00
A.R. turntable mod kit complete with new suspenGlass Platter Pad
Record Weight

sion chassis makes your old A.R. state of the art.

$39.00

-

-

Optical turnoff for manual turntable controls T.T.
and tape deck
569.00
Audiophile quality speaker switch for Hatter units
.2 ohms resistance
549.00
2125 CENTRAL AVE. MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272-1275
UNDERGROUND SOUND
Luxman Haller Carver AGI Revox
Plexus KEF Rogers Grado Grace
Sota Marcoff Denon Dynavector
Cizek NAD Stax Quad
2125 CENTRAL AVE MEMPHIS, TN 38104

(901) 272-1275
UNIOUE AUDIO STORE, designed for the audio hobbyist. Featuring service, information, competitive pricing.
We GUARANTEE SATISFACTION, not lust the equipment. Any truly great product is available. Salon I Audio,
1921 W. Grand Ave., Wis. Rapids, WI 54494. 715-

421-5910

UP -DATE A CLASSIC
Read what DR. Laurence Greenhill has to say about
our DRT-1 Ribbon Tweeter kit in the latest issue of
AUDIO ALTERNATIVES July, 1981. In short, the
classic Dahlguist DO -10 loudspeaker has been reborn. Our internally mounted Ribbon Tweeter modification comes to you complete with two Flat Ribbon
Tweeters, two Soft Dome Tweeters, precision crossover components and detailed instructions for
5249.00. Our PC -1 Polystyrene Bypass kit including 14 polystyrene capacitors should be used in
conjunction with our DRT-1 kit or on all stock DO -10
crossover boards. $12.95. Postage paid in U.S.
Visa, M.C., check or money orders welcome.
RANDALL RESEARCH (714) 760.1539
719 Fernleaf Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625

AT
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS EV. BECKER, SEAS. POLYDAX. PEERLESS, PHILLIPS, EMILAR, GAI AND MANY
OTHERS IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
SPEAKERS FOR HI-FI, CUSTOM AUTO, REPAIRS,
PRO -SOUND AND MUSICIANS. LARGEST SELECTION
OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES IN THE U.S. FOR
SPEAKER BUILDERS AND HOBBYISTS. SEND 52.00
FOR THE ALL NEW '81 CATALOG (REFUUNDABLE
WITH FIRST PURCHASE) TO SRC AUDIO DEPT AD3,
3238 TOWERWOOD DR.. DALLAS. TX 75234.

Decca Zerohms Record Brush. World's best selling
carbon fiber record brush. Attractive display stands
no charge to all dealers.
Territory:
Priority requirement for distributor in Northeast U.S
with many established accounts requiring immediate delivery of product. Various other U.S. territories
open for distributors.
Contact:
Jack or Norman Yeager at -(416) 663-5302 Rocelco Inc., 1669 Flint Rd., Downsview, Ont. Canada.
Exclusive North American importers of Dec ca Special Products.

-

VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for
circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification
Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714)
9-0
278-3310.

RECORDS
'AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AT DISCOUNT PRICES,
direct disc, digital, half mastered, and more. Send for
free catalog. Audiophile Record Gallery, P.O. Box
2668, La Mesa, Ca. 92041 / P.O. Box 1073. Vienna,
Va., 22180.

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All
labels at low prices. Telearc Discwasher, Audio-Technica. Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity
Labs. .WE HAVE THEM ALL!' (and more!!) Send for
FREE price list and Newsletter or 52.00 for descriptive
catatoge DISConnection. P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL

33679.
FREE SOUNDTRACKS 8 CASTS CATALOG! Personalities, ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 7th G-1
TF
Costa Mesa. CA 92627.
1

Goodwin's is pleased to introduce several new audio
components which have significantly advanced the
art of music reproduction. These modem classics
combine aesthetic and technical excellence with a
superior standard of construction for longterm listen-

Sells

Great Used
Equipment.
Bob Heenan Goes Public.
TUBE POWER AMPS
5250
Quad
McIntosh 5100
Marantz 3 5200
Wxnsan M83045 $275
Dynaco 5170 589 Futterman H3AA 5750
Marantz Nines Call
McIntosh MC275 Call

SPEAKERS

PREAMPS

TURNTABLES/
ARMS & CARTS

11

ARC SP3a-1 5450

5650'
Linn KAN $495 new
J8L Lilo 5395
88W.OM7 5695

Quad

ESL

Beveridge 3 52495
Infinity RS4.5 52295

New -Call

Advent 300 5175

Rega 3

D8 Systems la $275
Mcintosh C28 5395
Marantz 7c 5395
Levinson ML7 53395
ATOP, 2 5195
Dyna PAS 3X 575

Linn Sondek New -Call
AR Xa 565
Thorens TD126 5475

TUNERS

Stax Lambda/SRMI

88O 2400

5195

MISCELLANEOUS
5325

Mcintosh MR78 5695
Kenwood KT815 5325
Revo. 8760 $895
Phase Linear 500011 5195
Marantz 108 Call
Technics ST8080 5150

Equipment
Bought
Sold

Traded 8

Brokered

Q Audio
95 Vassar St. Cambridge, MA. 02139

(617)547-2727
(617)929-2727

ing pleasure.
QUAD ESL -63 loudspeaker. The product of 17 years
of development and well worth the wait. The new
standard of clarity and coherence.
Mark Levinson ML -6A mono preamplifier pair. Unparalleled sonic purity-our reference standard.
Mark Levinson ML -7 stereo preamplifier. Utilizing

modular construction, full switching capability-the
finest stereo preamplifier available.
Mark Levinson ML- IO stereo preamplifier. ML-7 performance available in cost effective, non -modular
construction.

Mark Levinson ML -9 stereo power amplifier. 100 watts
per channel, adjustable damping -an affordable sonic gem.
Goldmund Studio turntable and linear tracking tonearm. The standard in disc reproduction.
Goodwin's sales and service for: Mark Levinson,
Quad, HQD, Linn, Goldmund, Bryston, MAD, MIT,
Janis, Dynavector, Pyramid, Fidelity Research, Symdex, KMAL, Dan Queen, Scheiber, Tandberg, Studer,
Monster, D&K, Cotter, Koetsu, Esotech, & Rega.
If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of
most stereo components and are interested in the
finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for
an appointment.
Goodwin's Inc.

(617) 266-0608

33 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116

Export specialists

LP 8 78 RECORD SHELVES/wall systems. audio
racks. video carts, speaker stands Real wood,
'
thick, 16" deep, 50 changeable designs, 570 to
51,170. Catalog: FILSONIC FURNITURE. dept., 6511 A
P.O Box 664. La Grange, IL 60525.
1

lee

selection of quality

audio

components, midpriced to esoteric.
Call for more information and a copy
of our latest catalogue.

Audio World, Box 6202A, Grand Rapids, MI
49506, 616.451-3868 weekdays from
11:00 am until 6:00 pm Eastern time.

'

PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
12c. ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 10c,
SQUARE BOTTOMS 6c, POLY LINED PAPER
SLEEVES 15c, white rackets 35'. POSTAGE $2.00.
HOUSE

OF

RECORDS.

HILLBURN.

NEW

YORK,

10931.

TF

Quality Equipment Demands Quality Records. European, Japanese. Private Domestic Pressings. Familiar
titles and the obscure. The catalogue is ready. ILLUMINATEAR. Dept A. 500 North St.-Ext.. Winooski. VT

05404.
"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP rackets
with clean glossy, pure white or black Jackets. Plastic
lined inner sleeves. 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6, Box 8212, Columbus. Ohio 43201."
TF

RECORD-TAPES! Discounts to 73%: all labels: no purchase obligations: newsletters; discount dividend certificates: 100,0 guarantees. Free details. Discount Music
Club. 650 Main St P.O Box 2000, Dept 14-1181,
New Rochelle, New York 10801
,

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded
50. House of Records, Hilburn.
tapes Catalogue
New York 10931.
TF

-52

78's CUT, 510. each.
(201) 354-1624

SPEAKERS

Audio
buyers
interested
in buying the
best for less.
Audio
cable
honest, know
knowledgeable
advice, fast service, and
competitive pricing on a vast

Visa/MasterCard/American Express accepted.

96

WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS-CROSSOVERS

1 PAIR ROGERS LS3/5A MONITORS. Walnut finish,
mint condition with packing. S425. 618-997-4255.

U.S. DISTRIBUTORS WANTED

Product:

CLASSIC QUALITY

And Up

VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb new Mod. 2B. Fast, free shipping.
READ BROS. STEREO
(803)723-7276
593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403
VISA & M/C OK. Carver, Haller, PS, Mirage.

-

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND A,B,C,D QUALITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. BEST PRICES
IN STOCK

-

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.
EAST: 305-462-1976 WEST: 213-243-1168

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
ACE AUDIO BASIC STEREO PREAMPLIFIER

212-438-5714.
ATTENTION TUBES WANTED: McIntosh, Marantz,
Arc. Wesiern Electric products. Top price. Maury Corb
713-728-4343,
122 Atwell, Houston Texas 77096
1

1

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

TAPE RECORDINGS

'TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS

BUY MCINTOSH AND MARANTZ TUBE EQUIP-

SWING TUNES REVISITED. New stereo recordings of
30's and 40's songs in the original style Popular prices
Sountage, 1896 Maywood, S Euclid. OH 44121.

FIRST LINE
AGFA RECORDING CASSETTES.
Finest professional quality custom load cassettes Superior to other major brands. Send 52.00 for sample C-60
and price list to Greenbrook Recording. 46732 Bartlett.
Canton, MI 48187.

MENT. Leland 713-995-1856

I'LL BUY OR TRADE tube gear by McIntosh. Marantz,
Western Electric. and Audio Research. Top dollar paid!

RADIO PROGRAMS

(215)324-4457.
MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10B; MCINTOSH C-22, MC240, MC275 & MC3500. Sam
Aberst, P O. Box 5455. Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (4t5)
886-2492.

attractive price for McIntosh or
Marantz (any model) tube type pre-amps. power -amps
and Western Electric amps drivers, tubes, transformers. speakers, horns Call Collect (213) 576.2642, David Yo. P O. Box 832. Mor terey Park, CA 91 754
PAY CASH in

TANNOY SPEAKERS,
5714. evenings.

ALL

MODELS.

212-438-

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of
Thirties. Forties Box 225, New York. N.Y. 10028
IF
RADIO SHOWS ON TAPE. Huge catalog $3.00 Nostalgia. Box 82-A, Redmond. WA 98052
RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or lust
listen Great way to build your collection reasonably Catalog 51 refundable OTR Rental, Box 1146. Livermore

IF

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes
(Duality Sound Reliable Service Giant catalog 51 00
refundable with first order ADVENTURES. Box 4822-A.
Inglewood California 90302.
TF

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!!
Tapes 51 00 Houri Established esteemed dealer. Informative 200 page catalog. $1.25. AM T'easi.res. Box
192 AU, Babylon, NY 11702.

Here are

WANTED: EICO HF 89 or HF 89A AMPLIFIER IN
ANY CONDITION. Call Tom (213) 981.4493 6-10 PM

.

22304

SERVICES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and
cassettes Stereo and mono Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates.
Joseph Giovanelli. Audio -Tech Laboratories. 2819
Newkirk Ave Brooklyn. N Y IN9-7134
TF

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING 469 CHESTNUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203
TF
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WANTED: MARANTZ AND McINTOSH TUBE
EQUIPMENT. Western Electric and RCA Products.
Tony Thomas. 3303 E. Denny Way Seattle. WA
98122 (206) 323-4987.

,n em
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reasons for

WANTED: OLD 1960s British speakers: Hartley 12"
wide range =217 10 -8" Stertnnan full range 12"10 -8 and tweeters. Goodmans twir, cone Axiom 12"
=22MKII. =100, =150MKII. 3180 and Tnaxiom
=312, 212. 612 and tweeters Old Lorenz (Kingdom
Products Ltd.) 8" wide range single cone =LP -208,
12" =LP -312. 12" Coaxial =LP-312 t & 2. 2
tweeters =TB -2 Wharfedale 12"-t0"-8". Old Racon
12" 3 way 31 12HTX and =12HD. Old RCA 8" =SL -8.
12' SL -12. 12" Biaxial =SL -123. 15" 31LC- IA Old
Stromberg-Carlson 8" RF-460, 12" RF-47t 8 473 Old
Univ. 12" 3 Way =312. =UC-123. =M -12T (Mustang), 8" =308. JBL =LEST Trusonic (Stephens)
Coaxials 12"-8" and tweeters = SKI, RT-I. Old Jensen 12" =SG300. SG223, 8" =sg88. Norelco 12"
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WANTED: Marantz and McIntosh tube equipment.
Western Electric and RCA products. Tony Thomas 3303
E. Denny Way Seattle. WA. 98122 (206) 323-4987

- -

OPEN REEL TAPE
Mostly Ampex. used once (un boxed) 7" 1800' or 2400'
50 Reels for 560.00
(Postpaid) 3600' 106" Reels 52.00 each. Sample reel
St 50 AUDIO TAPES BOX 9584-Z ALEXANDRIA VA

Acicn ^

(PST)

i

NAME -BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded.
Available in cassettes, reels cartridges Huge savings
from manufacturer Also low everyday prices on Maxell,
TDK, Ampex, Scotch. BASF, etc SASE new catalogue.
MJS. 2514 Seaboard Ave San Jose, CA 95131 (408)

262-8793.

Ca 94550

USED AUDIO:
QUAD of England. McINTOSH, AUDIO RESEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON. MARANTZ tubes. JBL. WESTERN
ELECTRIC, ElectroVoice PATRICIAN 600 and most
other esoteric separates, mc. carts. tonearms, tuners.
amps. NO MASS MERCHANDISE. please. Call collect
(617) 969.2727 or write: Bob Heenan. Box 782. Brookline Village. MA 02147 Also soon starting audio museum for USA audio from 1930's to dale Interested consignors with FISHER. SCOTT. PILOT RCA et al and
suggestions please contact. (617) 969.2727
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us Complete ,n:ee'at,orai expor"ac
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2710 Ppnce de Leon Bad, Coral Gables r O M ^ .'es
laOars Tuesday-fr daa 11AM-8PM Saturday 11ÁN 5PM

AD5200M,AD5277M.AD4277M,etc.8" AD4877M,

C

446-1659
Office and service: 448-6553
Sales: telephone

iniernai Ora A sport
osed Sunday aril Mrdas

1

AD4800M, 9710M -stamped "Made in Holland" Singles OK. No Cabinets. Kalish, 565 Walnut Ave. Redlands, Calif. 92373. Call collect (7141-792-0220.

Music Lives Here

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Ears Nova presents high quality ,music
reproduction equipment in an ervintnment which is relaxed and crmfartahle.
With care and integrity we will help
build a playback system in your iome
that is uniquely satisfying.

CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/experience business makes money; Others
work for you! Free Details "CAFM, Box 130-N3. Paradise. CA 95969
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES,
High Performance
Loudspeakers and Electronics. Audioworkshop, Bcx
18009 Seattle. WA. 98118 (206) 323-4987 after 5PM.

BANG bc OLUFSEN BEDINI BRYSTON
CONRAD-JO) INSON DAVID BER ING
DENN SEN GRACE KEF LINN DISC
PLAYBACK (turntable-tnnrunn -rart-idYel

COLLEGE STUDENTS -EARN EXTRA MONEY
SELL AUDIO EQUIPMENT AT YOUR SCHOOL
No investment. Professional sales help 60 top brands
Incentive programs. Limited positions available Call or
write. Audio Outlet. Inc. 10 Commerce Court. Newark.

(INN ISOBARIK MISSION MITCI-)ELL
CO1TER NAD NAIM AUDIO. l'SE-QUAD
REGA PLANAR ROGERS SIIANINIAN
OBELISK SNELL SUI'EX TI IIEL VI

NJ. 07102 201-622-3250

Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.
Cleaver plan 52 00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033.
Houston. TX. 77206.
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TAPE RECORDINGS
ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Philips, Argo.
Telefunken, Vanguard Unicorn Catalogue Si 00 Barclay -Crocker, Room 1470-A. 11 Broadway, NYC.
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Middle Neck Road, Great Neck New York 1102415_6) 466-5674

Shipping free in Continental L1.S.
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PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS
SEX, DRUGS and ROCK & ROLL
Is that all the California audiophiles are interested in?
Read the Audio Monitor, the quarterly journal of the
Northern California Audio Society to find out. The latest
issue includes:
-How to adjust cartridge/tonearm mass to optimize
resonance frequency
-The Sound Storage paper on achieving proper
stereo image
-Listening criterion for evaluating audio components by J.P. Moncrieff of IAR
-Considerations in biamplihcation
-Critical survey of the undergrounds with indexes
-Modifying the Dahlquist DO-10
-And much more with columns and features
Send 52 for sample copy and membership information.
N.C.A.S. 6575 Girvrn Dr., Oakland, Ca. 94611

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN QUALITY, USED
STEREO EQUIPMENT? Send for the PLAY IT
AGAIN SAM newsletter-hundreds of listingsitems for sale-items sought-published 6 times
per year, $6 -year subscription $1 sample copy.
Send today to PLAY IT AGAIN SAM, 12611 Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio 44107. (216) 2280040. Master Charge and Visa accepted.
1

STEREO KNOWLEDGE
Save time and money! Have fun shopping for
and enjoying your stereo! Concise, easy to read format. Learn the basics of audio and the recording
process. Special section: How you can make the
best buying decision yourself! Send $5.95 to The
Ht -F1 Writer, P.O. Box 497, Glens Falls, NY 12801.

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE

E=800-638-0935~
6200
6402
6406

-

Ito
197
256

RES12

Speakers Priced Per
J1033649 Tris. II.
....
J1037 6.9 coa.
J1065 6.9 Tow. ...
J1069 619 Coa....
J1042 5'4 Coax
J1174 5M Tila.

-

-

-

Pair
.. e2

INDASH

ºrj
NC iIN [K
Yilj]j
RK

899
1099

PANASONIC
JVC.

-

PORTABLES
.

- CerlridpniHeadphones
...
99
SHURE V15 IV
SHURE M97ME
52
35
SHURE M94HE
M910AK..
19
SHURE
AUDIO TECH. ATIS5LC 109
AUDIO TECH. AT1402C
65
.48
KOSS PRO4AAA
AUDIO TECH ATH7 ..
99
AUDIO TECH 4TH3.
39
33
SONY MDR3
46
SONY MDRS
SONY MDR?
--50
MURA RED SET
,.,.25

-

.

.

14

15

15

CALL
CALL

903700 Rec... 2/9
TECHNICS SA222 Rec.. 209
289
SONY STR 004 Rec
PIONEER PL 100 Tm161
71
PIONEER PL200 Tmtbi
89
DUAL 1257150 CnanUer 139
DUAL 1764155 Coenpe, 198
PIONEER CTF950
319
Cass. Deck......
PIONEER CTF 1240
389
Cass. Deck

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELL LN9O
MAXELL UDC90
MAXELL UDXC1, II C90.
TDK 090....
TDK AD90.
TDK SA90
SONY ENE C90 .

,

SONY FECR C90
FUJI FL90... ..
FUJI 6%1190.
FUJI METAL 90 .

199
.

The gooseneck

2.49

329

lamp you've been looking for
Great for turntables
preamps
keyboards .
.. amps ... music stands ... lecterns ... misers
, . , light -boards
clipboards...
1185116,. I: Detachable I2" lamp, bulb, base with
dimmer, wall-plugIn power supply, storage clips
end mounting hardware. $44.95
Littlite 2: Same as Utilise 1 , but with fixed
lamp. $34.95
Add 51 per order, shipping.
.30 day money back guarantee.

...

1.69

2,49
2.99
2.79

289
.1.99
.

[[uii±1IHi-Fi.B'
1362 HOLTON LANE

2.89
5.49

LANGLEY PARK- MO 20763

434-

It

t

lot

)

Send check or money order to:
CAE. Inc. 2828-H Stommel Rd.
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197

o

Send for our FREE Catalog of lamps &

eessones or see yriur dealer,

Audio's Classified Ads
Are Your Best Marketplace
For Used Equipment!

98

...

...

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IN ACTORY SEALED CARTONS
WITH FULL MANUFACTURERS' WARRANTY VISA.
MASTERCARD, AND C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED SHIP.
PING CHARGES ARE 4% OR 13 00 MINIMUM. CALL FOR
EXACT OUOTES AND AVAILABILITY.

01

121217879339

12

^ AUDIO
PIONEER

(Headphones

SONY 5RF40
...... .. 75
SONY Walkman WMI.
62
SONY Walknun WM2... 145
MURA HISTEPPER.
.4e
AIWA TPS30
159
AIWA CJ51
196
KLM SOLO
CALL
TOSHIBA 6152... .....159
KOSS Music Bo..
64

well 89th Soea
New yorA, NY 101127

ACOUSTICS INC.

CALL
CALL

SONY L500
SONY L750
FUJI T120
TDK 1170
SONY TV's
Proieclion TV's

8950
199
Concord. V15011k, Sanyo
Panasonic. Grund,9. EPi,
also available

.

We do not have dealers everywhere yet, so feel free
to call or write me, Francis Daniel at:

90

SONY SL5A00-..
SONY SL5800...

299

.

39
74

.149
MATTEL intelllwslon
239
PIONEER VP 1000 Lase, 509

180

... ...

-

33

ATARI CO2600

259
107

SONY
01477

314

VIDEO a VIDEO TAPES

419

.. 339
.239
.

loe

TS168 615 3w
TS695 649 away

..62

If you have listened to live music, you know what a
good concert hall does with the sound of music that
your stereo system. by itself, cannot do. You ought
to hear our ambience access system. It is a natural.
seamless, beautiful and expensive signal processor
that finally does it right!

155
170

Per Pair

ADC (1)
AKG
Allison Acoustics (2)
Allsop (3)
Audio-Technica (4)
Bang & Olufsen (6)
Bryston Manufacturing (7)
Cizek (8)
Carver Corp. (9)

CARNEGIE HALL IS A
SIGNAL PROCESSOR!!

-

e6
125

TSM23 Tweeter,
TS107 4"

54

BLAUPUNKT
CR3001
CR5001.
CR2001
CR4000
BEAtOO
BEA200

wIRADIO

E%20

42

.

CASS.

- Speakers Priced

.62
.82

II... ..

PIONEER
KP150o.
KP5500
KP6500
KE2100.
6E5100

99

.
.

11

^

-

HIFI BUYS SPECIALS

JENSEN CASS. IN -DASH
a RADIO

Firm (Reader Service No.)

BASF (5)

Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio. Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2!
'Electronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC
T.F.
29439.

-

AD I\DEX

ac

Page
54
16
54
18
53
37
65
72
72
67
68

Castle Marketing (10)
21
Crown International (1 1)
61
dbx (12)
70
dbx
12, 71
Denon (13, 14)
2, Cov. IV
Discwasher
23
Dolby (15)
73
Electro Research (16)
19
Empire Scientific Corp. (17)
78
Fidelis
International HiFi (18)
32
79
J. B. Lansing (19),
15
JVC Corp
8
Kenwood (20)
75
Loranger (21)
107
MXR
McIntosh (23)
80
17
Maxell (24)
13
Memorex
Mission Electronics (26)
Coy. Ill
76
Mordaunt-Short (27)
Nakamichi (28)
39
5
Onkyo (29)
Pickering (30)
3
Pioneer (31)
Coy. II &
4
Quad (32)
105
ReVox (33)
33
Sansui (34)
80
Sennheiser (35)
69
Shure Brothers (36)
102
Shure Brothers (37)
57
Siare (38)
14
Signet (39)
106
Stax Kogyo (40)
105
Studer ReVox (33)
TDK (41, 42)
27, 32
7
Technics (43)
41
Telarc (44)
25
United Audio Products
Vidicraft Inc
103
77
Yamaha (45)
I

VIDEO SCENES
BERT WHYTE

RCA has had the goal of pro-

ducing

a

consumer -usable

videodisc for many years. Initially, they spent a lot of time and money on
a videodisc concept which used a very
thin plastic film, somewhat similar to
Saran Wrap, as the signal storage medium. remember being fascinated by reports that if the film was accidentally
punctured, this would not impair its signal playback capabilities! However. too
many difficulties were encountered with
this system and it was abandoned. After
still more years of development, RCA
launched its CED (capacitive electronic
disc) SelectaVision videodisc in March of
this year.
Coming into the videodisc market
after Magnavox and Pioneer had introduced their Philips -licensed laser videodiscs, RCA pinned its hopes for a quick
penetration of this market on SelectaVision's lower price ($499 versus $749), a
huge software catalog of films (from the
MGM, Columbia and Paramount libraries), and a massive advertising program.
Up to this point results seem mixed, with
SelectaVision selling well in some sections of the country but poorly in others,
yet it must be noted that the laser videodisc systems are not faring too well in
similar areas. Quality -control problems
with the discs themselves seem to be the
culprit in the case of the laser systems,
while it is said that part of RCA's problem is that they are not producing the
software in sufficient quantities. Indeed,
a personal investigation of a major department store in one of Long Island's
largest shopping malls revealed the store
had only six SelectaVision videodiscs .n
stock!
Unlike the laserdiscs and JVC's upcoming VHD grooveless capacitance
disc, there is a specific stylus/groove interface with RCA's discs. They are
mastered on discs with electro -deposited copper surfaces because of the very
smooth cut that can be achieved using a
diamond cutting stylus with a V-shaped
cutting face. The following description of
the cutting process, and other aspects of
the RCA videodisc, is excerpted from
the publication RCA Engineer:
the
diamond cutting stylus is driven perpendicularly to the copper surface by a
piezo-electric transducer to cut the modulated groove in response to signals derived from a taped program via a video
I
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wavelengths vary from 0.5 to 1.5 micrometers. As the copper surface rotates
in a clockwise direction past the stylus,
the stylus advances radially from outside
to inside with about a 2.5 micrometer
advance per revolution so as to provide
about 10,000 grooves to the nch."
Talk about tiny
40 of these videodisc grooves can fit into one groove of a
typical analog LP record! Signal information appears on the videodisc master as
frequency -modulated vertical undulations in a V-shaped spiral groove. After
cutting, the copper videodisc master
goes through typical nickel electroplating
operations, and, when separated, the
negative becomes the stamper. The
RCA videodiscs are replicated from polyvinyl chloride which is heavily loaded
with carbon in order to make them conductive and enhance the capacitance
variations. The 12 -inch discs are 70 mm
in thickness and are designed to play at
a speed of 450 rpm. At this speed, the
signals from the disc vary from 4.3 to
6.3 MHz for "peak white balance."
The videodiscs are housed in protective plastic "caddies." When the caddies are used in the prescribed fashion,
the discs are never handled by the user,
thus remaining free of fingerprints, dust,
etc. When a loaded caddy is inserted
into the player, the disc is deposited on
the player turntable, ready to play.

-

t;lustration: Philip Anderson

Conversely, when an empty caddy is inserted into a loaded player, the disc is
retrieved and can then be stored. The
RCA videodiscs can provide up to an
hour playing time per side.
The playback stylus and the playback
process are most interesting: "A diamond stylus tracks the V-shaped
grooves of the disc. Because the end of
the stylus extends over several of the
longest recorded waves, the stylus rides
on the crests like a sled runner riding
over small hillocks. As the groove undulations pass under the stylus, a metal
electrode on the trailing edge of the
stylus experiences capacity variations.
The end of the metal electrode acts as
one plate of a capacitor, the disc is the
other plate. As the surface of the disc
rises and falls under the stylus electrode,
the varying capacity this produces provides the read-out of the recorded signal
information. The 'keel' shape of the
stylus tip reduces the tendency for it to
become wider and read signals from adjacent grooves as the tip wears. The
discs are coated with about 300 Angstroms of oil to lubricate the disc/stylus
interface in order to extend playing life."
The diamond stylus is mounted on the
end of a three -inch -long arm made of
thin -wall aluminum tubing. A flexible rubber mounting supports the arm with
enough compliance at the stylus end so
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that the stylus will follow irregularities in
the disc in both the vertical and lateral
directions. The electrode on the diamond stylus is connected to the circuit
by a flexible flylead, which also serves as
a spring to hold the stylus against the
disc with about 65 milligrams of force.
The stylus, arm, flylead, and compliant
support are mounted in a stylus cartridge, a plastic case that provides for
easy replacement of the stylus in a player. The encoding of the NTSC color signal and the audio signals and their conversion to frequency modulated signals
which are cut onto the disc are much too
complex to detail here.
The RCA SelectaVision videodisc

player weighs 20 pounds and is mounted in a wood -grain plastic case measuring 17 inches wide by 15'/2 inches deep
with a height of 53 inches. The back
panel has jacks for antenna input, r.f.
output, and channel selection (3 or 4). A
function lever switch is on the right side
of the front panel and has positions for
"Load/Unload," "Play" and "Off." In
the "Load/Unload" position the caddy
entry door is opened to permit insertion
or retrieval of the videodisc via the caddy. In the "Play" position the caddy entry door is closed, the turntable is energized, and playback commences. During playback of the disc, five push buttons control operations. The "Pause"

button interrupts both video and audio
and can be left engaged for extended
periods without harming the disc. Two
"Visual Search" push buttons cause the
stylus to be kicked two grooves either
forward or back during each vertical
blanking interval so that the program action proceeds at 16 times normal rate
without picture break-up. The "Rapid
Access" push buttons lift the stylus and
move the stylus carriage at about 150
times the normal speed in either forward
or reverse direction. During this operation, both the video and audio signals
are muted. There are LED indicators
which provide information on minutes of
playing time and the various mode functions. Quite unexpected was the provision for user replacement of the stylus
cartridge via an access door on the top
panel.
How well did the RCA SelectaVision
videodisc system perform? must preface this by stating that had seen numerous demonstrations of the system,
and quite candidly, I felt that it was okay,
but certainly not outstanding. I wasn't
too pleased about picture "hash" which
attributed to poor signal-to-noise ratio.
In my home playback testing, however,
was pleasantly surprised by the excellent
quality obtained from the SelectaVision
system, both from discs which had been
played a number of times as well as a
new disc. None of the discs displayed
any of the annoying picture "hash" and
in fact were quite clean. Color was accurate, with fine brightness and contrast ratios. Black -and -whites also remained
clean. Picture resolution was about on a
par with the best quality prerecorded videocassettes, and only slightly inferior to
the best cable TV reception. However, it
could not compete with the crisp images
of the best laserdiscs. As for picture
"glitches," several minor ones were encountered in the "used" videodiscs,
mostly on the order of jumping a few
frames, but continuity was maintained.
The new disc was singularly free of any
"glitches." Audio quality was quite good,
far better than that from videocassettes.
The system is extremely simple to use
even that proverbial "six -year -old
child" could easily handle it. All the
functions worked well, especially the
"Visual Search" mode. RCA claims the
discs can be played hundreds of times
without picture degradation.
cannot
verify this here, but will make a fair
number of plays on one of the discs and
see if picture quality holds up. If wear
didn't cause that picture hash in the
demonstrations seen at shows, what
did? All in all, the RCA SelectaVision
system pertomed quite well, much better
than thought it would. intend to run
quite a few discs through the player and
see if it continues to "fly right."
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begins here
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V15LT.

linear tracking
turntable (or are about to
purchase one), you probably
know enough about audio to
appreciate the name Shure.
Therefore, it should come asno
surprise that Shure'is ónce again
at the forefront of phono cartridge
technology with two cartridges
designed to optimize the sound
reproduction of your linear
tracking turntable: the V15 LT,
with performance comparable to
If you own a

M97 LT

the V15 Type IV, and the M97 LT,
with performance comparable to
the M97HE. Both have been
created to make your LT turntable
truly state-of-the-art, with highest
trackability and lowest distortion
on even the most demanding of
-

today's audiophile "superdisc"
recordings.
Don't compromise at the
source of sound. Insist on the
state-of-the-art in linear tracking
cartridges. Shure.

SHURE.

Shure Brothers Inc.. 222 Harley Avenue. Evanston. IL 60204 In Canada A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturer of high fidelity components. microphones, loudspeakers. sound systems and related circuit y.
Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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Does what looked good oil two-hour look not -so good on six? Or what looked great on your original
videotape end up hard -to -look -at when you dub a

Improve
your
video
image

copy? Maybe the picture's a little soft; or smeary;
lacks contrast; or the color's a little off. You may not
even he sure what it is
it's just not up to snuff.
But you live with it. Because six -hour is more economical and more convenient than two-hour. Because a mediocre copy is better than no copy at all.
All the same, wouldn't it he nice if you could somehow improve .he quality?
At Vidicraft, improving video quality is our business. Our video processing components are to video
what graphic equalizers and metal tape are to audio.
They help you get the most out of your system.
Take the Detailer II image enhancer, for instance.
By amplifying high frequency picture information,
the Detailer 11 can actually increase apparent resolution. Translated, that means improved sharpness
and greater picture detail. A crisper, more lifelike
image. Better dubs. Better original recordings. Even
better playback of programs you already own.
Basic features include individual controls for detail and sharpness, plus Vidicraft's exclusive VNXt"
control for enhancement noise reduction. For convenience, we've also included three switchahle inputs
and a four-output distrihuticn amplifier
for interconnecting multiple VCRs, as well as other video
components. And for making multiple copies.
'I'he Proc Amp is another example. It gives you the
ability -electronically- to regulate chroma level and
phase, and overall luminance level. 'I his means you
can correct color saturation and hue for greater color accuracy. And adjust overall video signal level
for optimum contrast and brightness. Not simply
upon playback - where it n -ay he too late - but in
making the recording itself.

-

-

mode

That's not to mention
some of the small things
you can do. with our l'roc
Amp. Like eliminate color
all together - to rid a black
and white program of color fringing, for example.
Or create fade outs and

fade ins - to make nice,
smooth, professional looking transitions.
Features include cen-

ter-detent controls, a
luminance level meter,
and a four -output distribution amplifier.

detail

sharpness

input

VNX
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bypass
color
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VCR
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mono
bypass
color
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image enhancer

vÍdiCroft

gain

phase

unity

normal

off

IJTInanCR

chroma

A bypass feature is also
provided - both on the Yroc Amp and Detailer I - to
give you instant picture -before and picture -after comparisons. So you can accurately judge the results.
Even a small touch like that e.an he an important
consideration in getting the best image.
For a close look at what we mean, visit your Vidicraft dealer. Where you can see our complete line of
video components. For the location nearest you, dial
toll free: I-800-547-1491.
I

0704

KW Itancroft St. Portland, tilt

97201

BEHIN: THESCENES
BERT WHYTE

Despite the encroachments of the

once -lowly prerecorded audio
cassette, the venerable phonograph record remains the major source
of high -quality recorded music. The LP
record has proven to be a wonderfully
resilient and adaptive medium for the
reproduction of music. It has withstood
the challenge of prerecorded tape and
the difficulty of stereophonic sound, and
even managed to accommodate the four
channels of quadraphonic sound. The
record currently has less noise due to
cutting masters using Dolby noise reduction, and improved vinyl formulations
have given discs quieter surfaces. Modern cutterheads and better electronics
have meant significant increases in the
fidelity of the reproduced sound. Yet for
all of its strengths, the modern LP record
is still a fragile thing. It is subject to various forms of warpage, the soft vinyl is
easily scratched, and it electrostatically
attracts all kinds of dirt. In addition, it deforms from excessive heat, is subject to
"cold flow," the vinyl can be attacked
by fungi and bacteria, and well-intentioned cleaning with some fluids can
leach out vital components in the vinyl
formulation, thereby increasing noise. If
one is to enjoy optimum quality of music
reproduction, the LP record demands
tender loving care. Having said all this,
consider that we take the hardest substance known to man, diamond, and
then grind it to a specific contour for a
minute stylus which will be interfaced
with the microgrooves of a soft vinyl phonograph record.
No matter how good the preamp, amplifier and loudspeakers may be in an
audio component system, it can truly be
said that high-fidelity reproduction must
begin at the stylus/groove interface. Although it may not be readily apparent,
there are immense forces involved in the
tracking of a record groove. Some ongoing and recent research has indicated
the nature and magnitude of these
forces. A spherical or elliptical stylus
simply placed on a record groove can
exhibit static pressures on the order of
30 tons per square inch. As the record
revolves at 331/3 rpm, dynamic pressures come into play, the stylus rises in
the grooves, somewhat akin to a boat
coming up "on plane," and the instantaneous pressure is still many tons per
square inch. The undulations of the music signal cut into the groove walls are
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causing violent vertical and lateral (45/
45 stereo groove) motion of the stylus.
Near the inner grooves of the record, accelerations as much as 2000 G are encountered. The stylus traversing the
grooves at 33'Y3 rpm produces friction,
and thereby heat. Although we are talking about microseconds, instantaneous
stylus tip temperatures are thought to be
as much as 2000 degrees F. It is felt that
through the combination of pressure and
heat, certain components of the vinyl formula are physically deposited on the
stylus, and some vaporization takes
place which instantaneously condenses
on the stylus. Vinyl formulas contain
Photograph: Susanne Buckler

.

such things as plasticizers and lubricants. Lead stearate is often used as a
lubricant, and it is thought likely that this
is what accumulates on the stylus. Of
course, much grosser materials, such as
dirt, lint, various fibers, and the residues
of some types of record cleaners, are
and the
also picked up by the stylus
result is noise and mist racking.
All of this preamble is by way of pointing out the vital importance of cleaning
records and, most especially, the playback stylus. You might think that such
an admonition is hardly necessary. Common sense would lead one to believe
that most people do clean their records

-
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Revox.
An audible expression
of Swiss design

and engineering.
In today's "me too" world of
audio components, the Revox
system stands apart.

_

is natural, smooth,
breathtakingly transparent -the

The sound

result of over 30 years'
experience in both professional

-

and home audio.

a
complete, flawlessly
engineered combination of
ideally matched components.
The new B710 microcomputer
controlled cassette deck. The
B795 turntable with the
exclusive Linatrack® tonearm.
The B780 receiver with ultra -low
distortion, microprocessor
tuning, and 18 programmable
stations. The B77 open reel
deck for uncompromising
The Revox system is
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professional sound
reproduction. And the Triton
subwoofer/satellite speaker
system with built-in component
shelving.

Z

dial.
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Revox audio components are

designed in Switzerland, and
manufactured in Switzerland
and Western Germany. You
may hear them today at your
nearest Revox dealer. For more
information, please write or call:
Studer Revox America, Inc.
Dept. A, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210.
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elegantly understated.
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Professional standards
in audio components

The phono cartridge stylus is
often overlooked as
something to be cleaned,
even when one cleans
records regularly.

better the sound system, the more apparent this noise 'becomes. Up to this
point, the prudent audiophile would try
to rectify such dirt problems by periodically removing the cartridge from the
tonearm and laboriously try to remove
the encrusted gunk. Not too easy a task
since some contaminants, like the lead
stearate, literally weld themselves to the
stylus.
Fortunately, there is a dandy new device which most efficaciously solves the
problems of dirty styli: Signet's SK -305
Electronic Stylus Cleaner. Shaped
something like a Churchill cigar tapered
at both ends, the device has a small circular pad of densely packed nylon bristles and a small inspection lamp on ore
end. On top of the housing is a slide
switch, and inside the unit is an oscillator
circuit powered by a penlite battery. A
small bottle of an alcohol mixture is also
furnished. In use, two or three drops of
the alcohol mixture are placed on the
nylon bristle pad, and the stylus is lowered onto the center of the pad. Turning

and styli. But the key point is how well
do they clean, and how often? I could
say there is more than meets the eye. In
other words, don't depend on the naked
eye to determine the status of your
stylus. Use at least a magnifying glass,
or better still, use a small hand-held inspection microscope. Osawa makes a
handy little one, Model OS -50M, which
is only 11/4 inches long and 9/16 inch in
diameter. At a magnification of 13.6X, it
gives a bit better view than the usual 10 power units. It is not really intended to
detect wear facets but serves well to
check the general condition of styli, especially their cleanliness. With styli which
with
are cleaned in the usual fashion
small brushes with or without an alcohol
what this little scope can remixture
veal still encrusted on the stylus may
shock you. The worst part is that much
of the dirt normal cleaning does not
dislodge builds up cumulatively on the
stylus. Left in this condition, the stylus
will simply grind this material into the
record grooves and produce noise. The

-
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ST®
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As designers of the world's first electrostatic
earspeaker, STAX has had two decades of
experience dedicated to the ideal approach of
musical reproduction in the headphone
format. The SR -Lambda electrostatic
earspeaker is the quintessence of our efforts.
Employing an extremely thin 2 -micron highpolymer film as the electrostatic diaphragm,
the SR -Lambda is capable of reproducing
instantaneous transient response with the
highest degree of inter -resolution, yet its timbre

is completely uncolored. The electrostatic
diaphragm is eliptical in shape and more than
covers the outer ear to take full advantage of aural
channeling characteristics. This prevents the unnatural
effect of conventional headphones in which the sound
appears to come from within the head. The exciting result
is a strikingly realistic musical image that is never fatiguing
and always a pleasure to listen to. All STAX SR -Series
earspeakers may be energized from a variety of STAX
class
earspeaker adaptors or an exclusive pur
direct drive amplifier. The SRM-I direct drive
amplifier is the ultimate way to energize STAX
it
earspeakers. Its no -compromise design assures the
purest of listening experiences. The SRD-X
portable adaptor is designed to be plugged into
::
an ordinary stereo headphone jack. It operates
ff
the
use
it
with AC current or batteries so allows
of electrostatic earspeakers indoors or out. The
most economical way to enjoy STAX
earspeakers is with the SRD-7/SB or SRD-6
adaptors. Both are designed to be connected
SRM1
to the speaker terminals of an amplifier or
f'
SR.LAMBDA
receiver. A selector knob switches between
:fe
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I

ordinary loudspeaker or earspeaker
reproduction. Extremely high quality

transformers are employed in both to
ensure optimum sound characteristics.

full STAX brochure send S3.00 to:
STAX KOGYO, INC.
940 E. Dominguez St., Carson, CA 90746
For

a
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on the switch activates the oscillator
which sets up very energetic vibrations
in the pad. am presuming that the vibrations in combination with bristles and
the alcohol mixture set up a sort of
scrubbing action over the surface of the
stylus. The device is used for about 20
or 30 seconds and then switched off.
Since it will undoubtedly be resting on
your turntable platter during the cleaning
operation, it is a wise precaution to leave
the turntable switched off.
I

Microscopic inspection of a stylus that
,

has been treated with this device will reveal that the stylus is absolutely pristine
clean. In fact, in most cases the stylus
will appear to be in brand new condition.
The alcohol mixture used in this operation appears to be of the methyl variety,
certainly can't fault its cleaning
and
power in conjunction with the vibrator
I

circuit. However, remembering something heard years ago from Paul Weathers, who you may remember pioneered
low tracking pressures with his one -gram
capacitance phono pickup, I checked
some old notes. Sure enough, there was
Paul's observation that the most efficient
agent for cleaning styli is caprylic alcohol
and that it is of particular use in removing lead stearate from styli. Caprylic alcohol is one of the so-called higher alcohols, somewhat more volatile than
methyl or ethyl alcohol, and should be
obtainable from chemical supply houses.
assure you this Signet electronic
stylus cleaner works really well and is
one of the best improvements you can
make in an audio component system for
I

I

$29.95.
would be remiss if did not mention
here one of the older stylus cleaners
available presently, the SC -2 from
Discwasher. It includes a small bottle of
fluid, which does a very effective cleaning job, and a dual purpose brush and
I

I

magnifying mirror in a wood handle.
While the tonearm is securely locked into
its rest, the stylus can be inspected with
the mirror; should any contaminants be
observed, the brush, moistened with the
SC -2 fluid, is used to clean them away.
This little system can be most handy.
It goes without saying that a clean
stylus mates best with a clean record. As
you are well aware, there are a zillion
record cleaning devices using some
form of a proprietary liquid and various
kinds of brushes and pads. A myriad of
claims are made and now, like the auto -
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Whatever cleaning item one
uses, the important thing is
to do this job regularly,
preferably with every
playing of a disc.

mobile industry, rival companies dispute
the merits of their competitors' products.
There are good record cleaning products on the market, and there are others
which do little more than rearrange the
dirt on the record. While most of us have
successfully used a number of these
products, there are many audiophiles
who feel that any kind of cleaning fluid
will leave a residue detrimental to their
records. These poor souls endure the
"Rice Krispies" effect, which is something beyond my understanding. Some
months ago, a well-known cartridge
manufacturer put me on to a record
cleaning idea that have found works
quite well. You have probably seen the
TV ads in which a product called Static Guard is sprayed on a woman's dress to
eliminate the static charge that made the
garment cling ungracefully to her body.
My manufacturer friend said to get two
large, new powder puffs, direct a short
burst of the StaticGuard on one powder
puff, and then rub the sprayed puff on
the second powder puff. While the
record to be cleaned is revolving on your
turntable, preferably at 45 rpm, apply
one of the puffs to the record surface
with moderately firm pressure. Turn the
record over, and repeat this operation
with the second puff. have found that
not only does the StaticGuard clean the
record very effectively, but it destatisizes
the disc as well. It also reduces stick -slip
friction to a considerable degree. have
been assured by my friend that he has
run extensive tests on the fluid, and
there are no problems with any residue.
Although cost should not be a reason for
buying a product, it is nice to known that
a large can of StaticGuard costs $1 .98.
Having addressed ourselves to obtaining clean styli and clean records, another old friend of mine in the industry
called my attention to a product called
Gruv Glide. This is supposed to be a sort
of "spin-off" from the space program. In
any case it is a very volatile liquid said to
be a "dry" treatment for cleaning and
destatisizing, and most importantly, it is
a highly effective agent for combatting
stick -slip. My friend says there are neither silicone nor Teflon -type ingredients
in its formula, and the stick -slip chemical
is entirely different from anything previously used for this purpose. And the stuff
works like a charm. It is also applied with
powder puffs supplied with the liquid.
Once on the record, you can feel the
I

I

I

smooth slickness of the surface, and a
brief buffing will remove your fingerprints.
But whether one uses these products
or ones from the better known companies, such as Discwasher, 3M Co., Audio-Technica, Stanton, et al., the most
important thing is to be diligent in clean-

ing the stylus and the record every time
a disc is played. If methods such as
have described are used with good regularity, disc playback can be very significantly quieter and that, my friend, is the
way to obtain maximum fidelity from a
recording. It's these little things that
I

I
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Impress your neighbors.
tl.,r=m..t

Graphic equalization, an integral part of the contemporary home music
system, gives you the kind of focussed music power that will bring your
neighbors over for a late night get together
The new MXR Stereo Octave Equalizer lets you remix your music so that
you can bring up that earth shattering bass line, screaming guitar solo or
any part of the performance loud enough for everybody to hear without
boosting noise.
Annoying problems like hiss, turntable rumble and other kinds of distortion
are easily overcome with the Stereo Octave Eq. It can accommodate the
extended dynamic range of the new high performance discs and be an
invaluable tool when recording car stereo cassettes.
Featuring professional specs and the highest quality components
hand -assembled in Rochester, N.Y, USA, the MXR Stereo Octave Eq
adds clean, noise -free power to specific parts of your music while
maximizing your system's response. Check one out at your local MXR
dealer and get to know your neighbors better.
MXR Innovations, Inc.
740 Driving Park Avenue, Rochester, New York 14613 (716) 254-2910

MXR

Consumer
Products Group
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THAT'S THE WAY IT WAS
WALTER

I.

SEIGAL

Sophe Tucker and Irvng Be-lin
got -cgetner in July of 938 p-ior
tD a specrl broadcast wh ch
tribute to E3rlin's 25 years of
songwriting be]innirg with "Alexander's Rag Tme Band." The program
aired over IVABC-C3S radio on Aug Jst
3, 1938, and jDnilg Tucker and Be-lin
in New Yor< we -e PaJI Whiteman, Cuy
Lombardo, aid :hei especti' e orchestras, while Rudy Vallee took part in Chicago and TDmrny Dorsey v%as heard
from Hoilyw»d. M-. Berlin will be 94 on
his next birthday.
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and when you switch over to the 770's
you will smile and say...it's magic
because there is nothing like it
under the sun!
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Mission -North America, 89 Galaxy Boulevard, Re»aaale, Ontario, M9W 6A4 Canada
Mission Electronics, George Street, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE 186BD England
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

Protect Your
Stereo System

1

-

and Maintain
Its Sound
The D4.. Record Care System
The highly active D4 fluid and unique directionally fibered pad removes harmful
microdust and debris that can cause

permanent damage to your recordings.

;

The SC -2 Stylus Care
System
SC -2

.w.N,

fluid with the

exclusive nylon fibered
brush effectively loosens
and wipes away stylus contamination,
a major contributor to record wear.

N

The Discwasher®
D4 Record Care System
and the Discwasher SC -2
Stylus Care System are
available separately or
together as DiscSet.M.
For a free copy of our "Guide To Record Care" write to Discwasher.
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PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC

1407 North Providence Road, Columbia, MO 65201'USA
A DIVISION OF JENSEN
an ESMARk Company

